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Chapter 1

Introduction: artificial
intelligence and optimization
with parallelism

This document is devoted to artificial intelligence and optimization. This part will be
devoted to having fun with high level ideas and to introduce the subject. Thereafter,
Part II will be devoted to Monte-Carlo Tree Search, a recent great tool for sequential
decision making; we will only briefly discuss other tools forsequential decision mak-
ing; the complexity of sequential decision making will be reviewed. Then, part III
will discuss optimization, with a particular focus on robust optimization and especially
evolutionary optimization. Part IV will present some machine learning tools, useful in
everyday life, such as supervised learning and active learning. A conclusion (part V)
will come back to fun and to high level ideas.

This document is not intended to be read as a novel - thereforea big index is pro-
vided. Several summaries are provided (see “summary” in theindex).

Section 1.1 will discuss links between computational intelligence and human in-
telligence - the main purpose of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is to reduce the gap be-
tween both for domains in which the humans are stronger. In section 1.2 we will
discuss the evolution of hardware, and its impact on the mentioned gap. Section 1.3
will discuss what is covered by this document. All the document assumes that the
reader is familiar with some linear algebra, and understands some notations; we will
use[[a,b]] = {a,a+1,a+2, . . . ,b}, L ( f |E) is the conditional distribution off con-
ditionally to E, Ex f is the expectation off for random variablex, argminx f is anyx
such that∀y, f (x)≤ f (y) (when such andx exists), limsupfn = limn→∞ supm≥n fm.

1.1 Computational intelligence and human intelligence

This document is devoted to parallel Artificial Intelligence (AI) and parallel optimiza-
tion. As multi-core machines and clusters or grids are invading computer science (see
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10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 1.2), I guess this is not so different from just ”artificial intelligence
and optimization”. The idea is just that we will not neglect the fact that networks ex-
ist, and that multi-core machines are now the standard in computer science. We do
not claim that all artificial intelligence tasks would benefit from parallelization, but we
claim that all artificial intelligence tasks should be considered from the point of view
of their possible parallelization, so that we know the benefit of parallelism.

Figure 1.1: Top: using humans is a good solution for efficientartificial intelligence;
so-called “GWAP” systems consist in rephrasing boring problems (e.g. annotating
databases of images with keywords) into games (e.g. finding akeyword cited by at least
one other player connected to the game, and not yet by other people playing the games).
Bottom: A beautiful connection machine. Fromhttp://blog.websourcing.
fr/files/2009/03/total-number-websites.gif .

What is artificial intelligence (AI) ? I like the definition I often heard by M. Sebag:
AI is research in computer science for tasks which are currently absolutely not solvable
by a computer. This means that AI does not consist in improving a convergence rate
by 10 %; it is about solving something which was either impossible to solve with
current technologies, or about reducing the time requestedfor a task by a factor of
20. Parallelization is a good tool (not the only one) for this. As pointed out by M.
Girard [235], AI often hosts parasites: many AI research papers are somehow strange
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Figure 1.2: Number of hostnames in the Internet (Amit Agarwal/DI/Netcraft,
from netlog.org and http://blog.websourcing.fr/files/2009/
03/total-number-websites.gif .

and far from science. Nonetheless, there are notable successes in AI, and AI invades
applications and popularization (Fig. 1.3).

Figure 1.3: The number of books about artificial intelligence and expert systems in
libraries (from B.R. Gaines, Knowledge Science and Technology: Operationalizing
the Enlightenment, KWAB00).

Are machines more clever than humans, or not ? Obviously, machines are stronger
for arithmetic computations. They are also stronger for memorizing quantities of in-
formation, and various tasks which are (therefore) excluded from what we consider as
intelligence. In particular, people can laugh at Alan Turing, who predicted that in 2000
a machine would be able to pass the Turing test (i.e. fooling an average conversational
partner into believing it was a human being). It has been saidthat it is clear that com-
puters are not able of discussing about Joseph Conrad [235].Nonetheless, if I want to
get reliable information about Joseph Conrad, I’ll request”wikipedia Joseph Conrad”
on Google, and thanks to Google, its algorithms, Wikipedia,its algorithms, and their
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contributors, I’ll get much more information about Joseph Conrad than can be given by
most humans.

Beyond things which are usually considered as some form of “computation”, for
which activities are computers better than humans ?

Combinatorial problems ? Computers are strong for combinatorial evaluations;
this is illustrated by their ability in establishing a win inchess many moves in advance.
They will also solve combinatorial problems better than you, and solve many (but not
all) puzzles faster than humans. Go provides a simply definedcombinatorial problem
which is very difficult for computers (section 5.3).

Probabilities ? Computers are often strong for problems involving probabilities.
It has been said [164, 185] that humans are not efficient in thetrading between prior
knowledge and online knowledge (equivalently, humans don’t compute a posteriori
probabilities efficiently as a function of prior probability and observations). This can
be illustrated by the superiority of computers for cases in which exact computations of
probabilities are involved, as in the so-called bookbag andpokerchips problem, or for
checking exact risk of errors in DNA or fingerprint identification, but also in cases in
which exact computation is impossible, as in e.g. the game ofBackgammon. Comput-
ers are also strong at exploiting the weakness of human players in the shi-fu-mi game
(also known as “RoShamBo”, or “Rock-Paper-Scissors”). However, for complex phe-
nomena humans might be stronger than expected; humans stillresist to computers in
Backgammon and poker1, and are still stronger for many tasks.

Fast behaviors ? Computers are strong for fast and precise continuous answers:
e.g., an autopilot is better than a human for saving up fuel ina plane. Nonetheless,
they are less versatile and less robust: “You may be able in a manual mode to sense
something sooner than the autopilot can sense it” accordingto National Transportation
Safety Board investigator Steve Chealander, after the crash of a plane which was in
autopilot mode in spite of ice built up on the wings. Also, a computer is, by far, not able
of receiving a subtle spiny table tennis serve, and computers can drive a car only in very
easy environments. Computers are also weaker than childrenfor many tasks in vision
(see Fig. 5.14). Finally, they are desperately weak for versatile activities, involving
several tasks concurrently, as in a game of Go when several local fights are involved;
this author needed a long time for understanding why its favorite algorithms can not
play as strong humans and finds this example really deep and interesting (section 5.3.5).

Resistance, low price. Computers are useful also for tasks in which they are
weaker than humans. Computers are less “expensive” than humans, accept boring
tasks (Fig. 1.4), and therefore we prefer to use them in dangerous situations: dem-
ining, radioactivity, or tedious tasks. Also, they have lowphysiological constraints
(need for sleep, reasonable temperatures, food, reasonable pressure, oxygen. . . all these
constraints which make humans obsolete in various environments) and can therefore
perform very long flights (for surveying borders2, looking for survivors of a disaster,
protection of nuclear power plants).

Repetitive tasks. Computers are very fast and robust for some simple repetitive

1Human professional players won by a small margin in the humans vs machine poker competition orga-
nized by the university of Alberta in 2007.

2According to Wikipedia, unmanned aerial vehicles made possible a lot of arrests and the seizure of tons
of marijuana.
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tasks; as a consequence, for finding the best program for a very small task like sort-
ing 7 items, they can test very quickly many possible programs and pick up the best,
leading to optimal programs. This is one of the successes of genetic programming.
Computers can also handle quickly repetitive and not so stupid tasks: for example,
which human is able to recognize a speaker, from a new audio record, within hundreds
of audio records ? Computers can also recognize (with limited precision) individuals
with a camera in a crowd in an airport. Incidentally, with very good cameras, com-
puters are seemingly now stronger than humans for recognizing individuals (in “nice”
environments, however).

Figure 1.4: The humanoid version (left) is more poetic, but the practical version (Trilo-
bit vacuum cleaner on the right) is not so bad (but needs help sometimes). Dish washers
are useful too, but an arm, a camera and an electronic brain, with the ability to pick up
all the dishes in the kitchen, using the thrash with pertinence and putting relevant ob-
jects in the dish washer would be better.

1.2 The evolution of hardware: is parallelism crucial
for successful artificial intelligence ?

How did computers (from the point of view of the hardware capabilities) evolve in the
recent years ? Below a quick point of view:

• First, memory became crucial. Consider hard drives. They become bigger and
bigger, but the disk transfer rate does not increase as fast as the size of the disk
(see Fig. 1.6) - therefore, we must be careful when using disks.

• Second, Moore’s law, stating the increase of processor speed at a regular rate
(doubling each 24 months), is seemingly stopped. Now, increasing the compu-
tational power involves improving something else: memory bandwidth, other
input/output devices, but also multiplicating the number of computation units
(see Fig. 1.5).
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Figure 1.5: Moore’s law illustrated by Wikipedia. All the recent improvements are
based on multi-core machines.

Parallelism consists in distributing the computation among several computational
units. Theload balancing is the art and the science of distributing the tasks over the
computation units, so that all of them are efficiently contributing. Parallelism has the
two following immediate advantages:

• The number of instructions per second increases linearly asa function of the
number of machines, as well as the transfer to thelocal memory (see Fig. A.1
from [170]).

• The price of a fixed computational power decreases regularly, as shown by funny
Figure 1.7 (from [170]).

There are various forms of parallelization:

• Parallelization within the “logical” computational units: then, instructions are
decomposed (e.g. thanks to a pipeline within the computation unit). This is not
in the scope of this document.
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Figure 1.6: Top left: disk capacity as a function of years. Top right: transfer rate
as a function of years. Bottom: transfer rate and disk capacity as a function of time
(within a small margin for the same years as top graphs). Graphs from UCLA’s Com-
puter Science and Engineering (CSE 111), in the Introduction to Operating Systems
lectures; and from David Wartell’s web article “ Why Are Server Backups So Painful?
” (from http://wiki.r1soft.com/pages/viewpage.action?pageId =
3016608 ).

• Multi-core machines: then, several computational units, termed cores, have
access to the same memory: the memory isshared. Various levels of cache
(a cache is an intermediate relatively fast memory, see Fig.1.8, which keeps
copies of the most frequently used parts of the memory) improve the transfer rate
(the rate at which information can be sent/received from thememory), which is
known as being a main limitation. Multi-core machines are limited by the trans-
fer rate to the memory: having 1024 cores on a same machine is very expensive
and not very interesting if you have no advantage over 1024 single cores on sepa-
rate machines because the memory cannot be shared between the cores. NUMA
(non-uniform memory access) is the case in which the access to the memory is
slower of faster depending on which core requests an access to which part of the
memory, whereas in SMP (symmetric multiprocessing) machines the rate is the
same for all cores and all parts of memory. Asymmetric multiprocessing (ASMP)
is the case in which the processors have different abilities- programming such a
machine requests a careful look at the architecture.

• Machines connected with a network.In this case, machines have to explicitly
send messages to each other, in order to work together. The computation units
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Figure 1.7: The computational power of $1000 of computers, according to H. Moravec
(1998).

using the network are also termed nodes: if each of the node isitself parallel
(typically a multi-core machine), then the number of computation units might
be greater than the number of nodes (for examples, a network connecting 80
quad-core machines has 320 computation units, and 80 nodes when considered
as is; if the program uses the cores of each quad-core as if they were not sharing
memory, then we have 320 computation units and 320 nodes - thenumber of
nodes is therefore dependent of the algorithmic choices). The performance of
the machine strongly depends on the capacity of the network and of the needs
of your specific application; an example of extremely slow connection is a set
of machines connected with Internet, and the other extremalcase is a high-
performance network between machines on a cluster. Varioustypes of parallel
machines/parallel computations without shared memory are:

– Clusters. Then, machines are more or less homogeneous and not too far
the ones from the others (the distance is in terms of communication delay).
There are clusters with high-performance networks, and clusters with low-
performance networks. The load balancing is easier when clusters are made
of homogeneous machines. ABeowulf cluster is a cluster made of off-the-
shelf computers with a standard Ethernet network.

– Massively parallel machines.The difference with clusters is not so clear:
essentially, we should have then “much more” than 100 computation units
(according to wikipedia) and should have a very fast network. Also, the
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computation units should be nearly identical.

– Grids is the other extremal case of clusters: in a grid there’s no fast network
between the nodes, the nodes are not supposed to be homogeneous. A Grid
can be the union of several clusters, and we might consider that Internet is
a very big grid.

Other specific hardwares for parallel machines exist: look for GPGPU (general purpose
computing on graphics processing units) or FPGA (field-programmable gate array),
vector processors, for more on this.

A program issequential when it is written for a non-parallel architecture. The
speed-upof a parallel program is the improvement in speed when using aparallel
machine instead of a sequential program: it depends on the number of computation
units, on the size of the problem, on the characteristics of the parallel machine. The
efficiency is the speed-up, divided by the number of computation units:it is usually
at most 1, except when there are specific memory requirementsor resource-related
limitations of the sequential program.

Sequential consistency, for a program developed on a parallel machine, is the
property (relative to a sequential program) that the resultand the computation, within
its detailed order, is exactly the same as the result of the sequential version. It is some-
times also requested that the operations are exactly the same as those of the sequential
program (but not in the same order, as some operations are simultaneous on the parallel
program). Strict sequential consistency is usually not required, and not a good idea:
its performance is strongly affected byAmdahl’s law, i.e. the fact that ifp% of the
program cannot be parallelized (andp is often quite big in case of sequential consis-
tency) then the speed-up cannot be more than 1/p - this is in fact a big limitation when
using many computational units, and with our point of view onAI (i.e. AI consists
in solving previously unsolvable tasks, and not in moderately fastening existing tasks).
Gustafson’s lawis an improved version of Amdahl’s law, taking into account the num-
ber of computation units. We’ll see in section 8 an example ofapplication of Amdahl’s
law, in which we could get order of magnitudes of speed-up thanks to a non sequen-
tially consistent parallelization. Usually (but not always), sequential consistency is a
bad idea.

Computation units connected by a network have usually a lower computational
power than multi-core machinesfor a given number of computation unitsbecause we
loose the ability of sharing the memory: on the other hand, itis technologically possible
to have huge clusters (or grids) of computation units, what is usually impossible for
multi-core machines. Coding in multi-threading is also often much more tricky than in
message-passing, when there are critical sections to handle carefully.

A machine with multiple CPU (central processing unit) is notthe same thing as a
machine with multiple cores: cores are supposed to be more closely integrated, e.g. on
a single integrated circuit die. Amany-coremachine is a machine with too many cores
for “easy” natural techniques for multi-core machines. A SMP (symmetric multipro-
cessing) machine is a machine with multiple CPU; possibly, the SMP technology can
be used for multiple cores. A cluster of SMP is a cluster of machines, each of them
having a SMP architecture. This is the most classical form ofsupercomputing. There’s
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a recent interest in the use of modern videocards as a model ofhighly-parallel ASMP3;
using this possibility however implies a strong rewriting of your program and it does
not work for all forms of problems.

A problem is saidfine-grained if its parallelization (or at least its natural paral-
lelization) involves a lot of communication between the computation units. It is said
coarse-grainedif it involves only a few communications per second. It is said em-
barrassingly parallel if it involves very few communications, and it is saidmulti-
sequentialwhen it communicates only briefly at the very beginning and the very end
of the computation.

Some quantitative ideas:

• Some of the works involved in this document involve machineswith 32 cores.

• Some of the works involved in this document with high-performance clusters
involved 800 cores.

• Some of the works involved in this document with grids involved 5000 cores
(thanks to Grid5000).

A particular form of parallelization, which is essential insome mathematical proofs
and also for some real algorithms, isspeculativeparallelization. Consider a program
of the form:

”x= a()
IF x∈ b THEN RETURNc() ELSE RETURNd()”

whereb is a set,a(), c() andd() are functions;c() andd() are supposed to be
nearly as expensive asa. Then speculative parallelization replaces this by:

Compute in parallel:

• x= a();

• y= c();

• z= d().

IF x∈ b THEN RETURNy ELSE RETURNz.

This parallel version takes time max(T(a),T(c),T(d)) where T(t) denotes the
computational cost of taskt (plus the cost of the IF ... THEN ... ELSE ..., supposed
to be small), whereas the sequential version takes timeT(a)+T(b) or T(a)+T(c); if
T(b) = T(c) = T(a) there is a speed-up 2.

3The asymmetry in videocards comes from the fact, in this case, that in such cases, there is a CPU (or
possibly several CPUs)plusa GPU made of many block of many “cores”.
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Speculative optimization is in particular interesting when k levels of ”IF ... THEN
... ELSE ...” are nested; then, we can have a speed-up 2k. The drawback is that we
use a number of processors exponential ink; the speed-up is at best logarithmic in the
computational power. For large numbers of processors, it issometimes impossible to do
better and speculative parallelization can then provide optimal speed-up (an example
in section 15.2). Speculative optimization is sequentially consistent (see definition
below).

Figure 1.8: A schema of a multi-core machine (from Wikipedia). There are caches
local to each core, and possibly caches between these cachesand the “real” memory,
for accelerating the use of frequently accessed parts of thememory.

Is it worth parallelizing and is it worth highly optimizing t he performance of
a program for a specific parallel machine ? One can have measurable improve-
ments by taking into account the very details of the architecture of a parallel machine.
Nonetheless, from the personal experience of this author, improving the representation
of your problem provides very big improvements, then parallelizing it on a multicore
machine and/or a cluster or network provides a big improvement, and taking into ac-
count the rough nature of your parallel machine (e.g. one layer of parallelization for
highly integrated computational units with fast access to acommon memory, and one
layer for less integrated computational units) provides most of the improvement that
can be brought by parallelization; in some cases it was worthseparating in three levels
(shared memory, clusters, grids). I’ve not seen cases in which taking into account the
very details of the architecture (like non-uniform memory access) provides more than
+100 % speed-up - and such a speed-up is already very rare. My personal rule consists
in optimizing very carefully the representation of the problem, then the algorithm, then
choosing its parallel counterpart from an algorithmic point of view, and only in very
specific cases the detailed parallelization.
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1.3 Problems under analysis

This document is about artificial intelligence and optimization. The problems under
consideration in this document are typically the followings:

• First, sequential decisions with uncertainty(SDU). In SDU, I have to take a
sequence of decisionsd1,d2,d3, . . . , and I get rewards or losses. I want as much
rewards as possible; which decisions should I take ? This very general problem
will be here considered in the easier case in which we have a model of the un-
certainties, i.e. a model of the world: this means that if we know all decisions,
all random outcomes, and the initial state, then we know the intermediate states
and the reward (this is not, by far, a negligible assumption). SDU is also termed
planning. This is incredibly general, and incredibly difficult in thegeneral case;
an easier case if the fully observable one, such as the game ofGo; we will also
consider, in two separate parts, two special cases of SDU, described below: opti-
mization and active learning. These two cases are so specificthat they are usually
not considered as SDU; nonetheless they can use the same techniques, as will be
discussed later.

Applications of SDU include:

– The game of Go. Here, you have one decision to take at each move, the
uncertainties are the moves of the opponent, and the reward is either a win
or a loss (in some rare cases, a draw). This is a particularly convenient
testbed. Incidentally, there are millions of players in Asia, and an increas-
ing interest for this game even in Europe and America; if the intellectual
property around source codes developed in the French academic world was
manageable, then research institutes and universities would have earned a
lot of money with the program we developed. Games are the mostpop-
ular applications of Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS), and many people
consider MCTS as a tool for games; we will nonetheless define and study
MCTS as a general tool for planning (part II).

– Power plant management. If you have a few tenths of nuclear power
plants, a few tenths of hydroelectric plants, and various other power plants,
for producing electricity for millions of user, then it is ofcrucial impor-
tance to minimize the cost (economical and ecological cost)of production,
whilst satisfying the demand. The uncertainties are meteorological out-
comes, technical troubles, economical factors influencingthe demand.

– Other stock management problems have been considered [61].

– Martin Müller and his colleagues published applications inclassical plan-
ning benchmarks[172].

– Other games (than the game of Go) in which MCTS performs quitewell
are Havannah[221], Hex[5], and (with a very interesting trick detailed later,
see section 9) Amazons[160]. The case of General Game Playing (GGP)
is also very interesting: in this game, the rules are not known in advance;
the program is given the rules, in a specified format, just before the game
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starts, and then the program must play. In these games, MCTS performed
extremely well as soon as the chosen game is somehow difficult.

• Second,optimization. In this very important case of SDU, to which many books
are dedicated: we are given an oracle, which, givenx, computesf (x); we want
to find a minimum of f , or an approximation of this minimum. This isopti-
mization. In accordance with the fundamental idea of this document that AI
should work on problems as moderately structured as possible, we will here only
consider non-linear optimization; we will restrict our attention essentially to un-
constrained optimization; see part III. We will consider also the noisy case (i.e.
when the oracle provides noisy information). Optimizationis the most imme-
diately applicable research field in artificial intelligence; almost any industrial
process, or even economical policy, or even any program (through parameter
tuning) can be improved by non-linear (possibly noisy) optimization.

• Third, active learning. In this case, we are given an oracle, which, givenx, com-
putes f (x); we want to findf , or an approximation (usually denotedf̂ ) thereof,
from examples(x1, f (x1)), (x2, f (x2)), . . . , (xn, f (xn)). This isactive learning;
see part 16. For example,x can be a text in English, andf (x) its translation in
french; in this example (automatic translation), what is expensive is the request
of the exact valuef (x) (this implies an expert); in order to save up some of this
cost (i.e., in order to save up the number of requests) it is important to take care
of choosing examples. Indeed,f (x) can be the result of a big finite-elements
computation: typically,f (x) can be a measure of the efficiency of a mechanical
piece parametrized byx, and f̂ is an approximation of the heavy computation
evaluating this efficiency, so that̂f can be used instead off (this is in particular
useful if f is very expensive and̂f is much cheaper);̂f is then termed asurro-
gate model. Active learning can perform very well in some cases (in particular
classification with not too big sets of models), and not so much in others (e.g.
regression by neural networks or SVM). Don’t try to implement active learning
without a clear understanding of whether it will provide a big improvement or
not: AL makes things more complicated, more difficult to parallelize, and should
be used only when it is really relevant.

The main assumption limiting the generality of the approaches in this document is
that we always assume that a model of the world is given (in particular in part II). This
is not a small restriction, and it strongly restricts the applicability of the approaches
here. A work around consists in replacing the knowledge of the model of the world
by a worst case analysis on a family of models; this is exactlythe classical approach
in games. We don’t know how the opponent will play, we have no model of it; so
we consider the worst case on the possible opponents. This provides a solution for
problems in which we don’t know the model of the opponent.

Links between biology and artificial intelligence are somehow controversial, but
there’s always some fun and philosophical insights in thesecomparisons. After the
conclusion, an appendix will therefore discuss links between AI and biological aspects.
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Chapter 3

On games and planning and
why they are important1

Games are important far beyond the field of games. When a new algorithm emerges
in games, usually it can be adapted for many other applications. A typical example
is a great recent algorithm for artificial intelligence termed Monte-Carlo Tree Search
(MCTS [72, 62, 143]). Three (almost) simultaneous papers defined this great, new tool
for discrete time planning under uncertainty; it is based ondevelopping an incremental
tree in the neighborhood of the current situation, in a more depth-first manner than in
alpha-beta2. Essentially, planning under uncertainty occurs when:

• at different time steps, you have to make decisions;

• after a given number of time steps, you get a reward (or a loss);

• there are some unknown elements, to be learnt later (e.g. thedecision of an
opponent, or some random outcomes).

My favorite test bedfor this is the game of Go. My favoriteapplicationis power plant
management. The MCTS algorithm is surprisingly simple, relevant in both continu-
ous and discrete cases, and needs far less expertise than alpha-beta (for games), and
far less simplifying assumptions than dynamic programming. It appeared in games (in
particular in the fascinating game of Go, discussed below),but it has been adapted to
many other applications as well. Two important families of problems from artificial
intelligence, namely expensive optimization and active learning, could be tackled ef-
ficiently with this tool. The algorithm (which has essentially no value function) has
some limitations. First, it should probably be mixed with other techniques when the
number of time steps is huge (or infinite). Second, when thereare automatic answers

1This part is based on collaborations with J.-Y. Audibert, P.Audouard, G. Chaslot, A. Couëtoux, R.
Coulom, V. Danjean, H. Doghmen, S. Gelly, R. Gaudel, T. Hérault, J.-B. Hoock, J. Mary, A. Rimmel, P.
Rolet, M. Schoenauer, M. Sebag, A. Takahashi, F. Teytaud, Y.Wang, Z. Yu.

2Incidentally, the idea of developping a tree is usual in games, but not in stochastic dynamic programming
in which Bellman values are usually approximated once for all;see however [182].
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to learn (e.g., for the case of the game of Go, reducing the number of liberties of group
B when group A lost one liberty and A and B are in a liberty race), then MCTS needs
some ”patches”. This has been handcrafted in the case of the game of Go, for some
simple cases, but not for the famous “semeai” problem (i.e. liberty races - more on this
later). I like the example of semeai, as it clearly shows why MCTS is not ready for
conquering the world: some simple things, trivial for humans, are extremely hard for
MCTS. Unfortunately, understanding this weakness is a goodfirst step, but we could
not do the second step: finding a general tool for this.

We’ll first see in this chapter why all this is crucial, both philosophically, industri-
ally, ecologically, economically (yes, I’m convinced of this!). Section 3.1 will discuss
the importance of planning. Section 3.2 will discuss the importance of games. Section
3.3 will survey some terminology, and section 3.4 will present key elements.

Next chapters will then give an overview of games, planning,and algorithms for
games and planning. We’ll see a brief survey of tools for games (chapter 4) and then
fundamental elements on the complexity of games (chapter 5); we’ll see that this is
highly relevant for understanding which tools are the best ones. We will then present
MCTS, a great recent tool (chapter 6) which have big advantages in terms of scala-
bility, practicability, readability; section 7 is devotedto showing the generality of this
approach, and section 8 to its parallelization. Chapter 9 will then discuss the limitations
of this MCTS technique and some current works on it.

3.1 Planning is important

Planning consists in making a sequence of decisions so that everything is fine. Choos-
ing who will work at which time in the hospital is a planning task. Choosing in which
order you will do your tasks today is another planning problem. Scheduling the works
of you and your collaborators is another planning problem. You can also consider
power plant scheduling: which power plants will be switchedon and which ones will
be switched off at each time step this week ?

If you don’t decide everything from the very beginning, but decide which strat-
egy will be used for making decisions (depending on the information you get), this is
another planning task; you have now observability. If everything is deterministic and
known in advance, then observability is useless; otherwise, it matters.

In the extremal case in which there’s no observability at all, you can decide right
now all your future actions (without loss of generality): you then have to decide your
actions independently of what happens - in most cases, however, you have partial ob-
servability: there are things you see, and things you don’t see. Unfortunately, partial
observability is very complicated, as shown both by theory (chapter 17) and by exper-
iments.

3.2 Games are important, too

It is often argued that games are important because people learn a lot by games, and
because many sophisticated animals play. I’d like here to emphasize other reasons for
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the importance of games.
First, the best techniques in games are also very good techniques for other prob-

lems. For example, works emphasizing the use of computational power at each time a
decision is requested, and not only off-line, are very similar to alpha-beta techniques
from the game community. Also, the Monte-Carlo Tree Search technique, a revolution
in games, is now a revolution in difficult planning (not in thenon-reactive forms of
planning).

Moreover, games provide a very clear framework for discussions and experimen-
tations: the understanding of partial observability, and the difference between partial
observability in exogenous random processes (case in whichpartial observability can
be replaced by stochasticity) and real partial observability appears clearly in games -
this is the difference between Kriegskiel and Memory. In theMemory game, there’s an
unobserved part, but we can completely remove it and replaceit by a stochastic compo-
nent (the hidden unseen cards can just be randomly sampled among unseen cards when
they become visible). This is not possible in Bridge, Poker or Coinche as the hidden
information is hidden only to some players. Therefore, Bridge and Poker fall in the
same category as Kriegspiel whereas Memory falls in the category of Backgammon3.

Another important argument is thesimilarity between games and robust opti-
mization. Robust optimization consists in choosing a solution whichworks well in-
dependently of some outcomes: for example, the best planning for my power plants,
provided that the risk of black-out is lower than 10−3 independently of the weather, if
there are at most 5 failures in my plants. This is exactly as having an opponent, who
can decide 5 failures, and who wins in case of black-out: you look for a strategy so that
the opponent is surely defeated, or defeated with a maximum probability. For exam-
ple, many works around the “fictitious play” algorithm are applied to both games and
robust linear optimization[149].

At a more fundamental level, games are useful for understanding the current limita-
tions of artificial intelligence in front of human intelligence; the example of the semeai
situations in the game of Go is a perpetual wonder to me (see section 5.3.5). Games
are also useful for understanding some of the great strengths of computers: the fact that
computers win against humans in Shi-Fu-Mi (also known as Rock/Paper/Scissors) is
also a perpetual wonder to me.

3.3 Terminology

We use the classical vocabulary on graphs; a directed graph is made of a set of vertices
(also termed nodes), and a set of edges; an edge is a pair(a,b), wherea andb are ver-
tices;b is termed a child ofa. A Markov Decision Process(MDP) is a finite directed
graph with both decision nodes and random nodes.4 Random nodesare equipped with
a distribution of probability on their children.Decision nodesare either max-nodes or
min-nodes. A max-player, a.k.a max-strategy or max-policy, is a (possibly stochas-
tic) function which takes as input a max-node and gives as output one of the sons of

3We here neglected the number of players in the category, and only categorized games by the nature of
partial observability.

4We here consider only finite graphs for simplicity.
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this node. A min-player (min-strategy, min-policy) is defined similarly for min-nodes
(for the partially observable case, definitions differ as we’ll see later). If there’s no
min-nodes, or no max-nodes, then we will simply refer to policies or strategies.

Given a MDP, a max-player and a min-player, agame(also known as asimulation
is the random path through the graph from the root to a leaf in which transitions are
chosen by the max-player, the min-player, or at random, for max-nodes, min-nodes,
and random nodes respectively.Leaf nodes conclude the game (game over).

In some cases,leaf nodesare equipped with areward ∈R; the lossis the opposite
quantity. We consider a reward, to be maximized by a player and minimized by
the other (if there are two players); more general cases, involving different and non-
opposite rewards for the two players, are possible but not (not much) considered here.

In some cases, there’s a reward for each state (which is addedto the total reward
each time the player arrives in this state), or a reward for each pair (state,action), which
is taken when the agent chooses this action in this state: then, there’s a reward for each
time step;rt is by definition the reward obtained after thetth move in the graph. We
will note r(x,a) the reward obtained when choosing actiona at statex.

When adiscount factor γ ∈]0,1] is used, then the total reward isR= ∑t γ trt . The
case with no discount factor is equivalent toγ = 1. γ < 1 and bounded rewards per time
step imply that the overall rewardR is well defined. This is not ensured ifγ = 1; when
γ = 1 and if the reward might be infinite due to cycling, one can consider the average
rewardR= limt→∞

1
t ∑t−1

i=0 r i , when it is defined.
Viability refers to various concepts, based on the idea that you take care of survival.

For example, you might have no reward until you loose, and then reward−1; then, the
best you can do (and this is obviously not possible for all games) is to ensure that the
game is never ended. Some versions of Tetris involve viability. In some cases, you
have reward−1 when you loose, and a discount factorγ < 1; then, even if the problem
is such that you loose with probability 1 independently of your choices, you can find
strategies optimizing the expected reward, and these strategies will try to ensure a long
life.

A Partially Observable Markov Decision Process(POMDP) is a MDP modified
so that:

• each decision node is equipped with an observation;

• the max (resp. min) player compute his (possibly stochastic) output as a func-
tion of the vector of the observations along the visited max nodes (resp. min
nodes) - as a consequence, strategies are now functions fromfinite sequences of
observations to actions and not from nodes to actions.

The finite sequence of observations can obviously be very big, and then it is not realistic
to take a decision directly as a function of all this. Therefore, a compact (but imperfect)
representation consists in having an internal state in the controller, and the equations
become:

statet+1 = f (statet ,decisiont) //transition function

observationt+1 = observation(statet+1) //observation step

(decisiont+1,memoryt+1) = strategy(observationt+1,memoryt) //decision making
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A MDP can theoretically be recovered, from a POMDP, by consideringmemoryt+1 =
(memoryt ,observationt+1). This is a brute-force algorithm5 and usually it is not real-
istic. Recurrent neural networks are a possible solution for non brute-force POMDP
solving (see also reservoir computing). Another solution is based on Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations conditionally to observations, as discussed in Chapter 4.

3.3.1 Bellman values, value functions and reinforcement learning

The notions discussed in this section are presented in the one-player case, or for one
player against random. The extension to 2 players is easier when the reward of player
2 is the opposite of the reward for player 1; this case is termed the zero-sum case. We
refer to [213] for more information on the general case ofN > 2 players or 2 players
with non-opposite rewards, as well as for more information on notions presented in this
section.

TheBellman valueor Masśe-Bellman[165] value of a state in a MDP is the ex-
pected reward of the terminal node if both players choose optimal decisions (max for
maximizing the expected reward, min for minimizing the expected reward). Thevalue
function associated to a strategyπ (in a one-player game here), denotedVπ , is the
function such thatVπ(s) is the expected reward if you start at states and use strategy
π (in a multi-player games,V must be indexed byk strategies if there arek players).
When no strategy is mentioned, thenV =Vπ∗ whereπ∗ is an optimal strategy (optimal
strategies do not always exist, but they do in many importantcases).

When the transition function is only approximately known (typically, only a sample
of transitions and rewards is observed), it is often more comfortable to work with the
Q-function: for a statex and an actiona, theQ function is defined asQ(x,a)= r(x,a)+
γV( f (x,a)). In particular,Q functions can be approximated in cases in which there are
samples, but no model of the transition.

Q-functions can be directly learnt by Q-learning or Sarsa, based on simulations (the
main advantage of these algorithms is that they don’t require a model - they can directly
learn from simulations). The simulations are usually performed by theε-greedy strat-
egy: with probabilityε, play randomly, and with probability 1−ε, play the action with
maximum Q-value (i.e. in states, choose actiona maximizingQ(s,a)). Usually, ε
decreases linearly with time i.e. witht the time stepε = εt = K/(K0+ t).

These algorithms (Q-learning and Sarsa) are incremental algorithms, updating aQ
function as follows:

Q(s,a)← (1−α)Q(s,a)+α
(
r + γQ′(s,a, t)

)
(3.1)

where

• Q′(s,a, t) = Q(s′,a′) (for the Q-learning algorithm);

• or Q′(s,a, t) = maxbQ(s′,b) (for the SARSA learning algorithm);

5It’s a brute-force algorithm in the sense that it keeps in memory all the past observations, without trying
to build a compact synthetic representation.
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when a transition is made from the states to the states′ by actiona and the action to be
chosen ins′ is b. In Eq. 3.1α is typically chosen linearly decreasing as a function of the
number of visits ina. The algorithm is easily implemented for Q-functions whichare
just look-up tables (i.e. functions written in extenso, with one value for each(s,a)), or
discretizations; implementing Q-learning with function approximation is more difficult
[27, 1].

Dynamic programming is a classical tool for solving acyclic MDP; then, the Bell-
man value is computed for each state:

• for final states (leaf nodes), the computation is easy;

• for nodes with only leafs as sons, the value can be computed byaveraging (for
random nodes) or maximizing (for max nodes) or minimizing (for min nodes)
over the children;

• we then compute the Bellman value by induction on the length of the longest
path to a leaf.

This procedure has cost linear in the number of edges for an acyclic graph. It does
not terminate in case of graph with cycles (but might converge in particular ifγ < 1).
Dynamic programming works well with 2-players in the zero-sum case.

Stochastic dynamic programmingrefers to dynamic programming applied to a
MDP which contains random nodes. For two-player games, the natural counter-part
of dynamic programming is the Minimax approach (see Fig. 6.1), except that in the
Minimax approach the Bellman value (for time steps beyond a given horizon) is ap-
proximated by some value function so that we don’t have to consider a too big tree.
The minimax algorithm for choosing an action is presented inAlg. 1; the alpha-beta
version is presented in Alg. 2.

Dynamic programming cannot be used as is for cyclic MDP. Value iteration (de-
fined below) is a natural transformation of dynamic programming in the cyclic case.
We consider that we are in maximization of reward below; minimization of loss is
obviously equivalent.

Value iteration is an algorithm for solving (non-necessarily acyclic) MDP.It con-
sists in iteratively improving a value function: if making decisiona in statex leads to
statef (x,a) and rewardr(x,a), then you can update the approximate value functionV̂
by

V̂(x)←max
a

r(x,a)+ γV̂( f (x,a)).

If V̂i is the value function afteri iterations of value iteration, the equation becomes:

V̂i+1(x)←max
a

r(x,a)+ γV̂i( f (x,a)).

This implies that we can simulate the transitionf (., .) as much as we want; in many real
world applications, transitions are only observed when effectively applied to a plant -
therefore, simulatingf (x,a) implies that the plant is effectively sent to statex and that
actiona is applied. This is obviously extremely difficult in many cases. Therefore,
value iteration can often not be applied as is. Usual variants are based on incremental
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minimaxChooseAction(s)
Input: a states
Parameter: a depthd ∈ N

Output: an actiona
for each possible actiona do

Compute the statex that we reach if we choose actiona in states
Define:value(a) = minimaxValue(x,d)

end for
Return the action which leads to the best value

minimaxValue(x,d)
Input: a statex, a depthd≥ 0
Parameter: a (usually handcrafted) evaluation function
Output: a value∈ R

if d = 0 orx is a game overthen
ReturnevaluationFunction(x)

else
if we are in a max nodethen

Return maxa minimaxValue(t(x,a),d−1)
end if
if We are in a min nodethen

Return mina minimaxValue(t(x,a),d−1)
end if
if We are in a random nodethen

Return meanaminimaxValue(t(x,a),d−1)
end if

end if

Algorithm 1 : The minimax algorithmminimaxChooseActionfor choosing a move,
which uses the minimax algorithmminimaxValuefor estimating the value. The pa-
rameters are (i) an usually handcrafted evaluation function (used inminimaxValue)
(ii) a depthd.
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FunctionalphabetaChooseMove(s,d)
Input: a situationx, a depthd.
Output: a movea.
Returnalphabeta(x,d,−∞,+∞).

Functionalphabeta(x,d,α,β )
if d = 0 ors is a game overthen

ReturnevaluationFunction(x)
end if
for each possible actiona in heuristic order (probably best before)
do

α ←max(α,−alphabeta(t(x,a),d−1,−β ,−α)
if β < α then

Break
end if

end for
Returnα

Algorithm 2 : The alpha-beta algorithm as presented in [245]; it is an improvement
of the minimax algorithm (Alg. 1). We simplified the presentation by removing ran-
dom nodes.α andβ are memories of the best/worst action found in other branches;
alphaBeta is the pruning of useless moves thanks to this history.

or local families of functions for̂V, so thatV̂ can be modified dynamically, more or
less locally, during simulations; we will not consider a lotthis important case and the
interested reader is reported to [27] (in particular forTD(λ ) algorithms).

In policy iteration , we maintain a policy instead of a value function. More pre-
cisely, policy iteration works as follows6:

π̂(x)← argmax
a

r(x,a)+ γVπ̂( f (x,a))

or with indexi for the ith iteration:

π̂i+1(x)← argmax
a

r(x,a)+ γVπ̂i ( f (x,a))

Policy iteration converges faster in terms of convergence rate per iteration, but it in-
volves the computation ofVπ̂ , which is expensive (possibly done by modified policy
iteration as below).Modified policy iteration [176, 187] is policy iteration in which
the computation ofVπ̂i is made by iterating:

Vπ̂ = lim
k→∞

Vπ̂,k (approximated by a finite number of iterations) (3.2)

Vπ̂,k+1(x) = max
a

r(x,a)+ γV̂π̂,k( f (x,a)). (3.3)

6argmaxf denotes (by a slight abuse of notation, as existence and unicity are not guaranteed) anyx such
that∀y, f (x)≤ f (y), for a minimization problem.
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(the iterative method suggested in Eq. 3.2 can also be replaced by an exact solving (by
linear programming). Value iteration and policy iterationare then a particular case of
modified policy iteration.

Approximate dynamic programming is the use of dynamic programming to-
gether with supervised learning for approximating the function value (in order to com-
pute it only at a restricted set of states, before generalization by supervised learning). It
allows the use of dynamic programming in continuous problems. Approximate value
iteration is similar in the case of value iteration.

POMDP with one player only (no min node) can be solved by dynamic program-
ming as well: the solution consists in replacing the POMDP bya much bigger MDP,
in which the state is the complete memory of the past observations (which might be ar-
bitrarily large, if the POMDP has unbounded length!). Therefore, computing an exact
optimal solution for a POMDP is possible only for very small POMDP; even for MDP,
the computation is very expensive when the dimension is large.

POMDP with at least two players are much more difficult (however, the problem
can be simplified if the observations are the same for both players - in other cases,
the POMDP is said decentralized). Decentralized problems lead to higher complexity
classes; indeed, in the case of two players per team, and two teams, with partial ob-
servability andprivate information (what is observed by a player is not observed by
other players), the existence of winning strategies is undecidable[127]7, whenever we
only look for strategies which are a sure win (the existence of strategies winning with
probability≥ 1

2 is much harder, as it is undecidable even with a finite graph with cycle
(even with just two players and a deterministic transition function).

A plant is often a POMDP with continuous set of states; this terminology is usual
in control theory; a plant is sometimes defined as a combination between a process and
the actuators with an effect on it.

An extension of dynamic programming for the partially observable case has been
proposed in [155] but is not tractable; it has indeed been shown that the complexity
of such problems is very high[22]. [2] proposes essentiallyto work by direct policy
search: define a parametric policy, with parameters, and optimize the parameters of
the policy by non-linear programming.

3.3.2 Examples: board games, card games, sports, and other
games

Fully observable games with simultaneous decisions by the two players can be
rephrased as POMDP without simultaneous decisions (see Fig. 3.1 for an example).

Chess, Draughts, Go, Shogi, Hex, Havannah, are non-stochastic MDPs with two
players. Shi-Fu-Mi (Fig. 3.1) is a two-player deterministic POMDP, in which comput-
ers are surprisingly strong thanks to their ability in finding our human weaknesses as
random generators.

7The complexity of the management of decentralized POMDP can be illustrated by the high percentage
of death by so-called “friendly fire” in modern wars (a friendly fire is an inadvertent firing towards friendly
forces.
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Figure 3.1: The POMDP corresponding to Shi-Fu-Mi. Informally, and with less poetic
action names than in the original version of the game, max andmin simultaneously
choosea, b or c: if max= min, there is equality;a wins againstb but looses againstc;
b wins againstc; the game is symmetric. We see on this graph (in which the observation
is always empty) that a game with simultaneous decisions forthe two players can be
rephrased as a turn-based game in the POMDP case.

Tennis8 is a two-player nearly deterministic POMDP. Phantom-Go is adeterminis-
tic two-player POMDP. Bridge is a decentralized stochasticPOMDP with more than 2
players. Football is a decentralized nearly deterministicPOMDP with 22 players (11
per team). The management of power plants in front of random uncertainty is a one-
player stochastic POMDP. First Person Shooters (games likeWolfenstein or Doom)
with one player trying to kill fixed non-player characters isa one-player POMDP. Real
Time Strategy Games (games like Populous or Dune 2) are usually one-player POMDP
(except network versions, or if we consider the strategy of each soldier alone9 - then
we switch to a decentralized multi-player POMDP).

3.3.3 Succinct representation and limited horizon

Succinct representationsare a usual tool in graph. The idea is that, instead of repre-
senting a graph by an explicit set of transitions on a finite set of nodes, we can represent
it by a compact representation: typically, the set of statesis the valuations of a finite
number of binary variables, and the transitions are represented by Boolean formula.
With such representations, the length of the input is much smaller than the number of
transitions; as complexities are expressed with respect tothe size of the input, this leads
to much higher complexity classes for succinct representations. Typically, a simple
MDP with one initial state and deterministic transitions switches from P-complete to
PSPACE-complete when switching from non-succinct to succinct representations[192].
Complexity in succinct representations are related to general game playing: the com-
plexity which is considered is the complexity for solving a whole family of games and
not just one game, and rules are at a sufficiently abstract level to be much smaller (ex-

8Please note that we here include games with continuous statesin these illustrations; obviously, continu-
ous domains introduce new troubles in many cases; we will not develop this further here.

9In usual versions on a single personal computer, a player takes care of all his individuals in the game.
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ponentially smaller, usually) than the complete state space. Nonetheless, we’ll see that
many games are as difficult (at least from the point of view of computational com-
plexity classes) as these whole families of games: for two-player deterministic fully-
observable problems, the complexity is EXPTIME-complete [192], and we have the
same complexity for chess, Go with no superko, draughts, . . ..

Short games. Succinct representations make games (artificially) much harder,
and limited horizon make games much easier: for example, a MDP with polynomial
length is in P; a POMDP with exponential length is EXP-complete, NEXP-complete
and EXPSPACE-complete in the observable, non-observable,and partially observable
cases respectively, whereas without unbounded length it isEXP, EXPSPACE and 2EXP
respectively[171, 192].

In the non-succinct case with a number of time steps equal to the number of states,
some complexities from [116] and references therein are as follows:

• Computing the optimal value of a MDP isFP-complete10.

• Computing the optimal value of an unobservable MDP isFP[NP]-complete11.

• Computing the optimal value of an unobservable MDP isFPSPACE-complete12.

We can express these results (still for MDP with a number of time steps equal to the
number of states) in terms of decision problems, i.e. existence of a policy with positive
reward. Then, the problem isP-complete for fully observable MDP,NP-complete
for unobservable MDP,NPPP-complete for partially observable MDP13, PSPACE-
complete for partially observable MDP.

3.4 Some key notions in games

This section will briefly recall some crucial notions (many of which are more precisely
defined elsewhere in this book) in computer games. This chapter is not supposed to
be very precise; it is more here as an informal introduction to games and to several
important techniques:

• tree search, and in particularalpha-beta, the most well known algorithm for
games. Alpha-beta is an improvement ofMinimax ; alpha-beta is much faster
in particular when a heuristic ordering on legal moves is available; see section
3.3. Alpha-beta has had many improvements since the early times, in particular
iterative deepening which iteratively increases the horizon of the search. In it-
erative deepening, each iteration is an alpha-beta search with limited depth, and
each iteration helps for improving the ordering used in later alpha-beta iterations
thanks to the values memorized (see section 3.3.1).

10FP is the set of functions computable in polynomial time.
11FP[NP] is the set of functions computable in polynomial time with a NP oracle.
12FPSPACEis the set of functions computable in polynomial space.
13NPPP is the sets of problems solvable in polynomial time by a non-deterministic machine with PP

oracles; a PP-oracle is an oracle which solves a problem for which a polynomial time solution exists on a
probabilistic Turing machine with error rate less than1

2 on all instances.
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• for partially observable games, the notion ofbelief states, i.e. the distribution
of probability of the unknown internal states (in problems in which this distribu-
tion makes sense, e.g. partially observable stochastic oneplayer games or par-
tially observable two player games at Nash equilibrium), orthe set of possible
states, defined as a function of past observations. The belief state can be ap-
proximated by Monte-Carlo sampling (more or less14 theoretically consistently,
depending on the framework).

• opponent modelling, which is crucial when we want to benefit from the oppo-
nent’s weakness, rather than reaching the Nash equilibrium. In some cases (see
in particular rock-paper-scissors), the Nash equilibriumis easy but uninteresting,
whereas some strategies (which are useless against a Nash strategy) have good
rewards against realistic opponents.

• evaluation function: an evaluation function takes a state as input (or a sequence
of observations in the partially observable case) and outputs a value; it might be
handcrafted, or it can be based on Monte-Carlo evaluation, or it might be learnt
by self-play (reinforcement learning), as in e.g. TDgammon[219].

• ordering of moves, which is crucial in alpha-beta. The heuristic ordering of
moves (thanks to human expertise) can be greatly improved bysome generic
techniques:

– refutation tables, which use statistics from already visited nodes for bias-
ing the search in a new node of the tree search, depending on the last move.
Informally speaking, with refutation tables, if moveb is often a good an-
swer to movea, thenb is tested early when exploring nodes in which the
last move isa.

– thekiller heuristic , which introduces a bias towards moves which are good
at a given depth (according to earlier evaluations). Thanksto this bias, the
cutoffs are more frequent, and the alpha-beta is faster.

– iterative deepening, in which early iterations provide heuristic values for
ordering later iterations (as discussed above). Thanks to the better ordering
of moves, the cutoffs are more frequent, and the alpha-beta is faster.

• Monte-Carlo tree search, a recent very promising approach; as this beautiful
technique takes a lot of room in the next chapters we will not insist too much
here.

14Sometimes not at all, as shown by undecidability theorems laterin this document.



Chapter 4

Games and tools: brief state of
the art

This chapter is devoted to briefly summarize the main techniques used for various
games. Section 4.1 discusses computer chess, the most classical testbed in the old
times. We then briefly discuss computer draughts (section 4.2), computer backgammon
(section 4.3), computer rock-paper-scissor (section 4.4), computer bridge and poker
(section 4.5), computer connection games (section 4.6); a final section will be devoted
to other games.

4.1 Computer chess: alpha-beta and its many improve-
ments

The most well known challenge for computers is probably chess; nonetheless, chess is
now easy for computers which clearly outperform humans. Thetools for this are:

• An alpha-beta algorithm with various improvements:

– quiescence search: a leaf is not evaluated without playing afew moves on
it until the situation is somehow “stable”; before evaluating, play captures
and obvious improvements of the position.

– good ordering of moves for fastening the alpha-beta (but almost no hard
pruning usually).

– iterative deepening[144], which provides a better ordering of moves for the
alpha-beta pruning (each iteration makes later iterationsfaster by favouring
cutoffs thanks to the better ordering).

• A good evaluation function: the evaluation functions in chess typically sum a
score for each piece on the board, including pawns, plus modifiers depending on
some degrees of freedom. The evaluation function is used both:

41
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– for evaluating leafs;

– for choosing the ordering of moves to be tested in the alpha-beta.

Endgames databases are used also in the evaluation function.

• Endgames databases: there are proved families of situations, for which it is
known that they lead to a win for a given side. Almost all six-pieces endgames
are known. Endgames databases are built by retrograde analysis, i.e. by the ana-
log of dynamic programming from a final state (a win for one side) backwards
in time.

• Transposition tables are used for keeping in memory alreadyanalyzed positions
in order to ensure that a same situation is not analyzed twice.

• Refutation tables keep in memory statistics on the best answers to each given
move, dynamically during a search; this allows a bias in the order in which
moves are considered.

Interestingly, computers sometimes play, against humans,moves which lead to
endgames which are, for perfect play, a draw - they “know” that humans don’t play
endgames perfectly. This is a limitation to the classical “same strength assumption”,
according to which both players are considered equivalently in the tree search.

Computers are now extremely strong and win against the best humans; however,
strong players can ensure many draws. Humans usually try a specific technique, spe-
cialized against computers, namely moves based on very longterm effects. It is widely
believed that computers became stronger than humans in 1997, with the win by Deep
Blue against Gary Kasparov; nonetheless, at that time, humans were still stronger, and
the really clear victory of computers occured in 2005 with 5 wins and 1 draw out of 6
games by Hydra against Mickael Adams.

4.2 Computer draughts: exact solving

The case of draughts uses roughly the same methodology as chess, with a big emphasis
on the retrograde analysis; it has been pushed to the point that even the initial situation
is solved (for the draughts 8x8 version termed “go as you please”). The conclusion is
that draughts are a draw, i.e. both players can ensure a draw if they make no mistake.

4.3 Computer backgammon: smooth evaluations for
an old randomized game

Backgammon is a fully observable randomized game in which until the pioneering
work [219] humans were better than computers. Ancestors of backgammon, such as
Senet, seemingly go back to 5000 years ago, probably earlierthat Go - at that time there
were still mammoths in Wrangel Island (nothing, however, shows that backgammon
was ever played in Wrangel Island, so maybe no mammoth has everseen a backgam-
mon or a go game). Alpha-beta can theoretically be adapted tostochastic games, by
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e.g. averaging the values of the possible random outcomes. In Backgammon however,
the crucial point is the evaluation function, built by self-play: the really strong pro-
grams appeared in the late 80s, with neural networks evaluation functions optimized
by reinforcement learning (temporal difference learningTD(λ )). The tree search on
top of the evaluation function does not have to be very deep.

Computers won games against the top players in the world in July 1979; the pro-
gram was based on some sets of rules, with a “fuzzy logic” approach for switching in
a non-abrupt manner from a strategy to another[21]. Nonetheless, the win was a lucky
win, due to more favorable dice rolls, and the real strength appeared with optimized
evaluation functions as discussed above[246].

4.4 Rock-paper-scissors: beyond Nash strategies

Rock-paper-scissors is an interesting game (rules are given in Fig. 3.1) by its apparent
simplicity: the Nash equilibrium is trivial, each player should play rock, paper or scis-
sor with probability1

3. But humans are not able to be perfect random players: as a con-
sequence, the best algorithm against humans is not the Nash equilibrium; algorithms
which performopponent modellingin order to guess, with a bit more than probability
1
3, what the human will play, win against humans, whereas the Nash equilibrium would
only have a tie (on expectation).

4.5 Computer bridge & computer poker: handling
partial observability

Bridge is a partially observable randomized game; alpha-beta search can’t be applied
as is. Consistently with works like [10], some algorithms use the belief state (i.e. the
distribution of possible states, including the unknown part) - they generate thousands of
possible states (they reject those which are not consistentwith past observations), and
choose between a finite set of strategies depending on the best average result for this
distribution. A mathematically interesting point is that the distribution of probability
on unknown states, in cases with two players, should take into account the choices
made by the opponent, and doing this perfectly is not computable (see chapter 5 for
more on this) in the general case of partially observable games. This explains why
real world algorithms are usually quite heuristic and use Monte-Carlo simulations as a
feature rather than for developing a rigorous tree search.

The quantity of scientific work on computer bridge is much smaller than in chess or
go; it is therefore difficult to know exactly how strong will be computers in the future
and if the state of the art in computer games is enough for playing at the top human
level in bridge.

The situation in poker is close to the case of bridge, but witha strong increase of
attention these last years[33]. There’s a lot of opponent modelling in poker (as in the
case of Rock-Paper-Scissors, guessing the opponent’s style (his/her bias) is crucial for
winning against weak players), and a lot of work for hiding one’s information / for
guessing the opponent’s information. The multiplayer aspect increases the importance
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of the opponent modelling, as playing with a one-against-all style would be highly
suboptimal.

4.6 Computer connection games: a big AI challenge

Connection games are games which involve connections; a player wins (or has a strong
advantage) if he/she can connect something to something. The oldest known connec-
tion game is lightning[38]; the most well known are Hex, Havannah, Go. In these
difficult games, Monte-Carlo Tree Search is now the main approach. We will give
more information on connection games and on Go in the MCTS chapter (Chapter 6).

4.7 Other computer games: so many new challenges

We here follow the excellent lines of the introduction of [33] and refer to it for further
information. In Othello, the program Logistello won 6 out of6 games against the hu-
man world champion Takeshi Murakami. In a competition in 2000 of Lines of Action,
the program Mona won all its games against humans; it has never been defeated by
a human. In 2002, Awari was strongly solved (i.e. the value ofeach possible state
was computed). In Scrabble, the opponent modelling is not necessary for performing
better than humans; it is established (in Scrabble) that just Monte-Carlo simulations
and conditioning to past observations is enough for having agood distribution of prob-
ability on possible future outcomes, without taking into account the possible deceptive
actions by the opponent - in fact, just checking all possibleactions at each time step
and playing greedily the action providing the best reward isbetter than what humans
can do. Theoretically, Scrabble has partial information, to be taken into account for
perfect play; but this effect is moderate in Scrabble.

Partially observable board games (in particular Kriegspiel and Phantom-Go) are a
beautiful challenge for future theoretical or experimental research - as undecidability
results will show later, these problems are extremely different from the classical cases.

An interesting case is general game playing, in which the rules of the games are
given just before the game starts; in a competition of general game playing, programs
have to read the rules (in a given format), and then play games. In this difficult setting as
well as for connection games, Monte-Carlo Tree Search is nowthe standard approach.

Video games (First Person Shooting (FPS), Real Time Strategy Games (RTS)) are
a great recent challenge; AIs are usually based on scripts and sometimes cheat (they
might be informed of your “private” information or have better rates than you).

4.8 Summary

As a summary,
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Human / computer comparison. Computers are
stronger than humans in chess, draughts, lines of
action, and many other games; a few games are even
completely solved in the sense that perfect play is
reachable. Surprisingly, computers are stronger than
humans in rock-paper-scissors.

Classical toolsare alpha-beta, killer heuristics, qui-
escence search, Monte-Carlo, opponent modelling,
belief states, evaluation functions, transposition
tables, retrograde analysis, refutation tables, RAVE
values, parallelization.

New challenges. Partially observable game, real
time games, connection games, distributed games,
are important new challenges.
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Chapter 5

Games and their complexity

We will here consider games withtwo players (i.e. we do not consider puzzles, and
we do not consider (at least, not a lot) games with 3 or more players (which require a
lot of opponent modelling), neither in the collaborative case, nor in the case in which
coalitions might arise. In many cases below, we will discussgames with real numbers
and/or with continuous time (like sports); the complexity of such games is obviously
not formalized in the same terms as discrete board games - they are mainly here for
illustration.

We will consider mainly (but not only)completely observable games(Fig. 5.1);
the partially unobservable case is nonetheless extremely interesting. Some examples
of partially observable games are given in Fig. 5.2. In kendo, people are dressed to
that their legs are not fully observed; however this is probably a minor effect. In table
tennis, the rules now forbid that people hide the ball when the racket hits it during the
serve, but there are still many efforts for hiding the spin given to the ball. Football is
an important nice example: it’s decentralized, and communication between cooperat-
ing agents (players of the same team) is hidden to the opponents: the computational
complexity of soccer is probably extremely high, much more than the computational
complexity of Go. Shi-Fu-Mi, when formalized with simultaneous decisions by the two
players, is fully observable - when formalized with sequential decisions, it is partially
observable (see Fig. 3.1).

There exist big theoretical developments around partiallyobservable problems,
with the interesting big strength of the simplest approach,namely direct policy search
(possibly, however, based on sophisticated features taking into account the past obser-
vations), for these complicated cases. Direct policy search converts the problem of
planning (or playing) into a noisy non-linear optimization; therefore, partially observ-
able planning is indirectly treated in chapter 14.2 (stochastic optimization). Sometimes,
policies for partially observable games use random sampling of the possible states as a
key feature.

We will not (not much) consider:

• iterated games;

• games with continuous states or actions;

47
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Amazons Chinese Hnefatafl
checkers

Draughts Hex Reversi

Shogi Tic-Tac-Toe Qubic

Figure 5.1: Fully observable games. Nonetheless, for some of these games, focusing
one’s attention on a given part of the board is not very different from observing a priori
hidden parts of the state.

• games with random parts (yet, the considered algorithms canoften be used in a
straightforward manner and efficiently in the stochastic case).
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Kendo Table tennis

Football Shi-Fu-Mi

Figure 5.2: Some partially observable games (see text for more).

5.1 The complexity measures of games

There are plenty of complexity measures for games; none of them clearly indicates
whether finding an optimal strategy is difficult, and none of them clearly indicates
whether computers are better than humans or not.

For many complexity measures, the complexity is defined as a function of the size
of the board; this means that we have to consider a generalization of the game to var-
ious sizes. This is easy for Hex, Havannah, Amazons, Draughts (several variants are
however possible for generalizations, e.g. for the initialposition), but not for chess.

The main measures are as follows:

• State-space complexity.Number of possible states in the game. Please note
that this should include only legal states, and keep in mind that when some rules
take into account the memory (e.g. forbidding twice1 the same situation with the
same player to play, or claiming a draw in case of 50 moves without moving a
pawn in chess, or variants of positional or situational superko in Go), then the
state should include a sufficiently big information for making the rule explicit.

• Game-tree size. This is the number of leaf nodes in the tree of possible sit-
uations. Some games with huge game tree size are trivial, some games with
moderate values are harder than chess for computers.

• Decision complexity is the minimum number of leaf nodes in a decision tree

1In some games like draughts, draw occurs if the same situation occurs three times.
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that establishes the min-max value of the root node2. This measures looks quite
appealing, but I am not aware of a lot of works around it. We have nonetheless
in [25] a proof that some versions of MCTS visit infinitely often only a set of
nodes which is minimal for inclusion (not for cardinal, unfortunately) among the
subsets which are sufficient for establishing the minimax value of the root.

• Game-tree complexity is based on the same idea as the decision complexity,
except that we consider all the nodes until the minimum depthof a “flat” tree
(flat tree = a tree with all paths having the same length) sufficiently deep for
establishing the min-max value.

• Thecomputational complexityof a game considers the resources necessary for
guessing if it is possible to have reward better than a given threshold for a posi-
tion of sizen. For example, given a position in draughts, on a board of sizen×n,
how many time and space do we need for knowing if (in case of perfect play)
the player to play will ensure a win ? It is probably the most studied measure
after some easy bounds on state-space complexity and game tree size, proba-
bly because it’s mathematically more fun, and because it uses the vocabulary of
classical complexity (see Fig. 5.3; this vocabulary makes people who use it look
much more clever than their neighbours who implement and test complicated al-
gorithms) and, somehow, provides some hints in the understanding of games and
in the understanding of families of situations (the case of Go is particularly rich
from this point of view). The results around partially observable games (only
very briefly cited here) are particularly impressive to thisauthor. This measure
will be discussed further in section 5.2.

• There are also works around the complexity (in terms of resources like time and
space) necessary for playing optimally on a board of sizen. This can be up-
per bounded by computational complexity, but it is not equivalent (see counter-
examples later in this document).

• An empirical complexity measure is the number of games won bycomputers
against top-level humans. For example in chess, it is now impossible for hu-
mans to compete with machines. In 9x9 Go, some computers havewon games
against professional players; and even in the disadvantageous situation of black,
MoGoTW won as black against top level humans (a top pro, i.e. aprofessional
player with rank 9p and recent winner of a major open tournament, lost as white
in 2009 against MoGoTW as black) - this looks like the point atwhich computers
reach the best human level.

• Finally, empirically, there are solved games:

– very weakly solved games, namely games in which is it known that the first
player necessarily wins in case of perfect play (like Hex, for which it has
been shown by J. Nash by a nice strategy stealing argument - but we don’t
know the optimal strategy).

2For understanding this definition, you have to understand that (at least for many games) you can compute
the min-max value of the root with a finite subtree of the completetree of possible states.
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– weakly solved games (the intuitive notion of solving) in which a computer
can reasonably3 play optimally; this is the case for English Draughts in
8x8, for which a long parallel computation has shown that both players
can ensure a draw. [205] pointed out that this perfect play was probably
reached by the top level humans as well.

– completely solved games, in which a computer can play optimally from any
position. This is a strong requirement, as will be shown by sections below:
there are very difficult situations such as those built by Turing-reductions
for proving complexity results, and which are very unlikelyto occur in
a real game between players who are not desperately trying tomake the
game extremely strange and complicated (only mathematicians might play
a game such as the one in [194]).

5.2 Computational complexity of games

In this section, we will consider the computational complexity of games. Part 5.2.1
will discuss the main ideas. Part 5.2.2 will discuss advanced topics.

5.2.1 Generalities and introduction to complexity

The most classical complexity classes considered in computer science (including the
famous P and NP classes) are complexity classes for decisionproblems. This means
that problems under consideration must be binary problems:an input of sizen is given,
and the program must reply yes or no. The problem is said to be in P if their is a
program (on a Turing machine) which solves the problem in polynomial time. It is said
to be inNP if their is a program on a non-deterministic Turing machine which solves
the problem in polynomial time.

The reader unfamiliar with non-deterministic Turing machines is refered to classi-
cal complexity textbooks for more information around that;non-deterministic Turing
machines are sometimes popularized as a (bad) model of parallel complexity. It is
widely believed that non-deterministic Turing machines are much more powerful than
classical Turing machines which are reasonably analogous to usual computers. A poor
popular version ofNP therefore considers thatNP means ”non-polynomial”, because
a problem which isNP-complete is usually supposed to be non-solvable in polynomial
time; yet, ”being inNP” does not mean ”not being inP”, and ”P 6= NP” has never been
proved.

This complexity measure makes sense only if we can consider problems of variable
sizen. For games, we will therefore consider e.g. boards of variable sizen; this is
somehow difficult for chess, but easy for e.g. the games of Go or Draughts. Then, we
will consider the complexity class of the question:

Here is a situation, with a player to play. Can the player to play ensure a win in this
situation ?

We first point out some simple facts around this kind of question. First, there
3i.e. with reasonable time.
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Figure 5.3: Some complexity classes for decision problems.These classes are not
easily used for partially observable problems as the input is not straightforward (the
complete history might be required); their use for fully observable or non-observable
cases is easier. Computational complexity might be very misleading for games as prob-
lems for which the optimal strategy is obvious can be in a veryhigh complexity class,
just because the complexity usually involved is the decision problem for arbitrary ini-
tial state, independently of the initial state of the game; the game might be much easier
with knowledge of its initial state.

are games for which the optimal strategy if trivial for both players, and which have
nonetheless a very high complexity for this measure. Consider for example the game
of Go, modified as follows:

• The first player, instead of playing, can just claim ”I have won”, and in that case
he wins the game.

• Otherwise, he plays; then, the second player chooses between claiming that he
has won, or playing a move.

• In the second case, the game is played as in the usual game of Go.

Let’s term this game the ”stupid-Go”. The complexity classes of stupid-go are exactly
those of the game of Go. It is nonetheless very easy for a 2-years old child to win a
game as soon as he is black (the first player), and to have the optimal strategy as white.

Also, the tree of a game can be reduced, in the sense of just removing some nodes
(therefore removing legal moves), and nonetheless increasing the complexity. For ex-
ample, another variant of stupid-go would be that each player can, at anytime, claim
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that he has won; removing this rule just removes nodes from the tree, and nonetheless
makes the game much more complicated (and more interesting,except maybe from a
psychological or sociological point of view).

Turing machines will not be completely formalized here; the interested reader is
referred to [236, 137, 235] or any standard computational complexity book for more on
this. The reader might just keep in mind that Turing machinesare abstract machines,
roughly equivalent to the intuitive idea we have of what is an“abstract” computer.
Then,

• PTIME (also noted P) means computable with polynomial time,

• PSPACE means computable with polynomial memory requirement,

• EXPTIME (also noted EXP) means computable with exponentialtime (i.e.

O(2nO(1)
)),

• EXPSPACE means computable with exponential memory requirement,

• 2EXPTIME (also noted 2EXP) means computable with exponential of exponen-
tial time, and so on.

Less-than-linear complexities (e.g. logarithm time, LTIME) are a bit more difficult
to define as they must take into account the fact that reading the input already takes
a linear time and storing the input takes a linear memory; L means logarithmic time
but only for additional time (i.e. we are allowed to have a linear time - linear with
coefficient 1 - spent for reading the input one letter at a time) and such a class is useful
when we consider very big datasets than can be stored in e.g. aset of DVDs but not in
memory. The suffix “time” is often removed for short, i.e.P= PTIME, L = LTIME.

There are variants of Turing machines which are convenient for mathematical anal-
ysis. Non-deterministic Turing machines are Turing machines which contain “∃”
states with several transitions: in these states, the machine simulates simultaneously all
the transitions and there is acceptance if and only if at least one of the transition leads to
acceptance.Alternating Turing machines are less widely known: they contain both
“∀” states and “∃” states, with several transitions: in∀ states, the machine simulates
simultaneously all the transitions but there is acceptanceif and only if all these transi-
tions lead to acceptance. Complexity classes corresponding to non-deterministic Tur-
ing machines are prefixed with aN and complexity classes corresponding to alternating
Turing machines are prefixed with aA. Complexity classes corresponding to∀ states
only are prefixed withCo−N. One can immediately see thatNP∪Co−NP⊂AP: NP
is the class of problems solvable (in poly time) with∃ states,Co−NP is the class of
problems solvable (in poly time) with∀ states, andAP is the class of problems solvable
(in poly time) with both kinds of states.

A “ N” obviously increases the computational power of a machine,but less than a
A (see [129]):

P⊂ NP⊂ AP

PSPACE⊂ NPSPACE⊂ APSPACE

EXP⊂ NEXP⊂ AEXP

. . .
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The following results are well known since [60]:

AP= PSPACE

APSPACE= EXP

AEXP= EXPSPACE

AEXPSPACE= 2EXP

Let’s now consider some complexity classes and their inclusions:

NL⊂P⊂NP⊂PSPACE=NPSPACE⊂EXPTIME=APSPACE⊂NEXPTIME. . .

· · · ⊂ EXPSPACE= NEXPSPACE= AEXP⊂ 2EXP= AEXPSPACE. . .

· · · ⊂ 2NEXP⊂ 2EXPSPACE= 2NEXPSPACE

with some strict inequalitiesNL 6= PSPACE, P 6= EXPTIME; and all⊂ above widely
believed to be strict.

If X is a class, a problemp is said to beX-complete, if the two following require-
ments are met:

• the problemp is in X;

• the problemp is “more difficult” than any problem inX.

The second requirement is more difficult to formalize; it is based on the concept of
reduction. For showing theX-completeness, it is sufficient to show that if the problem
p′ is in X, then there is a transformationt which can be computed within the resources
allowed in classX such that

∀q, t(q) ∈ p↔ q∈ p′.

Usually, there are problems which are known complete for some classes, and in order
to show that your game is complete for a classX, you have to show:

• that it is in X (you can show that by exhibiting an algorithm which solves the
problem within resources allowed inX);

• that some problemq (carefully chosen), already known for beingX-complete,
can bereduced to your game; i.e. there is a transformation (using only resources
as inX) encoding a problem ofq in a situation of your game, so that e.g. black
wins if and only if the good answer to the problem is “yes”.

Many important fully observed games are either PSPACE-complete or EXPTIME-
complete; we need more results for partially observable games. An important game
used for showing PSPACE-completeness of games is the so-called geography game,
in particular in its planar version which can be encoded in many games (this is far
from being straightforward). All games with a finite board, in which an empty location
is filled at each move and is never freed, is in PSPACE (but not necessarily PSPACE
complete), as can be shown by an easy depth-first search (which works in polynomial
space).

The following games are PSPACE-complete (and the list on Wikipedia is usually
up-to-date):
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• Tic-Tac-Toe;

• Qubic;

• Reversi;

• Hex;

• Go-moku;

• Connect-6;

• Amazons.

The following games are EXPTIME-complete (for the usually accepted generalization
in dimensionn, which is not always so clear):

• English draughts;

• International draughts;

• Chinese checkers;

• Chess;

• Shogi;

• Go for some set of rules.

This classification becomes much more complicated when including partial informa-
tion or decentralized controllers: just formalizing the concept of complexity in that case
is much more complicated. There are nonetheless results showing that much higher
complexity levels are involved in that case - more on this later.

The case of Go is particularly rich:

• There are families of tsumegos4 with forced moves only for one player (i.e. there
is a fast algorithm for showing that all but one move are immediately fatal), and
with 2 possible moves only for the other player, and with polynomial horizon,
which are nonetheless NP-complete.

• Go without ko rule is PSPACE-hard, i.e. at least as difficult as PSPACE.5

• Go with ko rule and no superko (Japanese rules) is EXPTIME-complete.

• The variant termed “ponnuki-go” (in which the first capture makes the win) is
PSPACE, but PSPACE-completeness has never been proved. Ponnuki-Go in
which the first move of each player cannot be “pass” and then each player can
pass when he wants, is a draw.

• The complexity of Go with ko and superko is not known.

4A Tsumego is a situation of Go; an exercise consists in finding if the player to play can win or not.
5The ko rule forbids, in case of capture, to come-back to the state before the capture.
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• The complexity of Phantom-Go is not known. For the general family of POMDP
with an opponent and succinct representation, the problem (of finding, if any, a
strategy which wins with probability 100%) is 2EXP-complete, but this is not
known for phantom-Go.

• The very end of a Go game, termed “small yose”, is PSPACE-complete[248].

• To the best of our knowledge, the complexity of Go with superko rule is not
known.

• To the best of our knowledge, the complexity of Go without ko is not known.

Interestingly, if you can show that Go with ko rule is more difficult than Go without
ko rule, then you have solved an important open problem of computer science, i.e.
you have shownEXPTIME 6= PSPACE. The same if you can show that Go without
superko is more difficult that Go with superko. Other examples of families of situations
and their complexity will be given below.

5.2.2 Succinct representations, general game playing, team games,
partial observability

We will here consider cases which were not discussed above:

• games with partial observability;

• complexity for programs taking as input, instead of just theposition, the position
and the rules of the game; this is highly related to general game playing;

• decidability issues. It is known since [114] that many problems are undecidable,
i.e. that some facts cannot be computed even with unlimited time and space: e.g.
provability of mathematical results, existence of bugs in aprogram [236, 137];
decidability is not an old dead topic, as shown by recent results answering old
conjectures[163]. This is, to some (large) extent, independent of the representa-
tion and therefore considering the succinct case has no impact on decidability.
A particularly surprising result is that there are games on afinite board, with
partial observability and private information between teammates, such that the
existence of a winning strategy is undecidable [127].

Are computational complexity results with succinct representations a good model
for general game playing ? More or less. The drawbacks of computational complexity
(discussed above) also hold for succinct representations.Nonetheless, the main results
are very informative. Another drawback is that there are various models of succinct
representations. They have usually nearly the same complexity results[192], but this
is not an absolute rule, and you should not apply results discussed below for your
particular case without checking the details.

Some important results can be summarized as follows (see [192, 171, 162] and
references therein):
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Complexities in the succinct case for win/loss/draw games

MDP (1 initial state) PSPACE-complete
deterministic, one goal state)

MDP with an opponent, no probability EXPTIME-complete
(i.e. non-deterministic case
in complexity terminology,

without probability)

POMDP with an opponent, undecidable
no probability, *****

problem of separating cases
with proba of winning> 0.6

and cases< 0.4

POMDP without opponent** AEXPTIME=EXPSPACE-completeness

POMDP with an opponent, no observability, EXPSPACE-complete
no probability (i.e. 1 initial state,
non-determinism, one goal state)

POMDP with no opponent, no observability, EXPSPACE-complete
probabilities and goal = success with proba 1

POMDP with opponent and no proba 2EXP-complete

0-player deterministic game undecidable
with infinite state (e.g. Conway’s game of life)***

POMDP undecidable
(even no opponent, but unbounded horizon)*

POMDP with one goal state undecidable****

Finite partially observable
non-stochastic team games undecidable[183, 127]

(finite state, three players, two of them in the same team)**

(* here the undecidable question is: is there a solution for having averagereward> c with
proba 1 ? the reward for each state is known)

(** here the undecidable question is: is the situation a sure win ? the horizon isnot bounded)
(*** here the question is: will a given Boolean variable be true one day ?)

(**** here the question is: is there a solution for ensuring reachability with proba> c ?)
(***** this result is not often cited, as most people focus on the question”is there a strategy for
winning with probability 1”; yet, this case might be the most natural formalization of the idea of
decidability of a partially observable game; the proof is by reduction to the case (****) thanks

to the simulation of random transitions by hidden information)
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Importantly in undecidability results above in partially observable (PO) cases, games
are allow to have cycles. With PO, players can’t know that they come for the second
time in the same state as they don’t observe the state.

The terminology above might be puzzling for people who are not familiar with non-
determinism as used in the vocabulary of complexity: non-determinism here means that
an opponent can choose some moves. This is in fact a two-player case. No observabil-
ity means that there’s absolutely no information that can beused by the strategy except
the rules of the game and the initial position - no idea of the current state. The last
undecidability result, in the table above, for team games, consider games with players
having private information, not shared with their teammates. Surprisingly enough, such
games can be undecidable even in the easy case in which we onlywant to recognize
situations in which there is a sure win. No such real-world game has never been shown
undecidable for the moment. With a poetic formulation, maybe there are “real” games
such that gods play better than computers6 - what is known is that there are (artificial)
such games.

For the EXP-complete games cited above (go, chess, shogi, draughts. . . ) we can
see that the fact that most games or problems rely on a horizonmuch shorter than
the exponential case has a strong impact: problems should bedowngraded to a AP-
completeness (equivalently, PSPACE-completeness, but the easy proof is by the use of
alternating Turing machines) if we consider that usual games have a linear length.
Maybe, nonetheless, the game would be incredibly long if players were almost as
strong as gods. We see also a strong impact of the limited length of the strategy: this is
quite consistent with the success of direct policy search for very difficult problems, with
compact representations for making this tractable (e.g. factorized MDP[145, 214]).

The case (*****) is interesting, because it contradicts some usually claimed results
- only in appearance however. Consider a partially observable game, with a finite state
space, but possibly unbounded number of steps, and games concluded by a win of one
of the players (or possibly, an infinite loop, which is a draw). Then consider the usual
formalization of decidability:

(UD): Existence of an almost sure win
Instance: a position.
Question: is there a strategy for winning with
probability 1 whatever may be the decisions of the
opponent ?

This problem is termed (UD) for “usual definition”. The problem is decidable, without
restriction on the length of games, if there are two players.The main drawback of this
formalization of decidability in games is that it is uselessfor choosing how to play. In
fully observable games, deciding this question is enough for playing optimally; not in
partially observable games. On the other hand, the advantage is that this question is
usually decidable, except in some decentralized cases[127]. (UD) simplifies things by
two aspects:

• there’s no probability, as we only deal with sure win; we onlyconsider non-
determinism (i.e. arbitrary choice by the opponent).

6Humans, according to the so-called Church-Turing Hypothesis, are in the same category as computers.
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• the opponent does not need any observability or recall, as hecan just play ran-
domly - his goal is just to win with non-zero probability.

A more difficult question is the following:

Value function approximation
Instance: a position.
Question: is there a strategy for ensuring a win
with probability≥ ζ ?

It has been shown in [162] that, for any fixedζ ∈]0,1[, this harder question (and
many variants of it) is undecidable in stochastic one-player games. We’ll see that this
holds also for deterministic (which means here: non-randomized) two-player games,
with unlimited horizon. Consider a deterministic partially observable two-player game
with finite state space, and the value function approximation problem:

Problem (VF):
Value function approximation

for fixed 1
2 > δ > 0.

Instance: a game such that

• either there is a strategy for winning with
probability≥ 1

2 +δ ,

• or there’s no strategy for winning with prob-
ability ≥ 1

2−δ .

Question: is there a strategy for ensuring a win
with probability≥ 1

2 +δ whatever may be the de-
cisions of the opponent ?

Then, we claim the following result for a game with finite state, partial observa-
tions, infinite horizon, two players, non-randomized transitions:

Undecidability Theorem for the approximation of value functions: Problem
(VF) is undecidable.

Proof: We simulate a probabilistic finite automaton (PFA) in a deterministic game.
The PFA for which the approximation is proved undecidable in[162] contain only
rational probabilities, and the input word is the sequence of actions. The reduction is
as follows:

• Each node of the PFA is a node of the game.

• Each decision of player 1 is a reading of a letter in the input tape of the finite
automaton.

• The main trouble in the reduction, is how to encode random transitions: this
encoding is discussed below.

For this encoding, we just have to simulate the random nodes thanks to the op-
ponent. This is done as follows. Consider a node in which the probabilities are as
follows:
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Probability n1/N n2/N . . . nk/N
Next node t1 t2 . . . tk

with ∑k
i=1ni = N.

Then we simulate it as follows:

• Player 1 chooses (privately7) a numbera∈ {0,1, . . . ,N−1}. Player 1 knows that
he is in one of the nodes used in the simulation of random nodes.

• Player 2 chooses (privately) a numberb∈ {0,1, . . . ,N−1}. Player 2 knows that
he is in one of the nodes used in the simulation of random nodes.

• Let c= ((a+b) moduloN)+1.

• Go to nodetc; both players observec.

We claim the followings:

• If one of the player plays randomly and uniformly, thenc is uniformly distributed
in {1,2, . . . ,N}.

• Definez the probability of winning for player 1 if both players (i) play uniformly
when choosinga andb (ii) have an optimal strategy for other cases. We will
show thatz is indeed the probability of winning, whenever we don’t havethe
restriction (i) above.

• Let’s assume, in order to get a contradiction, that player 1 has an advantage in
playing something else than the uniform distribution, i.e.can reach a probability
of winning higher thanz. Then, player 2 can cancel this advantage by playing
uniformly. Therefore, player 1 can’t do better than a probability z of winning,
whatever maybe his strategy.

• Let’s assume, in order to get a contradiction, that player 2 has an advantage in
playing something else than the uniform distribution. Then, player 1 can cancel
this advantage by playing uniformly when choosinga. Therefore, player 2 can’t
reduce the probability of winning ofa to anything smaller thanz.

• Therefore, at least one of the player has the same results by playing uniformly.

As a consequence, the answer to problem (VF) above is the sameas for the version of
the game in whichc is randomly chosen, uniformly in{1,2, . . . ,N}.

This is enough for simulating the PFA as in [162], and therefore it shows the unde-
cidability of problem (VF).

A close look at the proof shows that we don’t need the full generality of games:
player 2 does not need any observation, and he can indeed playrandomly and uni-
formly. Therefore, we have the two following corollaries:

• Problem (VF) is undecidable also if the opponent is restricted to a uniform ran-
dom player.

7Privately means that the other player does not see the chosen number. This is where we need a partially
observable game.
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• Problem (VF) is undecidable also if the opponent has no observation.

The main consequence of this is that, in the general case, two-player partially ob-
servable deterministic games, which are decidable for the usual definition (UD), have
no computable optimal player. This is illustrated by the following construction, for
someδ ∈]0, 1

2[:

• Consider a gameG with probability of winning (in optimal play) either≥ 1
2 +δ

or≤ 1
2−δ .

• Consider the gameG′ in which the first action is as follows:

– either you playG as the first player;

– or you playG as the second player.

Optimal play (within precisionδ ) implies deciding Problem (VF). Therefore, opti-
mal play is not computable (even with limited precisionδ ), when the horizon is not
bounded.

We can also see, by checking the proof in [162], that solving (VF) implies solving
the halting problem; therefore, in terms of Turing degrees,problem (VF) is an oracle
for 0′ (think of 0′-hardness if you’re not familiar with Turing degrees) - it isat least as
hard as solving the halting problem.

5.3 Computational and human complexity, observed
through the game of Go and vision

The human visual cortex is very impressive; vision providesmany tasks for which
humans are incredibly strong in front of computers (see e.g.Fig. 5.14 for a clear
example suggested by J.-M. Jolion).

The game of Go (see Fig. 5.4) is a very ancient Asian game, supposed to exist
since 4000 years, or 2600 years, depending on the sources (incidentally it is perhaps
less old than Senet, the ancestor of Backgammon). It is knownfor having a particular
pedagogical effect, and is a big part of culture in many countries. There are countries
with TV channels dedicated to Go and the main tournaments have extremely big prizes.

Go can be played with handicap: handicap 7 (abbreviated H7) means that the
weaker player (traditionally playing as black) plays 7 times before white plays. Levels
in Go are evaluated on the kyu / dan scale:

• 20kyu (abbreviated 20k) is the level of a beginner.

• Then, increasing levels have decreasing numbers: 19kyu, 18kyu, until 1kyu (ab-
breviated 19k, 18k, . . . , 1k).

• The first level above 1kyu is 1dan. Roughly speaking, 1kyu means 0dan, 2kyu
means -1dan, . . . , 20kyu means -19dan. These dans are termed ”amateur” dans
and are abbreviated 1d, 2d, 3d. . .
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Figure 5.4: Left: the kanji of the game of Go. Right: a detail picture of a goban. E.
Lasker, a world chess champion, said that “While the Baroque rules of chess could only
have been created by humans, the rules of go are so elegant, organic, and rigorously
logical that if intelligent life forms exist elsewhere in the universe, they almost certainly
play go.” Go is part of the “four arts”: zither, board game, calligraphy and painting,
since the Tang dynasty in China.

• The sixth or seventh amateur dan is roughly equivalent to thefirst professional
dan. However, this depends on countries or even towns in somecountries. More-
over, the professional dans (abbreviated 1p, 2p, 3p. . . ) have the property that
they never decrease: old players can be 9p whenever they do not have anymore
the level of a professional player.

• The highest rank is 9p, except a few cases of 10p for honorific reasons.

• Some professional players are called ”top pro”. This means that they are 9p and
have won recently one of the major open tournaments.

The amateur dans are supposed to be built so that when a playerwith levelNdan plays
against a player with levelMdan, then the proper handicap isN−M (but: (N−M)/3
for professional dans). Depending on the set of rules, a gameof Go can be concluded
by a draw or not. In some rare cases and for some rules (in particular the widely used
Japanese rules), the game might never halt. Draws were considered as a good thing in
the past; nowadays, due to tournaments and rankings, draws are made impossible by
adapting the komi and by replaying games with a loop (see definition below).

The current best performances of computers are wins with H7 against a top pro,
with H6 against a pro, with H2 against strong amateur playersin 13x13, and with no
handicap in 9x9.

In spite of simple rules (Go can be played correctly by a 4-years old child), Go
has incredibly complicated tactics, mixed with important strategy concepts. It is often
said than ”Life is a game of Go in which rules have been made uselessly complicated”.
There are thousands of proverbs around Go and Go was among thefour important arts
for Chinese scholars: “qin” (now termed the game of Go), “qi”(a music instrument),
“shu” (calligraphy) and “hua” (painting). According to Confucius (at least, the vision
of Confucius usually accepted nowadays), Go is a better gamethan many other games,
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but should not, nonetheless, take too much time. This is probably also true for comput-
ers: artificial intelligence learnt a lot by playing Go, but maybe we should not spend
too much time on Go competitions.

We will here discuss some important families of Go problems for which the com-
parison with humans is particularly interesting. People who are not go players should
not be afraid, this section is supposed to be readable by any reader.

5.3.1 The rules of the game: simple by induction and complex by
deduction

It is amazing how the game of Go can be properly understood by 4-years old children,
whilst being extremely complicated to formalize. In fact, it is much easier to teach the
rules by playing a few games, than by explaining the rules. Infact, there are several
sets of rules, which are usually equivalent, but one can find complicated cases in which
it is not so obvious to know who has won for some set of rules.

This author prefers Chinese rules, because they are completely formalized (at
least I believe there is a formalization which matches the intuitive idea of the rules),
so that a computer can implement them; for Japanese rules andin some partic-
ular cases, it is still difficult to know who as won (even for humans), and some
games have to be replayed differently in order to find a conclusion. Seehttp://
senseis.xmp.net/?TrompTaylorRules for pathological cases, andhttp:
//senseis.xmp.net/?RulesOfGo for a discussion on rules.

The rules are as follows (maybe you’ll understand the rules faster on Fig. 5.5):

• The board is ann×n grid (usually,n∈ {9,13,19}).

• Black plays against white. Black starts by putting a black stone, in one of the
locations, then white plays by putting a white stone on an empty location, and so
on.

• A group is a maximal connected set of stones (connected in 4-connectivity) of
the same color. Each stone is in one and only one group (possibly limited to this
stone).

• A liberty of a group is an empty location next to this group (in 4-connectivity).

• When black (resp. white) plays in the last liberty of a white (resp. black) group,
then this white (resp. black) groupdies; it is removed from the board, and it is
allowed to play, in the future, at these locations. It is forbidden (in most rules)
to reduce the liberty of our own groups to zero, except if by doing so we kill an
opponent’s group so that after the move the group has at leastone liberty.

• ko-rule: it happens sometimes that a player captures a grouplimited to one stone,
and the player might come back to the same situation at the next move, by cap-
turing this stone again (see Fig. 5.9). This is forbidden byko.

• superko-rule (not in all rules!): it is forbidden to come back at a board position
which was already seen in the past. Depending on the version of the rule, it is
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Figure 5.5: An example of 9x9 go game (not all intermediate situations are shown).
Black starts, players play alternatively; black wins as itsterritory is bigger than the
territory of white (white has a bonus of 7.5 because black starts, but this bonus is not
sufficient here). The transition between the 5th and the 6th images shows a capture of a
group of one white stone (by black playing in A).

forbidden to go to a same situation with the same player to play, or it is forbidden
to go to a same situation with any player to play. This rule is not often involved
in a game (yet, there are pro games with loops), but this is of crucial theoretical
importance: with no superko rules, infinite games are possible.

• Instead of playing, a player can pass. If both players pass (3passes are sometimes
required), then the game is over. The score is then (in Chinese rules) for each
player the sum of

– the number of stones of his color on the board;

– the number of locations surrounded by his stones;

– for white, a komi is given as bonus: usually, 7.5 for Chinese rules in
computer-Go.
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Figure 5.6: The first ever (and only) win of a computer againsta top level human in
19x19 Go with handicap 7: MoGo won with H7 against a top professional player (C.-
H. Chou, also known as Zhou Junxun, 9p, winner of the LG Cup 2007; game played in
Taipei, 2009). The human operator on the left is Arpad Rimmel(Tao team, France); on
the right the white group H4 is dead (and white groups in the neighborhood as well). In
9x9, MoGo won the first games against professional players in2007; in 2009, Fuego (a
Canadian program) won against a top player as white (the easiest side, in case of komi
7.5) and MoGoTW won against a top player as black, so that now computers have won
even in the most difficult setting in 9x9 Go.

Usually, players stop before the complete end of the game, asthey guess the
result without spending time for killing all the stones which will obviously die
soon.

In Ponnuki-go (a simplified version), the first player which captures at least one stone
has won. There is equality if both players pass8. Therefore, there’s no ko, no superko,
no komi, no count of points. There are also variants of the rules allowing suicide.

5.3.2 Best performances against humans

Go is scalable in the sense that it can be played in various sizes; the most standard sizes
are 9x9, 13x13 and 19x19. Go is exactly solved until size 5x5.The best performances
against humans are as follows:

• In 19x19 Go (the standard size), the current best performance of a computer
against a top professional player is a win with H7 (Fig. 5.6).Zen performed a

8Pass is sometimes forbidden in Ponnuki, and in that case the first player who cannot play looses the
game.
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Figure 5.7: The first ever win of a computer against a 6D playerwith handicap 2 in
13x13 Go.

win with H6 against a 4P professional player in WCCI2010 (Barcelona).

• In 13x13, our program MoGo performed the first ever win against a 6D player
(Shi-Jim Yen 6D) at WCCI2010, in Barcelona, with handicap 2. Afew hours
later, another program, Many Faces of Go, did the same, and then lost a rematch
against a 6D; MoGo won a second game in the same conditions (win against a 6D
player, Shang-Rong Tsai, in 13x13 with handicap 2). The firstwin is presented
in Fig. 5.7. The second win of MoGo in the same conditions involves a nice
ko-fight.

• In 9x9, MoGo was the first program which won against pro; it hadseveral such
wins. Fuego also won some games against pros. MoGoTW has won both as
black and as white against a top professional player, and wonseveral games as
black against pro; no other program ever won a game as black against a profes-
sional human.
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Figure 5.8: The second win of MoGo against a 6D player in 13x13with handicap 2.
At this point, MoGo (black) used a threat in B2; white can onlywin the ko by playing
in the upper part (G11), otherwise black wins the game by killing the big white group
H13; so white does not reply to the threat, MoGo captures the lower left corner and
black (MoGo) wins. This shows that bots can sometimes play kofights correctly. An
example of ko-fight poorly played by a MCTS is shown in Fig. 5.15.

5.3.3 Ishi-no-shita and Nakade

To the best of our knowledge, the complexity of “Ishi-no-shita” (Fig. 5.10), i.e. tsume-
gos in which captures and recaptures occur inside a first capture, is not known. This is
an interesting question as it might be part of a more general question: which complexity
classes are easy for humans and which are not ? To the best of our knowledge:

• The reading (solving) of Ishi-no-shita is very difficult andsomehow unnatural
for humans;

• Computers are not disturbed by the strange structure of these situations and are
particularly strong in this case (according tointelligentgo.org ).

Nakade are a particular case in which a player builds a group Ainside an opponent
group B; A will be killed, but the liberties of B will be reduced by the stones used
for killing A so that B will be dead after a few iterations. Nakade situations are not
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Figure 5.9: Left: An example of ko situation: if black captures the white stone by play-
ing the circled location, then white is not allowed to immediately play the symmetric
location - this avoids the simplest infinite loops. Right: anexample of alive groups:
it is not possible for black to kill the white group, due to thetwo empty surrounded
locations (black could kill white if there was only one eye, by the “killing” rule, but
with two eyes playing in one of the eyes is illegal (it’s a suicide).)

Figure 5.10: A beautiful ishi-no-shita from Denis Feldmann’s web page; this problem
published in Kido (a strong Japanese go magazine) in 1996 ends in a parallel double
snapback. Black plays and saves some stones.

easily handled in MCTS unless they are the only fight (as usual, MCTS has troubles
for mixing the solutions of several simultaneous fights).

5.3.4 Ladders

A ladder is a situation in which a group has one and only one liberty and repeatedly
escapes by adding one liberty (see an example in Fig. 5.11). It has been shown in [77]
that guessing if the group which tries to escape will escape or not is PSPACE-hard.
There are examples of famous games played by computers in which programs made
the mistake of playing bad ladders; nonetheless, this is rare and probably not the main
weakness of programs in front of humans.

5.3.5 Semeais

A semeai is a fight between two groups: the white group can onlylive by killing the
black one, and the black group can only live by killing the white group. Two examples
are given in Fig. 5.12 and 5.13. They are easily solved by an amateur, whereas the
strongest programs have difficulties for solving this: the reason for this is that strong
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Figure 5.11: An example of ladder: white plays C5, black escapes with D6, white
attacks with E6, and so on - at the end, the black group will necessarily die.

programs are based on MCTS, and MCTS only knows the rules through simulations;
they don’t know that all liberties of the black group are equivalent, and all liberties of
the white group are equivalent, and therefore they will onlyknow that the semeai is
won by the first player attacking the opponent’s group once they have simulated the
(m!)2 possible nodes, for a semeai withm liberties per group. This is probably the
main limitation for MCTS programs in Go.

Figure 5.12: A semeai, white to play. White can kill the big black group J4 (and make
its own group M4 live) just by filling its 8 liberties G1-G8. Ifwhite does not play in
the semeai, black can do it and kill the white group: therefore, in this example, white
must play G1 or G2 or ... or G8 and nothing else.

Semeais are particularly interesting situations as they cumulate the following prop-
erties:
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Figure 5.13: Another semeai. Black can kill the white group,but it’s not urgent to play
in the semeai: black is in advance of two liberties and shouldtherefore play somewhere
else. Playing P1 or P2 or ... or P6 is here a big mistake for black.

• The MCTS algorithms, which perform incredibly well in many games and in par-
ticular in Go when compared to other programs, are very weak (when compared
to humans) on very simple and very typical semeais.

• However, what is difficult is not solving the semeai: it is to see its impact on
the game. Implementing a semeai solver is possible, and it will predict correctly
the answer to the following question in many cases: is it possible for white to
ensure that the white group will live ? But the answer to this question is not
as important as knowing whether it is worth trying to win it, or knowing what
will be the effect of winning this semeai on other parts of thegame. [36] clearly
shows that current programs don’t play semeais correctly.

• Analyzing a semeai involves some “geometric” elements; this suggests that hu-
mans, who are very strong for recognising shapes, are particularly strong for
semeais thanks to this “geometry” ability (for an example ofhuman visual skills,
see Fig. 5.14). Humans guess, on a semeai, that some liberties are similar and
know that it is therefore useless to analyze permutations ofsequences which are
obviously equivalent to the initial sequence. This idea of “grouping” similar ac-
tions is, in the humble opinion of this author, a key for solving semeais - yet,
nobody successfully solved this.

It is interesting to point out that other games difficult for computers often involve
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visual or spatial elements; typically, connection games are difficult for computers in
front of humans (see the case of Havannah later - interestingly, connectivity was cited
as one of the difficult problems for artificial intelligence in the very early papers around
neural networks [167]).

Figure 5.14: An example of task which is easily solved by a human and not by a com-
puter: people who speak Spanish can easily read this, computers (Spanish or not. . . )
don’t. Thanks to J.-M. Jolion for the idea of this example, twelve years ago.

5.3.6 Small yose and big yose

The small yose consists in choosing between the last important locations of the goban
which one must be played first; each location has several characteristics:

• the number of points you win by playing in it before your opponent;

• the fact that the opponent is forced to play around the same location immediately
after your move (“sente” case) or not (“gote” case);

• possibly, a location forbids other locations for the opponent (‘cutting’) or ensures
other possibilities for yourself.

It has been shown in [248] that this is PSPACE-complete, by a proper formalization of
“small yose”, and a reduction to a sum of local games. This wasone of the first cases
(subcases of the general Go game) in which humans were outperformed by humans:
it is more combinatorial than visual. On the other hand, programs are weak in the so-
called “big yose”9: they don’t guess which shapes will lead to a better situation for the
later “small yose”.

5.3.7 Ko fights

When a ko occurs (see Fig. 5.9, left), a player cannot kill a stoneA because it is not
allowed to come back at the same situation. In order to capture the stone, the player
must play a move elsewhere in the board, say in locationB, at a place in which the

9This author is grateful to Li Yue, a strong amateur player who accepted to play (and won) against MoGo
with handicap 6 and pointed out these elements.
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other player must reply locally toB (or will suffer a big loss of territory); this forces
the opponent to play aroundB instead of securing the stoneA. Thanks to the threat
aroundB, the stoneA can be captured as this does not go back to an earlier situation.

This can become much more complicated when multiple kos are involved.
An important property of ko fights is that they make Go EXPTIME-complete;

precisely, Go with Ko and without superko (i.e. Japanese rules) is EXPTIME-
complete[194]. 10 It is often said that MCTS algorithms are not very strong at ko-
fights; for example, MoGo lost an opportunity of winning withH9 against a 5P player
in Paris in 2008 (Fig. 5.15); nonetheless MoGo successfullyplayed a ko-fight against
a 6D player in 13x13 with H2, as shown in Fig. 5.8.

Figure 5.15: MoGo as black played P5 against Catalin Taranu (5p) and lost in spite of
9 handicap stones. The game was good for black until this move; with Q5 instead of
P5, there was no ko fight and MoGo would probably have won.

It is often said that MCTS algorithms are weak in ko fights; thegame lost by MoGo
in 2008 with handicap 9 against Catalin Taranu (5p) confirmedthis (see Fig. 5.15).
Nonetheless, after some corrections, this is seemingly less and less true nowadays: ko
fights are probably not the main weakness of MCTS algorithms now11.

5.3.8 Go openings

In a game, the opening is the part which involves the biggest amount of long term
understanding. The only solutions for finding openings in Goare (i) handcrafting (a not

10It is not proved, however, that Go without ko is not EXPTIME-complete; it is also shown that it is
PSPACE-difficult.

11This author is grateful to Li Yue for pointing out an example ofgood behavior of MoGo in a ko-fight
when playing (and loosing) against her with handicap 6.
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very satisfactory solution, yet it is in some sense used by human players who learn by
watching and learning games) (ii) self-built opening book (similar to a human player
who learns by playing against himself) (iii) opening books learnt by playing against
strong players (this is not handcrafting, and this is more satisfactory). Computers with
none of these tools often play bad opening moves (see Fig. 5.16), suggesting that even
in 9x9 Go, computers have a lack of strategical understanding.

Figure 5.16: Left: a Go opening in 19x19 Go (with the traditional stone handling,
picture from Wikipedia). Right: a known bad black opening in9x9 Go with komi
7.5, which is often considered by computers (analyzed by MoGo during many years of
computation in its self-built opening book, and played by Fuego in a game lost against
C.-H. Hsou 9p).

5.3.9 Phantom Go and partially observable cases

As briefly discussed earlier, the complexity classes of partially observable (PO) games
are usually very high. However, this is for the worst case on partially observable games:
what about more natural PO cases ? A wide family of PO games is the family of phan-
tom games: for example, in phantom-Go, players are not informed of the moves chosen
by the opponent; they just know (i) when their own stones are captured (ii) when they
have proposed an illegal move (then, they should choose another move). Each game
can be converted into a “phantom” version. An interesting feature of those games is
that algorithms performing best for this are essentially tuned heuristics (often using a
Monte-Carlo sampling of possible hidden states as a key feature); this is somehow in
accordance with [2] which suggests to use direct policy search (i.e.: defining a para-
metric family of strategies and optimize the parameters by non-linear stochastic opti-
mization) for these problems with huge complexity and for which approaches based on
function values cannot work. Whereas the control of a single plane (in take off, land-
ing, or standard flight), with little unavailable information, is an easy task, the control
of a flight of drones in front of unobservable enemies is hard (Fig. 5.17).
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Figure 5.17: Top: controlling a single plane in observable “quiet” settings is easy
for optimal control, and there are also good results for controlling a car in simple
environments (see the Darpa challenge, in which a car must reach a point B from a point
A without driver), but not in a town; similarly, a bot can walkin easy environments,
but bots are still far from the flexibility of humans or animals. Bottom: controlling a
flight of drones against unobservable enemies is difficult (here a Kzo drone (left) and
its launching (right), from armyrecognition.com). Interestingly, this kind of problem is
quite close to so-called ”real-time strategy games”.

5.4 Summarizing all this

We’d like to give a brief, partial, moderately precise, overview of all the stuff above in
this chapter around one-player or two-player games. Roughly, we conclude as follows:
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Partially observable games are much more complex
and often solved by heuristic methods. Many natural
questions in PO cases are indeed undecidable.

MCTS is a very strong tool in observable games,
when no evaluation function is known.

When nothing works (e.g. difficult PO case),
the best solution is often the design of a parametric
policy to be optimized by direct policy search.

The computational complexity is not a good
measure of “human” complexity or of the difference
between humans and computers.

Computational complexity provides tools for
generating difficult positions of a given game.
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Chapter 6

From Dynamic Programming
and Alpha-Beta to Monte-Carlo
Tree Search (MCTS)1

The first section below introduces MCTS in a slow manner, comparing it to the state
of the art and to the historical tools. Then, a more formal presentation is given (section
6.2), with an analysis based on the memory requirements in MCTS - based on more
realistic formulas than in analysis using the UCB-like terms for exploration.

6.1 A pedestrian introduction to Monte-Carlo Tree
Search

Minimax is a naive algorithm for games; it consists in computing recursively the value
of a max-node as the max of the values of its sons, and the valueof a min-node as
the min of the values of its sons. As exploring the whole tree of possible futures is
infeasible, the value at a fixed depth is approximated by a function termed theeval-
uation function (which approximates the value function). The evaluation function is
usually designed by experts of the game, when experts can formalize their knowledge.
Roughly speaking, Minimax is analogous, in games, to dynamic programming for one-
player games (the category “one player games” include planning).

Alpha-beta is the most classical algorithm for games. It is essentially a fast form of
Minimax: useless branches are pruned. When only a small priorknowledge is avail-
able, Alpha-Beta is “only” twice faster than Minimax (more precisely if the exploration
is made in random order, the speed-up is two); see Fig. 6.1 foran illustration of the
algorithm.

Modern versions of alpha-beta are often much more ”depth-first” and anytime than

1This chapter is based on many things I learnt when I was in Artelys (http://www.artelys.com )
and in joint works with all my coauthors around games.

77
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Figure 6.1: Left: minimax (see Alg. 1). Right: alpha-beta (see Alg. 2), which is
equivalent but faster by cutoffs: the branches which will provably provide a reward
lower than what another branch has already produced are stopped.

traditional versions (see e.g. iterative deepening [144],and singular extensions[3]).
MCTS is, in some sense, an extremal case in this direction.

8 4 6 0 5

8 4 0 5

0,568,4

8,4,
6,0,5

Figure 6.2: Example of MCTS tree. Each circle is a state, the current tree (in memory)
is this set of states. Each circle contains a family of numbers: for example, (8,4,6,0,5) in
the root node means that 5 simulations have crossed the root,and the rewards associated
to these simulations were 8,4,6,0 and 5 respectively.

MCTS is briefly sketched as follows (see Fig. 6.2). The main data structure is
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a tree2, and the program is a loop which simulates one game (startingat the current
simulation) at each iteration in the loop. The tree grows up at each simulation. At
first, there is only one node in the tree, which represents thecurrent situation. At each
iteration:

• Simulation step. (a more formal presentation, by pseudo-code, can be found in
Alg. 3) A game is simulated from the current situation until the game is over (we
will see later how moves are chosen in these simulations). When we perform
a simulation step, we have a tree of situations in memory, theroot of which
is the current situation; the simulated game crosses nodes of the tree, and then
situations out of the tree: there are therefore two parts in the simulation step,
namely(i) simulation in the tree (ii) simulation out of the tree. Depending on
implementations, a given number (usually one, the first out of the tree) of these
situations out of the tree are added in the tree, with edges reflecting transitions.

• Update step.Then, statistics are updated: in each node, we keep track of each
result of a game crossing the situation represented by this node. In the figure,
there has been 5 simulations; the root has been visited in all5 simulations, with
rewards 8, 4, 6, 0, 5. The nodes below the root have been seen twice, once, and
twice respectively: there might be some legal moves which have not (not yet)
been explored at all.

The main point is how to perform the simulations. In each situation, the simulated
move is chosen as follows for a max node (a similar algorithm with negated rewards is
used for min nodes):

• For each legal move, a score is computed. For example, in the Upper Confidence
Tree [143] version of MCTS, the score for a transitiona→ b (from nodea to
nodeb) corresponding to a movem is the sum of:

– The average reward for this move (a default value can be chosen for non-
simulated moves);

– k
√

log(na)/nb wherena is the number of simulations througha andnb is
the number of simulations throughb; andk is a parameter (to be tuned).
Some arbitrary choice can be made ifna = 0 ornb = 0.

For example, in Fig. 6.2, the score of the transition from thenode 8,4,6,0,5 to
the node 8,4 is

8+4
2

+k

√
log(5)

2
.

It is usually preferred to multiplyk by the variance of the rewards; this is termed
“tuned-UCT” [11]:

average reward+kσ̂(rewards)
√

log(na)/nb

2We here present MCTS in the case of a tree, but working on a DAG (directed acyclic graph) is very
similar - using trees just makes the writing simpler.
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but it’s essentially useless in MCTS for Go; this comes from other frameworks
than MCTS (namely stochastic bandits[148]), and might be relevant for MCTS
in noisy environments. There are many other similar formulas [148, 13], termed
“bandit” formulas.

• Then, the move with maximum score (ties are randomly broken)is simulated.

For random nodes (if the problem is stochastic), the simulated move is chosen ran-
domly according to the distribution of possible moves.

In the case of Go, as many improvements have been proposed, the formula is much
more complicated, and incidentally the constantk (ensuring exploration of weakly ex-
plored nodes) is zero or close to zero. Roughly speaking, theformula of the score, for
a max node, is in usual optimized implementations for the game of Go (and probably
for many deterministic two-player zero-sum games) the weighted sum of three terms:

• Off-line value: a value function based on patterns and/or expert rules.

• On-line value: the average reward.

• Transient values: transients values are estimates of the quality of a move, based
on previous simulationsincluding those which did not use this move in this situa-
tion; the most well known transient value is based on “Amaf” (all moves as first):
it’s a value function based on permutations of simulations [44, 112]; roughly, for
a max node, instead of the average of the rewards of simulations containing the
transition froma to b thanks to movem (as in the on-line version), we consider
the average reward of simulations crossinga and containing actionm in any node
later than a. “Amaf” values within MCTS algorithms are termed “Rave” values
(Rapid Action Value Estimate).

The coefficients of these three terms verify the following property[152]:

• Whennb andna are small, then the first term (off-line value) is the most impor-
tant;

• Whennb increases, then transient values become more important;

• Whennb→ ∞, the on-line value has weight going to 1 and other values go to0.

A typical formula might be

maximizeco f f lineVo f f line+ctransient̂V̂ +conlineV̂ +cexploration (6.1)

whereV̂ is the average reward for simulations containing the considered move in the
given situation (we’ll give more formal definitions in section 6.2),Vo f f line is some a

priori evaluation of the move (e.g. by patterns[72] or rules[152]) and̂̂V is the transient
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value. Constants can be chosen e.g. as follows:

co f f line = ko f f line/(2+ log(nb))

ctransient= K/(K+na)

conline= na/(K+na)

cexploration= k

√
log(na)

nb

In our program MoGo (dedicated to Go, which is a binary deterministic game),
cexploration= k = 0, but in stochastic casescexploration= 0 would probably be a bad
idea.

The first term (Vo f f line) needs some work in terms of implementation; the third one
is obviously central in the algorithm; the second one is easyto code and quite efficient
for many applications far from Go (see [221, 5, 100]). Preliminary works ([61]) suggest
that MCTS is also quite efficient in stock managements (Fig. 6.3).

Figure 6.3: Controlling a single production unit with little uncertainty is easy for com-
puters. Yet, controlling many plants in front of big uncertainties requires a lot of hand-
crafting. This problem is typically a case in which MCTS techniques might provide
big improvements in the future.

As summaries are fun, let’s summarize:

MCTS essentially consists in
(i) implementing a simulator with a default random-
ized policy
(ii) introducing a bias in the policy thanks to formulas
like Eq. 6.1 (full-featured MCTS) or Eq. 6.4 (UCT).

It performs very well in Go, in General Game
Playing, and in various high-dimensional problems in
particular when the horizon is not too large and when
no good evaluation function is available.
There are extensions in continuous cases and/or
partially observable problems (with one player only).
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6.2 Null exploration constants and frugality analysis

The UCB formula (Eq. 6.4 below) is often presented as the explanation for the success
of MCTS, usually justified by the game of Go and some other games. We will here
present another point of view: MCTS works much better (in Go and in many other
deterministic cases) without the UCB term+

√
log(. . .)/. . .; and some other formula

are both (i) theoretically more properly funded for binary-valued games (ii) empirically
more efficient. In particular, these formula save up a lot of memory (we term this
property “frugality”) - an important requirement in MCTS, in which the tree structure
is often heuristically reduced (by removing parts of the tree which are not often used).

A fully observable game3 is (in this section) a finite4 set of nodes, organized as a
tree with a root. Each noden is of one of the following types:

• max node (nodes in which the max player chooses the next stateamong descen-
dants);

• min node (nodes in which the min player chooses the next stateamong descen-
dants);

• terminal node; then, the noden is equipped with a rewardReward(n) ∈ [−1,1];

• random node; then, the node is equipped with a probability distribution on its
descendants.

In all cases, we noteD(n) the set of the children of noden. We will consider algorithms
which perform simulations; the first simulation iss1, the second simulation iss2, etc;
each simulation is a legal game. The index of simulationsi is, by definition,i. Each
simulation is, formally, a path in the game from the current situation until a leaf (i.e.
until a game over). Each noden is equipped with:

• Possibly, some side informationI(n).

• A fatherF(n), which is the father node ofn; this is not defined for the root.

• A (unknown) valueV(n), that we want to approximate; this value is the Bellman
value; it is known since [19] thatV(n), equal to the expected value if both players
play optimally, is well defined.

• For eacht ∈ {0,1,2,3,4, . . .},

– nt(n) ∈ {0,1,2, . . .} is the number of simulations with index in 1,2, . . . , t−
1 including noden, possibly plus some constantK1(n) [72, 63, 152]:

nt(n) = #{i < t;n∈ si}+K1(n). (6.2)

3With one player, a game becomes a puzzle, or a planning task, or acontrol task. This presentation is not
limited to games in the traditional sense.

4Handling the infinite case is possible thanks to progressivewidening; instead of considering the maxi-
mum score over all children, consider the maximum score over theg(m) first children of the father nodef
wherem is the number of simulations off . g(m) can be e.g.mβ for someβ ∈ [ 1

4 ,
1
2 ] ([241, 73]).
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– wt(n) ∈ R is the sum of the rewards of the simulations with index in
1,2, . . . , t−1 including noden, possibly plus some constantK2(n) (possi-
bly taking into account expert knowledge or offline values, possibly using
I(n)):

wt(n) = ∑
i<t;n∈si

reward(si)+K2(n). (6.3)

– If n is not the root,scoret(n) = score(wt(n),nt(n),nt(F(n)), I(n), t).

We then consider MCTS algorithms as in Algorithm 3.

Input: a game.
Possibly initializewt(n) andnt(n) to some arbitrary valuesK2(n) and
K1(n) (possibly using expert knowledge).
for t = 0,1,2,3, . . . (until no time left)do

st ← () // empty simulation
s= root(game)
while s is not terminaldo

st ← st .s // s is added to the simulation
switch sdo

casemaxnode
s← argmaxn∈D(s) score(n)

end
casemin node

s← argminn∈D(s) score(n)
end
caserandom node

s← randomly drawn node according to distribu-
tion ats

end
end

end while
st ← st .s // s is added to the simulation
Updates the statistics (nt ,wt ) in all nodes concerned by simulation
st .

end for
decision= argmaxn∈D(root)nt(n) // decision step
Output: decision, i.e. the node in which to move.

Algorithm 3 : A framework of Monte-Carlo Tree Search. All usual implementations
fall in this schema depending on thescorefunction. The decision step is sometimes a
bit different, without strong influence on the results. The algorithm here chooses only
the move at the root; it is supposed to be run at other nodes later by ad hoc restriction
of the game (i.e. this algorithm is run each time we have to take a decision, with the
game restricted (the root is the current situation).
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UCT is the special case of Alg. 3 with the special formula

scoret(s) = V̂t(s)+
√

log(nt(F(s)))/nt(s) if F(s) is a maxnode (6.4)

scoret(s) = V̂t(s)−
√

log(nt(F(s)))/nt(s) if F(s) is a minnode (6.5)

whereV̂t(s) = wt(s)/nt(s). (constants or other terms are often placed before log(i);
this does not matter for us here); i.e. it uses UCB [148] as a score function. It clearly
provides consistency for a finite set of actions per node; in the sense that asymptotically,
the most often sampled actions will be optimal actions. Its variants like “progressive
widening” [72], “progressive unpruning” [62], are consistent as well. Our purpose is
precisely to consider cases different from UCT, and in particular the frugal versions -
those which do not visit all the tree.

In [26] we have shown the following consistency result, which has the advantage
of covering frugal versions as well, in particular those which are used in real-world
implementations.

Theorem (Consistency of Monte-Carlo Tree Search.)Consider a MCTS Algo-
rithm as in Algo. 6. Assume that for all sons s,s′ of amaxnode:

nt(s)→ ∞,nt(s
′)→ ∞, liminf V̂t(s)> limsupV̂t(s

′)⇒ nt(s
′) = o(nt(s)) (6.6)

nt(F(s))→ ∞ and liminf V̂t(F(s))<V(F(s))⇒ nt(s)→ ∞ (6.7)

Assume the same equations 6.6 and 6.7, withliminf replaced bylimsupand< replaced
by>, f or min nodes. Then, almost surely, there exists t0 such that

∀t ≥ t0,arg max
n∈D(root)

nt(n)⊆ arg max
n∈D(root)

V(n). (6.8)

Proof: See [26].
The theorem above can be applied with UCB-like bandit formulas, but also with

other formulas, much closer to what is used in efficient implementations. For example,
we can consider a score as follows:

scoret(s) = V̂t(s) =
wt(s)
nt(s)

with K1 > 0 andK2 > 0. (6.9)

Eq. 6.9 is the special case of Eq. 6.4 withk= 0. The advantage of Eq. 6.9 is not consis-
tency; consistency was already ensured by Eq. 6.4 (UCB-likeformulas). Importantly,
Eq. 6.9 could be modified in order to take into account RAVE values (the theorem
above works with RAVE values as well), heuristic information or other improvements
- the important point is the regularization of the winning rate in order to avoid scores
like 0 - in such cases, we have both frugality and consistency.

[26] gives more details on formula which do or do not provide consistency and/or
frugality; the main idea is that,using regularization of the winning rate (even as
simple as in Eq. 6.9), we can get rid of exploration terms which imply explo-
ration of the whole tree - we can have both frugality (no exploration of the whole
tree) and consistency (convergence to optimal moves).This is very consistent with
presentations in [175], where many important MCTS codes were discussed and were
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based on a zero exploration constant. Incidentally, when UCT is referred to the basis
of MCTS research, it must be pointed out that for deterministic binary games, which
are the main application of MCTS, the typically UCT formula,i.e. UCB, is usually
not used. Nonetheless, we strongly believe that UCB is a really important formula for
other applications of bandits, and that UCT is very efficient, as presented in [143], for
problems which have a stochastic component - incidentally,the derivation of UCB-like
formulas is meaningless in noise-free problems.
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Chapter 7

On the generality of MCTS:
other impressive applications
with partial observability and
continuous action spaces1

The game of Go and other difficult games, including the framework of General Game
Playing, are the main testbeds for Monte-Carlo Tree Search;they have shown the ex-
treme efficiency of these methods for some applications. Nonetheless, there are other
important applications. This author has been personally convinced of the strength of
MCTS when testing it on expensive optimization (section 7.1). The application to ac-
tive learning (section 7.2) is also convincing to me, and directly industrial applications
have also been proposed (section 7.3). Our personal feelingis that MCTS is a great
candidate for applications with high dimensionality of thestate space, not too many
time steps, and lack of stable evaluation function; future works on MCTS will show us
its limitations (long horizons, big expert knowledge available, strong need for explo-
ration, unknown transition function ?). This chapter is devoted to original applications
of MCTS, including partially observable problems; these applications are very diffi-
cult, as shown by the many unsuccessful hours this author hasspent on them with
other techniques. They have been the main motivation, for me, for spending more time
on it - they show that MCTS is important far beyond games.

A main strength of MCTS is how easy it is to implement it on a simulator. Once you
have a simulator, which simulates what happens with a given policy, plus a (heuristic)
policy, then implementing MCTS can be done very quickly justby the UCT formula.

If you have a simulator and a policy, you can do some Monte-Carlo simulations;
you can plot some indicators such as the value at risk, i.e. the curvep 7→Qp whereQp

is defined byP(reward≥ Qp) = p. The exact probabilityP is not known but can be
approximated by the results of the Monte-Carlo simulations. Then, if you implement

1This chapter is based on joint works with A. Auger, R. Gaudel,S. Gelly, P. Rolet, M. Sebag, F. Teytaud.
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the UCT formula in order to bias the policy towards the optimum, then you’ll see the
value-at-risk provably converge to the value-at-risk of the optimal (on average) policy;
this is

• User-friendly: you see the results of your simulations, during the process.

• Anytime: you can stop when you want.

• Easy to develop: the simulator and the heuristic are the expert knowledge, and
all you have to implement is (i) the archiving of pairs (states,rewards) (ii) the
UCT formula.

• Versatile: you can use the Value-At-Risk instead of the expected value.

We’ll discuss briefly below some applications.

7.1 Monte-Carlo Tree Search for Expensive Optimiza-
tion

Optimization is presented in details in chapter 10. Optimization can also be rephrased
as a MDP:

• Choosing the next pointxn+1 to be visited is making a decision;

• Then, the fitness valueyn+1 = f (xn+1) is chosen randomly (according to a dis-
tribution of probability on the possible fitness functionsf , conditionally to past
observations):

yn+1∼L ( f (xn+1)|∀i ≤ n, f (xi) = yi) . (7.1)

• The new statesn+1 is then the list of visited points, and their fitness values (if the
fitness values are available):

sn+1 = (sn,xn+1,yn+1); (7.2)

• The distance (or log-distance) to the optimum, or some othercriterion, is then
the opposite of the reward function:

reward∼L
(
− log‖xN−argminf‖2|∀i ≤ N−1, f (xi) = yi

)
. (7.3)

The prior knowledge required for implementing this is therefore a distribution of prob-
ability on possible fitness functions (this means that we consider a MDP with max
nodes, in which we choose decisions, and random nodes, in which fitness values are
drawn). Another possibility is to consider a worst case on fitness functions (this means
that we consider a MDP with max nodes for our decisions, and min nodes for the choice
of fitness functions).

Solving such a MDP involves huge computation times, and the implementation is
a bit difficult because expensive optimization (as well as active learning) is usually not
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formulated as a MDP; and therefore this is only worth the candle when the computation
cost of the optimization function is so big that implementing an algorithm involving a
lot of work plus an hour of computation per iteration is not ridiculous. Algorithms for
solving such MDPs are discussed in section 13, as well as someother related tools for
this problem.

The same examples of applications can be provided, for expensive optimization,
as those of active learning in section 7.2. Other examples ofexpensive optimization
from the OMD project (http://omd2.wikispaces.com/ ) include the design
of rockets, planes, cars; when building a prototype is involved, the cost is sufficiently
big for justifying such an elaborate approach as (i) rephrasing the problem as a MDP
(ii) implementing MCTS (iii) apply it with big computational time. However, at the
date of this document, these applications were handled withGaussian processes or
evolutionary algorithms, but MCTS has not been tested.

Fig. 7.1, from [196], shows the result on the classical sphere benchmark; the the-
oretical limit is known for this benchmark, and we could therefore check that, with a
big but feasible computational power we can be close to the optimum. Importantly, the
algorithm can run with other prior informations as well - yet, more tests on this would
be helpful.

7.2 Monte-Carlo Tree Search for Active Learning

Active learning is defined in chapter 16; we here just show howit can be rephrased as
a MDP, and therefore solved by MCTS. Active learning can be rephrased as a MDP:

• choosing the next question (i.e. a point to be labelled) to the oracle is making a
decision;

• the observation corresponding to the question is the label of this point (for a
randomly drawn target function); it is randomly drawn conditionally to the past
observations, and this assumes that we have a distribution of probability on pos-
sible target functions;

• the next state is then the sequence of questions to the oracle, with their answers;

• the reward is then a measure of the quality of the learnt function.

This implies that we have access to a distribution of probability on possible target
functions; max nodes are nodes in which we make decisions, and random nodes are
nodes in which we randomly draw the labels2. Under these conditions, the MCTS
approach is just optimal in the sense that for the given distribution on target functions,
and on average, it will provide the optimal result asymptotically in the computational
power.

This detailed rephrasing is not trivial and details can be found in [195]. This has
been experimentally tested; the results are very good as soon as (i) the model3 is right

2Importantly, the labels must be drawn randomly, with conditioning; everything is conditionally to known
observations.

3The model here is the distribution of fitness functions.
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Figure 7.1: Results of expensive optimization by UCT (a specific form of MCTS,
suitable for noisy cases) for horizonN = 50 with various dimensions - the goal of thes
experiments (from [196]) is to show that MCTS can reach a nearly optimal behavior
for optimization withN = 50 iterations. Error bars are 1/3 of the standard deviation.
The abscissa is the log2 of the number of simulations, the ordinate is the average of
d
N log(||xN argminf ||), supposed to reach log(2) = 0.69315 asymptotically inN for
an optimal algorithm (mathematical proof in [104] for comparison-based algorithms).
The standard deviations are big (due to the huge computational cost of the algorithm),
but we can nonetheless clearly show that we are close to optimality - in spite of many
efforts we could not have such results with dynamic programming.

(ii) the computational power is not a limit. (ii) is ensured if the cost of labelling one
example is huge; this is certainly the case if, for example,

• with x the architecture of a plane,f (x) is the performance of the plane of archi-
tecturex in test flights;

• with x the architecture of a car,f (x) is the performance of a car of architecturex
in crash test (then, the cost of computingf (x) includes the building of a prototype
and its destruction against a wall!).

Unfortunately, MCTS has not yet been tested in these cases, but only on artificial active
learning testbeds (Fig. 7.2). However, we’ll see real applications in section 7.3 (far
from active learning).
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Figure 7.2: Performance of BAAL (Bandit-Based Active Learning[195]), which is
UCT (a specific form of MCTS, suitable for noisy cases) applied to active learning
in dimension 8: the abscissa is the log2 of the number of simulations of UCT, the
ordinate is the generalization error, on a classical testbed, namely a random linear sep-
arator on a hypersphere. The dashed line is the performance of Query By Committee,
a state of the art algorithm for active learning[105]. Query-By-committee is also used
as a Monte-Carlo part of UCT - this is why BAAL is equivalent toQBC when only
1 simulation is performed. Provably, BAAL is equivalent to QBC for 1 simulation,
and converges to optimal active learning as the number of simulations goes to infinity.
More on this in [195].

7.3 Yet other applications, including industrial applica-
tions

An application to optimization on graphs, including an application to library perfor-
mance tuning, was presented in [81]. The sequence of decisions is the decomposition
of a big matrix, and the loss (negated reward) is the computation time of the calcu-
lus performed using the matrix. This shows the efficiency of UCT-like algorithms, in
front of dynamic programming techniques in a real-world setting. This is a directly
industrial application.

An application to feature selection, i.e. the problem of finding relevant variables in
a dataset, has been proposed in [108].

There are various MCTS projects in the world, for various applications:
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• In France and Taiwan, the IOMCA project4 is aimed at (i) improving MCTS
technologies (ii) extend its field of application (iii) compare it to classical
methodologies (iv) test in on stock management, in particular in the ecologically
and economically crucial problem of power management.

• Simon Lucas, Peter Cowling and Cameron Browne take care of anEPSRC
project around games and beyond[161] (United Kingdom).

[172] shows an application to classical planning tasks; UCTwas easy to use for
these tasks and extremely competitive.

4http://www.lri.fr/ ˜ teytaud/iomca.pdf



Chapter 8

Parallel Monte-Carlo Tree
Search1

This chapter, based on [36], will briefly summarize the parallelization of Monte-Carlo
Tree Search. MCTS is presented in Alg. 3; essentially it consists in performing plenty
of simulations, each of them updating a memory of nodes, eachnode representing a
possible future situation and each node being equipped withstatistics on rewards; the
simulations are biased by the memory of nodes, as well as the memory of nodes is
modified by the results of the simulations.

8.1 Multi-core parallelization

Multi-core parallelization is based on shared memory: there is only one memory, and
all cores perform their own simulations and update the same memory. The resulting al-
gorithm is summarized in Alg. 4; it is quite natural and is a kind of folklore knowledge.
The main difficulty is that the updates of the statistics are performed concurrently, in

a same hashtable2 keeping all statistics; therefore, we need mutexes in orderto en-
sure that no two cores write at the same address at the same time. The use of lockless
hash-tables for accelerating the simulations has been proposed in [74, 98] for removing
mutexes. On the other hand, for slow simulations (simulations with more expertise or
with more learning), which perform best, the naive version is already quite efficient.

Amdahl’s law and Gustafson’s law, and their link with slow simula-
tions

Amdahl’s law[130] is an ultimate upper bound on the speed-upof parallel algorithms,
depending on the percentageα of time spent in critical (non parallel) sections of the

1This chapter is based on joint works with V. Danjean, S. Gelly, J.-B. Hoock, Y. Kalemkarian, T. H́erault,
A. Rimmel, F. Teytaud, Z. Yu.

2Many optimized implementations use a hashtable in order to avoid duplicate computations in case of
two paths leading to the same situation (transposition tables).
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Input: a game.
Possibly initialize wt(n) and nt(n) to some arbitrary values
K2(n),K1(n) (possibly using expert knowledge).
for t = 0,1,2,3, . . . (until no time left)do

on the first core with nothing to do
st ← () // empty simulation
s= root(game)
while s is not terminaldo

st ← st .s // s is added to the simulation
switch s do

casemaxnode
s← argmaxn∈D(s) score(n)

end
casemin node

s← argminn∈D(s) score(n)
end
caserandom node

s← randomly drawn node according to distribu-
tion ats

end
end

end while
st ← st .s // s is added to the simulation
Updates the statistics in all nodes concerned by simulationst (see
section 6.2).

end for
decision= argmaxn∈D(root)nt(n) // decision rule
Output: decision, i.e. the node in which to move.

Algorithm 4 : The multi-core (multithreaded) version of MCTS. Compare to Alg. 3.

code. If the number of computation units isp, then the maximum speed-up is

1/(α +(1−α)/p).

The derivation of Amdahl’s law is as follows:

• Let T be the computation time required by a single computation unit for doing
all the job.

• The part 1−α of the computation time will need time at leastT(1−α)/p.

• The other part, namelyTα, can’t be parallelized.

• The overall time is therefore at leastT ′=T(1−α)/p+Tα =T(α+(1−α)/p).
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• The speed-up is thenT/T ′ = 1/(α +(1−α)/p).

Whenp→ ∞, we get a limit speed-up at most 1/α. Gustafson’s law[121] is a version
of Amdahl’s law which takes into account the fact that in someproblems,α → 0 as
bigger problems are considered. In our case,α→ 0 means that simulations are slower,
so that the critical section (updates of the tree) becomes negligible. We below test if
the slow simulations are sufficiently slow to see an effect ofGustafson’s law.

”Fillboard” is a modification of the Monte-Carlo part of the algorithm which
strongly improves the results in 19x19 Go[152], at least when the overall number
of simulations is large enough. This modification makes the algorithm slower, but
nonetheless We tested two cases (i) without fillboard (ii) with fillboard (slower). Both
are tested both in 9x9 and 19x19. Results are presented in Table 8.1.

Number Rate per core
of cores

19x19 with fast sims
1 4226 sims/s
2 3572 sims/s
4 3520 sims/s
8 3528 sims/s

19x19 with slow sims (fillboard)
1 3744 sims/s (-11.4 %)
2 3192 sims/s (-10.6 %)
4 3108 sims/s (-11.7 %)
8 3135 sims/s (-11.1 %)

Number Rate per core
of cores

9x9 with fast sims
1 14757 sims/s
2 11211 sims/s
4 9519 sims/s
8 9963 sims/s

9x9 with slow sims (fillboard)
1 13760 sims/s (-6.7 %)
2 10612 sims/s (-5.3 %)
4 9143 sims/s (-4.0 %)
8 9571 sims/s (-3.9 %)

Table 8.1: We show the computation cost of fillboard depending on the number of
cores; the cost is the decrease in rate (between parenthesis). In 9x9 it decreases when
the number of cores is bigger, and we’ll see that the same phenomenon occurs in 19x19
with bigger numbers of cores in next experiments. These results are obtained on 8-
cores AMD 2.6 GHz.

We see that the cost of expensive simulations is smaller for larger numbers of cores:
it decreases from 6.7% to 3.9 % in 9x9. On the other hand in 19x19 the loss remains
constant. We then tested on a machine with much more cores, a Power6 with 32 cores
and hyperthreading. Results are given in Tables 8.2 and 8.3.

We see that the limit in terms of number of simulations per core is the same for fast
and for slow simulations (compare with section above): the ultimate limit in terms of
simulations per core is the same with slower simulations. This means that we are in
Gustafson’s regime. We conclude essentially that the speed-up is very good in terms
of simulations per second, at least for machines with good bandwidth like Power-6
machines.
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Nb of Nb of simulations
threads per second per second.thread

19x19 board, fast sims
1 2456.96 2456.96
4 9515.59 2378.9
7 16336 2333.72
10 21846.6 2184.66
13 26696.6 2053.59
16 31578.3 1973.65
19 34858.3 1834.65
22 38708.5 1759.48
25 41197.1 1647.89
28 43156.3 1541.3
31 42492 1370.71
34 42475.8 1249.29
37 40864.1 1104.44
40 43437.6 1085.94
43 41785.4 971.753
46 41431.5 900.684
49 40255.4 821.539
52 43286.7 832.436
55 40434.4 735.172
58 40862.1 704.518
61 42249 692.606
64 41823.6 653.49

Nb of Nb of simulations
threads per second per second.thread

9x9 board, fast sims
1 8236.61 8236.61
4 27883.5 6970.88
7 48609.8 6944.25
10 58385.1 5838.51
13 66869.2 5143.78
16 76966.6 4810.41
19 78957.8 4155.67
22 83167.2 3780.33
25 82172.1 3286.88
28 78113.6 2789.77
31 77237.4 2491.53
34 71657.6 2107.58
37 75225.7 2033.13
40 69419.1 1735.48
43 68011.4 1581.66
46 58986.6 1282.32
49 65165.6 1329.91
52 55104 1059.69
55 53243.1 968.056
58 54080.6 932.424
61 51873.8 850.39
64 50229.1 784.829

Table 8.2: Simulations per second, in 9x9 and 19x19. We see that hyperthreading
seemingly does not improve the results (the rate is never better than with 32 threads).
We see also that the speed-up is limited for these very fast simulations; however, for
more efficient simulations (which are heavier, i.e. slower), results are much better
(Table 8.3).

8.2 Message-passing parallelization

The extension to message-passing parallelization is crucial, as clusters provide much
bigger computational powers than multi-core machines. Themessage-passing paral-
lelization is less straightforward and therefore several solutions have been proposed,
solutions to be compared experimentally. This topic is somehow controversial, as dif-
ferent papers provided different conclusions; we here giveour experimental results.

The various published techniques for the parallelization of MCTS are as follows:

• Fast tree parallelizationconsists in simulating the multi-core process on a clus-
ter; there’s still only one tree in memory, on the master, andslaves (i) compute
the Monte-Carlo part (ii) send the results to the master for updates. This is sen-
sitive to Amdahl’s law, and is quite expensive in terms of communication when
RAVE values are used[130, 109].

• Slow tree parallelizationconsists in having one tree on each computation node,
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Nb of threads Nb of simulations
per second per second.core

19x19 board, slow sims (fillboard)
1 1616.3 1616.3
4 6502.34 1625.58
7 10795.2 1542.17
10 15284.6 1528.46
13 18455.6 1419.66
16 23202 1450.12
19 24644.8 1297.1
22 27066.8 1230.31
25 30841.9 1233.67
28 33485 1195.89
31 36729.4 1184.82
34 37218.3 1094.65
37 40093.4 1083.61
40 41659.6 1041.49
43 44212.6 1028.2
46 43952.8 955.496
49 47414.2 967.637
52 47088.7 905.551
55 45634.1 829.71
58 44843.4 773.162
61 42099.7 690.159
64 43812 684.562

Table 8.3: Number of simulations per second on a 32-cores Power-6 (4.7 GHz, hyper-
threaded, hence the test until 64 threads). The main conclusion here is that the rate
(sims/s) is the same for these slow simulations than with fast simulations (see Table
8.2). Incidentally, we see that with Power6, even with 32 cores, the efficiency is quite
good.

and to synchronize these trees slowly, i.e. not at each simulation but with fre-
quency e.g. three times per second [109]. The synchronization is not on the
whole tree; it is typically performed as follows:

– Select all the nodes with

∗ at least 5% of the total number of simulations of the root;
∗ depth at mostd (e.g.d = 3);

– Average the number of wins and the number of simulations for each of
these nodes.

This can be computed recursively (from the root), using commands like
MPI AllReducewhich have a cost logarithmic in the number of nodes. A special
case isslow root parallelization: this is slow tree parallelization, but with depth
at mostd = 0; this means that only the root is considered.
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Configuration of game Winning rate in 9x9 Winning rate in 19x19
32 against 1 75.85± 2.49 % 95.10±01.37 %
32 against 2 66.30± 2.82 % 82.38±02.74 %
32 against 4 62.63± 2.88 % 73.49±03.42 %
32 against 8 59.64± 2.93 % 63.07±04.23 %
32 against 16 52.00± 3.01 % 63.15±05.53 %
32 against 32 48.91± 3.00 % 48.00±09.99 %

Table 8.4: Experiments showing the speed-up of ”slow-tree parallelization” in 9x9 and
19x19 Go. We see that a plateau is reached somewhere between 8and 16 machines in
9x9, whereas the improvement is regular in 19x19 and consistent with a linear speed-
up - a 63% success rate is equivalent to a speed-up 2, therefore the results sill show a
speed-up 2 between 16 and 32 machines in 19x19. Experiments were reproduced with
different parameters without significant difference; in this table, the delay between two
calls to the ”share” functions is 0.05s, andx is set to 5%. The numbers with high
numbers of machines will be confirmed in Table 8.5.

• Voting schemes. This is a special case of tree parallelization advocated in[64],
that we will term here for the sake of comparison with other techniques above
very slow root parallelization: this is slow root parallelization, but with fre-
quencyf = 1/t with t the time per move: the averaging is only performed at the
end of the thinking time. There’s no communication during the thinking time,
and the drawback is that consequently there’s no load balancing.

It is usually considered that fast tree parallelization does not perform well; we will
consider only other parallelizations. We present in Table 8.4 the very good results we
have in 19x19 and the moderately good results we have in 9x9 for slow tree paralleliza-
tion.

We can compareslow root parallelization to the “voting scheme” termed very
slow root parallelization: with 40 machines and 2 seconds per move in 9x9 and 19x19,
the slow root parallelization wins clearly against the version with very slow root paral-
lelization, as shown by Table 8.5. with a frequencyf = 1/0.35 against the very slow

Framework Success rate
against voting schemes

9x9 Go 63.6 %± 4.6 %
19x19 Go 94 %± 3.2 %

Table 8.5: The very good success rate of slow tree parallelization versus very slow tree
parallelization. The weakness of voting schemes appears clearly, in particular for the
case in which huge speed-ups are possible, namely 19x19.

root parallelization. As a rule of thumb, it is seemingly good to have a frequency such
that at least 6 averagings are performed; 3 per second is a stable solution as games have
usually more than 2 seconds per move; with a reasonable cluster 3 times per second is
a negligible communication cost.
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We now compareslow tree parallelization with depthd = 1, to the cased = 0
(slow root parallelization) advocated in [54]. Results areas follows and show that
d = 0 is a not so bad approximation:

Time per move Winning rate of slow-tree-parallelization
(depth=1) against slow-root-parallelization

2 50.1± 1.1 %
4 51.4± 1.5 %
8 52.3± 1 %
16 51.5± 1 %

These experiments are performed with 40 machines. The results are significant (when
averaged) but very moderate.

8.3 Conclusions on the parallelization

We revisited scalability and parallelism in MCTS. Parallelizing MCTS involves two
different questions:

• Parallelization. Can be simulate a MCTS run which needs a computation time
T on a single computer, with timeT ′ << T on a large number of processors ?

• Scalability. Is it worth parallelizing MCTS, in the sense: is a MCTS with
huge computation time and/or computational power (large number of proces-
sors) much more efficient than a traditional MCTS with reasonnable time on a
single computer.

8.3.1 Parallelization

Multicore-parallelization is a well known parallelization of MCTS; the straightforward
implementations work quite well (with nonetheless the limitation that MCTS strength
does not scale so well with computation time - this limitation, emphasized above, holds
for all parallelizations so we do not discuss it further fromnow on). Hyperthread-
ing does not seem to provide improvements in MCTS; our results with more than 32
threads on the 32 hyperthreaded cores of the 4.7 GHz power-6 were at best equivalent
to 32 threads. With a smaller number of cores, i.e. 6, some authors (Hiroshi Yamashita,
on the computer-go mailing list) reported positive resultsfor hyperthreading.

Several parallelizations of MCTS on clusters have been proposed. We clearly con-
clude that communications during the thinking time are necessary for optimal perfor-
mance; voting schemes (“very” slow root parallelization) don’t perform so well. In
particular, slow tree parallelization wins with probability 94 % against very slow root
parallelization in 19x19, showing that the slow tree parallelization from [109] or the
slow root parallelization from [54] are probably the state of the art. Slow tree paral-
lelization performs only moderately better than slow root parallelization when MCTS
is used for choosing a single move, suggesting that slow rootparallelization (which is
equal to slow tree parallelization simplified to depth= 0) is sufficient in some cases for
good speed-up - when MCTS is applied for proposing a strategy(as in e.g. [12] for
opening books), tree parallelization naturally becomes much better.
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N = Success rate of 2N simulationsSuccess rate of 2N simulations
number of againstN simulations againstN simulations
simulations in 9x9 Go in 19x19 Go

1 000 71.1± 0.1 % 90.5± 0.3 %
4 000 68.7± 0.2 % 84.5± 0.3 %
16 000 66.5± 0.9 % 80.2± 0.4 %
256 000 61.0± 0.2 % 58.5± 1.7 %

Table 8.6: Scalability of MCTS for the game of Go. These results show a decrease of
scalability as computational power increases.

8.3.2 Scalability: is it worth parallelizing MCTS ?

Table 8.6 shows that, for the game of Go, both in 9x9 and 19x19,whenever we have
a huge computation time (and the parallelization can’t do better than emulating a huge
computation time), the results are not so good, and in particular 2N simulations do not
perform so well in front ofN simulations whenN becomes large. Section 5.3.5 shows
an example of situation which is not solved, in spite of huge computational power,
and whereas it is extremely simple for human players (even beginners). Similar results
were obtained in the Havannah game in [36].

The scalability of MCTS has often been emphasized as a strength of these meth-
ods; we’ll see below that when the computation time is already huge, then doubling
it has a much smaller effect than when it is small. This completes results proposed
by Hideki Kato[141] or the scalability studyhttp://cgos.boardspace.net/
study/index.html ; the scalability study was stopped at 524288 simulations, and
shows a concave curve for the ELO rating in a framework including different oppo-
nents; Hideki’s results show a limited efficiency, when computational power goes to
infinity, against a non-MCTS algorithm. Seemingly, there are clear limitations to the
scalability of MCTS; even with huge computational power, some particular cases can’t
be solved. We also show that the limited speed-up exists in 19x19 Go as well, and
not with much more computational time than in 9x9 Go. In particular, cases involv-
ing visual elements (like big yose) and cases involving human sophisticated techniques
around liberties (like semeais) are not properly solved by MCTS, as well as situations
involving multiple unfinished fights. Our experiments also show that the situation is
similar in Havannah with good simulations.

The main limitation of MCTS is clearly the bias, and for some situations (as those
proposed in Figs 5.12 and 5.13) introducing a bias in the score formula is not suffi-
cient; even discarding simulations which are not consistent with a tactical solver is not
efficient for semeai situations or situations in which liberty counting is crucial.

8.3.3 Parallelization and scalability: conclusion

The main lessons in our work about the parallelization of Monte-Carlo Tree Search are
as follows. First conclusion is quite good for us as we have had a good idea. Compli-
cated ideas sometimes don’t survive. We’ve seen incrediblycomplicated ideas around
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how to develop parallel Monte-Carlo Tree Search for messagepassing machines. We
decided not to work on these complicated ideas, and this decision was a good idea.
We took time to think about the problem and designed a very simple solution which
worked perfectly well, by simple averaging of statistics. The speed-up is huge, for the
application to the Asian game of Go. When we have seen the speed-up, we believed
(erroneously) that we were ready for reaching the level of professional players in 19x19
Go with big clusters.

Here comes the second main lesson, which is less positive. Unfortunately, paral-
lelization reduces the variance of Monte-Carlo estimates,but not the bias. And, un-
fortunately, whenever Monte-Carlo Tree Search is asymptotically unbiased, it is very
clear that there are situations in which MCTS is highly biased unless the computational
power is incredibly high - more than what we could do even if wehad all the cluster
in the world connected with a perfect network with no latencyand infinite speed. This
bias shows a big limitation to the parallelization of MCTS, at least for applications in
which there are big biases.
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Chapter 9

Monte-Carlo Tree Search and
Upper Confidence Trees:
Limitations and Current
Trends1

It is very impressive how techniques developed around the game of Go can be applied
for completely different applications or games, and mimic some human behaviors in
front of games:

• The ”amaf” [44] or ”rave” [112] values , i.e. the idea, within MCTS, of sim-
ulating preferably, in situationb, moves which are good at a situationa. These
values, related , which originated in Go, were successfullyapplied in other games
[221], [5]. This is a kind of permutations; considering permutations is quite nat-
ural for humans.

• The ”biasing” by learnt values [72, 62] (using supervised machine learning)
which looks like the idea of local “patterns” by humans is also probably quite
general, even if it was born (for MCTS) in the case of Go. Thereare, however,
no application of this idea out of Go - yet, the technique has been applied without
any expert knowledge and should therefore be widely applicable.

• Theconstruction of opening books by self-playis also quite natural for human
players: if a professional player wants to test an opening, then he can simulate
several games from this opening and conclude[12]; the fact of testing it against
strong humans and use their moves is also quite natural. Thisis after all quite
related to the general field of imitation learning.

This chapter is about recent trends, not yet as widely accepted as those above, for
improving MCTS.

1This chapter is based on joint works with S. Gelly, J.-B. Hoock, A. Rimmel, F. Teytaud.
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Figure 9.1: Black must kill the white group for winning; thisis possible by playing in
the middle of the “flower-six” empty space. This is an exampleof Nakade.

Divide-and-conquer. A main direction for further research around MCTS meth-
ods is the learning of the Monte-Carlo part; after all, MCTS current techniques only
learn the short term,i.e. the tree part - the Monte-Carlo simulations don’t change and
don’t use tactical solvers. Humans predict the issue of local fights, and include this
knowledge in their reasoning; we made many trials around this idea, without success.
See [53].

Partial observability. A main limitation is that MCTS has been mainly applied in
the completely observable case:

• With one player only, partially observable problems are much simpler; we
can rewrite the problem so that it becomes a completely observable stochastic
Markov Decision Process. This is the principle used in our applications of MCTS
to non-linear optimization, active learning, noisy optimization[195, 15, 196].

• In the case of two-player games with “significant” partial observability, it seems
that the most efficient techniques strongly rely on heavy tuning: direct policy
search, or direct policy search combined with simple tree search or with Monte-
Carlo information on what are possible “states”, given someobservations. It is
too difficult to sample consistently (i.e. taking into account the opponent’s strat-
egy) the unknown part in e.g. phantom-go[50, 52]: this important case is there-
fore handled by essentially (and somehow disappointingly)heuristic algorithms.
Importantly, this case is essentially undecidable, as shown in the undecidability
theorem (section 5.2.2).

Research trends for learning and/or including function values.We briefly out-
line a few promising research directions in Monte-Carlo Tree Search:

• [160] shows the mixing of MCTS with techniques using a value function: the
Monte-Carlo evaluation is replaced by an evaluation function after some random
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steps. This is a real progress in Monte-Carlo Tree Search, asit combines this
recent technique with well known stuff - the resulting algorithm performed very
well in competitions and this kind of techniques might provide huge improve-
ments in the future.

• MCTS is based on the idea of biasing the simple Monte-Carlo Search for the top
part of the tree (close to the root). How is it possible to improve bottom parts
of the tree, namely improving the Monte-Carlo part instead of the tree part ?
A promising idea isnested Monte-Carlo[51], presented in Algorithm 5. This
algorithm provided some world records in a one-player game termed “Morpion
solitaire”.

nested(position,level)
while not end of the game dodo

if level=1then
move= argmaxmmonteCarlo(play(position,m))

else
move= argmaxmnested(play(position,m), level−1)

end if
position = play(position, move)

end while
return score

Algorithm 5 : Nested Monte-Carlo evaluation. Withlevel= 1, this function just
computes a Monte-Carlo simulation and returns a reward; with level> 1, a recursive
call improves the quality, but at the price of a big computational cost. This algo-
rithm performs well in some cases, but never improved the results in the case of Go.
play(position,m) is the next location when playingm is positionpositionand this
procedure returns a reward obtained by a nested-Monte-Carlo simulation.

• Another form of learning consists inguessing, from past simulations, good and
bad moves in the Monte-Carlo part. This is a kind of Graal in MCTS research;
some published works are [190, 91, 90, 134, 100] (see in Fig. 9.1 an application
of [91]). The methodologies published there are not tested in a general case yet.
These results are non-negligible, but do not solve the main issues like the semeais
or life-and-death problems.

• As well as in other game or control algorithms, usingstructured representa-
tions and/or factored actions and/or factored statesis appealing[145, 214].
It is nonetheless unfortunately known theoretically that succinct representations
do not make things faster (see section 5.2.2), and in the framework of MCTS
positive results were not yet published for factored actions/states.
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Part III

Optimization
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Chapter 10

Introduction: terminology of
optimization1

Given an objective functionf , optimization is the research ofx in a given search do-
main so thatf (x) is small. There are plenty of techniques for doing this, depending
on what we know aboutf . Artificial intelligence usually considers the case in which f
has plenty of drawbacks: not smooth, with no known gradient,and possibly computing
f takes a lot of time. By the way,f is not necessarily a program: it might involve an
industrial process; then, computingf costs money. This idea of refusing the case of
simple functionsf is consistent with the increasing power of machines: we workon
more realistic models because we have better machines than in the past. As well as
MCTS was probably useless with weak old hardware, evolutionary algorithms were
probably not useful when only linear optimization was tractable. Today, either we con-
sider linear optimization, or quadratic optimization, in really huge dimension, or we
have to consider complicated functions.

We here define some vocabulary:

• Thesearch spaceis the domain in which we have elements, the quality of which
can be evaluated.

• Individuals are elements of the search space.

• A constraint is a function which says if a point is in the search space. Constraints
can be handled by simply setting the fitness value at+∞ (in minimization), but
in many cases there are much better techniques; this is not discussed here (see
e.g. [66]).

• Thefitness function, a.k.a theobjective function, is the function which evalu-
ates the quality of a point in the search space.

1This part benefited from collaborations with A. Auger, J.-B.Hoock, P. Rolet, N. Sokolovska, F. Teytaud,
M. Schoenauer, E. Vasquez. It also benefited from discussions with D. Arnold, H.-G. Beyer.
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• We are inminimization if we look for a point at which the fitness value is min-
imal, and inmaximization if we look for a point at which the fitness value is
maximal.

• The horizon, or thebudget, is the number of fitness evaluations which are al-
lowed. Be careful with the terminology in case of direct policy search; you can
have two distinct horizons, namely the horizon of the control problem (how many
time steps are considered in the problem) and the horizon of the optimization of
the policy (how many iterations of the optimization algorithm).

• Optimization isparallel if several fitness values can be computed simultane-
ously. This parallelism can be due to the use of parallel computers, or, if the
computation of the fitness value involves the physical construction of a proto-
type, the simultaneous building and testing of several prototypes.

• The time budget is the number of iterations which can be performed (or a time
measure). In the parallel case, this is very different from the horizon - in the
sequential case it is equivalent. Please note that we here neglected the internal
cost of the optimizer; this is not always a valid assumption.

• Optimization isnoisy if the result provided by the fitness function is not the
same at each time we evaluate it. This has a very strong effecton optimization
algorithms.

• A local optimum is a point at which the fitness is better than in a neighborhood
of this point. It is termedlocal minimum or local maximum in minimization or
maximization respectively.

• A global optimum (global minimum, global maximum) is a point with fitness
better than all other points.

• A plateau is a part of the search space at which the fitness is constant.Pre-
mature convergenceoccurs when an algorithm stagnates on a small part of the
search space (e.g. a plateau) whereas there are better values elsewhere.

• Optimization is termeduni-modal if there is only one local optimum. Optimiza-
tion is convex if the fitness function (or its expected value in the noisy case) is
convex. Optimization isquasi-convexif the level sets of the fitness functions are
convex (or, in maximization, complement of convex sets).

• Optimization is termedlinear if the objective function is linear (with linear con-
straints),quadratic if the objective function is quadratic (with linear constraints,
or quadratic constraints in some cases), andnon-linear in other cases. Linear
and quadratic optimizations are not discussed here.

• Optimization is termedblack-box if no gradient, Hessian, or important side in-
formation is available: only fitness values are available. Optimization is termed
comparison-basedif only comparisons between individuals are available, or if
only comparisons between individuals are used.
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• Optimization is termedmultimodal when there are multiple local optima, and/or
multiple global optima. Optimization is termedglobal if we want the algorithm
to avoid local minima which are not global minima (in minimization).

• Multiobjective optimization is the case in which we have several objective
functions simultaneously. This involves specific techniques, not to be developed
further here (see [82] for more on this).

Chapter 11 will be devoted to some examples of applications.The reader familiar
with the basic notions of optimization or with already many applications in mind can
move to next chapters directly.

Chapter 12 will be devoted to recall a few important optimization algorithms; gra-
dient descent, BFGS, evolutionary algorithms.

Chapter 13 will be devoted to optimal optimization,i.e. some ideas around what
are the optimal algorithms for solving an optimization task. This might be uninter-
esting for readers essentially interested in applications, or for readers interested only
in algorithms which are easy to develop and use; yet, some of the algorithms cited in
this chapter have already been implemented, applied, and provide real improvements
if your optimization problem is sufficiently important and expensive (in the sense that
evaluating the quality of a solution takes a lot of time).

We will then consider parallel optimization, and what I likearound that is that there
are not so many people who investigated this. This will be done in chapter 14. Noisy
optimization will be considered as well. Multimodal optimization is not discussed a lot
in these pages; the main usual tricks for multimodal cases are (i) increasing the popu-
lation size in an evolutionary algorithm (ii) multiple (possibly quasi-random) restarts2

(iii) random diversification (i.e. some points are randomlysampled uniformly in the
search space), (iv) “murder” operators[207] which discardpoints which are too close
to previously found local optima. “Islands” are sometimes considered as well; we will
not discuss this further here.

2Multiple restarts consist in running several times the same optimization algorithm, possibly with differ-
ent randomized (or quasi-randomized) restarts.
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Chapter 11

Examples of optimization
problems

We will give here several examples of optimization problems, with their specificities.
This will emphasize the importance of techniques presentedin the sequel. Also, these
problems are important tools for machine learning, games, control.

11.1 Direct policy search

Consider a strategy in an economical and ecological environment. You can make deci-
sionsd1, . . . ,dH at different time steps 1,2, . . . ,H. At each time step you are in some
unknown state:x1 at time step 1,x2 at time step 2, . . . When you make decisiondi at
time stepi whereas you are in statexi , you reach the statexi+1 = f (xi ,di), and you get
an observationoi = o(xi) (but you don’t observexi).

This means that, if you model the decision method by functionu, the variables are
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related as follows:

x1 = initial state // time step 1 (11.1)

o1 = o(x1) (11.2)

d1 = u(o1) (11.3)

x2 = f (x1,d1) // time step 2 (11.4)

o2 = o(x2) (11.5)

d2 = u(o1,o2) (11.6)

x3 = f (x2,d2) // time step 3 (11.7)

o3 = o(x3) (11.8)

d3 = u(o1,o2,o3) (11.9)

. . . (11.10)

xk = f (xk−1,dk−1) // time step k (11.11)

ok = o(x3) (11.12)

dk = u(o1,o2,o3, . . . ,ok−1) (11.13)

. . . (11.14)

xH = f (xH−1,dH−1) // time step H (11.15)

reward= R(xH) (11.16)

Figure 11.1: A neural controller. It takes as inputs the sensors (the observations), and
outputs some decisions (the motor signals, in a robotic framework). Its parameters are
the weights of the neurons. Picture from the evolutionary robotics webpage. From
http://www.nelsonrobotics.org/evolutionary_robotics _web/ .

The reward (Fig. 6.3) then depends on (i) the decision functionu (ii) the initial state
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and possibly (iii) the random seed, if the problem is randomized. If u is a parametric
function (e.g. a neural network, as in Fig. 11.1), parametrized by someθ , then we
might want to findθ such that the reward is as high as possible. How to findθ , in
particular if f , R or u are too complicated for an analytic solving ? The theoretical
ultimate limits for such problems are discussed in chapter 13.

If the initial state is known and deterministic, then this isan optimization prob-
lem with deterministic fitness functions; it is nonethelessvery difficult to compute the
derivative of the reward as a function ofu. On the other hand, it is often possible
to parallelize several evaluations. This has a big impact onthe computational cost, it
provides really big improvements, and it is discussed in chapter 14.

When the initial state is randomized and its distribution is given, then the average
reward for decision functionu (we can also call it a strategyu) can be evaluated as
follows:

Naive evaluation method for strategyu:

Randomly select an initial state.

Compute the reward by Eqs 11.1-11.16
(i.e. by stochastic simulation).

The result is stochastic. What are good algorithms for this case, and to which
extent can we improve the results by the use of parallel machines ? This is discussed
in chapter 14.2. Many classical algorithms (even evolutionary algorithms, which are
usually supposed to be robust) are unstable in that case.

11.2 Evolutionary robotics

An important case of direct policy search (see above the definition of direct policy
search) is evolutionary robotics[89]: evolutionary robotics is the optimization of a pol-
icy (equivalently, the optimization of a controller) for a robot by evolutionary algo-
rithms. Evolutionary algorithms are often used for this as they are quite convenient
and easy to use: in many cases, a success in robotics is due to good sensors, and to
a good representation, and secondly to the robustness of theoptimization algorithm
used for building the controller, rather than to the convergence rate of the optimiza-
tion algorithm: therefore, evolutionary algorithms are quite efficient in this context,
and in particular the simplest evolutionary algorithms. Inevolutionary robotics one
can optimize parameters, but also sometimes the structure of the controller[119, 118].
Sometimes, the evolutionary algorithm, instead of evolving directly a controller or a
robot or a structure, evolves the “construction guide”; this is an extremal case in which
the genotype is very different from the phenotype[86].

Some particularly nice examples are emphasized below (see Fig. 11.2). Impor-
tantly, a recent research trend is the inclusion of diversity criteria (curiosity), where the
diversity is not estimated on the individuals but on the simulation results (e.g. final state
at a fixed time); this kind of result is both practically relevant for constructing machines
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which really learn and philosophically interesting[89]. Another important progress was
in terms of representation: by the use of central pattern generators (CPG), directly in-
spired by biology, very stable robots can be designed[136].The idea is to have control
signals sent by oscillating systems with negative gain; changing direction is possible
by sending an ad hoc signal to actuators in order to briefly perturbate the normal cy-
cle, and when a sudden noise perturbates the system (e.g. when the robot is suddenly
pushed) the negative gain corrects the trouble and the system goes back to the normal
cycle.

In the Symbrion project, several robots with a same controller are suppose to in-
teract for solving problems, such as building a bridge or crossing a river. Swarm
intelligence is the case in which each robot has small capabilities (as forants or bees).

11.3 Structure optimization: is operation research
good for society ?

Structure optimization can refer to different things[177]:

• optimization of the physical structure of a mechanical element,e.g.aircraft struc-
ture, various parts of a car, turbines, robots, bacteriae.

• optimization of the structure of a company,i.e. optimization of the decomposi-
tion of the structure into substructures with their individual goals and sizes.

• optimization of the organization of the work inside a company/service;e.g. a
planning of the recyclable waste collecting, or specification of a strategy for
taxis so that delays before services are reduced.

The first is often cited, as it is often crucial for companies which have enough money for
taking care of this. Nonetheless, other elements often alsohave a huge impact; all these
points are obviously directly related to optimization; sometimes linear or quadratic, and
often expensive optimization. Here is a list of applications of operation research (OR)
cited by ThinkOR.org:

• evacuation planning;

• cancer therapy;

• acquisition prioritization;

• dispatching service vehicles;

• delay management in public transportation;

• design of a house for disabled persons;

• hub location in cargo applications;

• production resetting optimization;
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• optimization of the collection and disposal of recyclable waste.

This author has been impressed several times by the extent towhich it is possible, by
clean mathematics/computer science, to improve greatly the efficiency of an industrial
process. Often the main limit is not technical, but economical or political - operation
research companies are often too expensive for possible users who are afraid of bad
results, and free or low price applications realized by people in academia are not en-
couraged by research institutes which usually consider that if a work is made for free
then it must be a bad work. Often OR is developed during wars, as the effect is im-
mediate and more motivating than health care, pollution reduction or things like that -
this author strongly believes that developing the culture of applications made for free
in an academic world with stable fundings would be much more beneficial for society
than developing researches with short term fundings which increase the quantity of ad-
ministrative tasks and imply competition based on showing off and at the end kills the
motivation.

11.4 Program optimization, a.k.a genetic programming
(GP)

In many cases, designing an optimal algorithm for a given task is extremely difficult.
For example, what is the fastest algorithm for sorting 7 items ? The solution proposed
by Koza, Benett, Andre and Keane (1999) and shown in Fig. 11.3involves 16 steps,
i.e. less than what was proposed in a earlier patent, and withequal performance as the
solution by Floyd and Knutt (1973). This was performed bygenetic programming:
optimization of the structure of a program by evolutionary algorithms. Please note
however that in this widely cited example, humans found the solution earlier.

Many important examples of strong realizations of genetic programming come
from quantum computing. Quantum programming is so difficultfor humans that com-
puters are relatively strong. A human competitive program was also derived by a ge-
netic programming by Andre and Teller in soccer; the programperformed well (average
score) in front of human-developed controllers (Fig. 11.3).
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Symbrion project. . . . . . vs nature (photo from WordPress).

Alice . . . and cooperation in nature (at stage 8 of
micro-robot. . . Dictyostelium discoideum (amoeba), the

building of a high colony is only possible thanks
to the suicide of plenty of individuals in the stem)

(web page of Reinhard Eichelbeck)

The EvBot project ([174]).

← A robot which optimizes its behavior on
the fly in case of body damage (resiliency),
by Josh Bongard.

Figure 11.2: Examples of evolutionary robotics.
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Figure 11.3: Top: a sorting algorithm in 16 steps for 7 items -each vertical line rep-
resents a comparison (possibly with exchange). Bottom: a simulated soccer game in
which genetic programming performed reasonably well (Andre and Teller, RoboCup
97) in front of handcrafted programs.
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Chapter 12

Some important algorithms for
optimization1

This chapter is devoted to presenting a few optimization algorithms. We consider an ob-
jective functionf , and we look forx such thatf (x) is as small as possible2; sometimes,
there’s one and only onex∗ such that∀x 6= x∗, f (x) > f (x∗). Usually, optimization al-
gorithms provide iterations:x1,. . . ,xn are approximations of the unknown optimumx∗.
Some natural questions are then:

• Does f (xn)→ f (x∗) ? Or does infi∈[[1,n]] f (xi)→n→∞ f (x∗) ? (please note that
this question is not clearly defined for noisy objective functions)

• In the noisy case, doesE f (xn)→n→∞ E f (x∗) ?

• Does limsupn→∞
1
n log(||xn− x∗||) < 0 ? (this islinear convergence) . If yes,

then the quantity

exp(lim sup
n→∞

1
n

log(‖xn−x∗‖))

is termed theconvergence rate.

• Does limsupn→∞
1
n log(||xn−x∗||)→−∞ ? (this issuperlinear convergence)

• Does limsupn→∞
||xn−x∗||
||xn−1−x∗||q < ∞ with xn→ x∗ ? (this isorder-q convergence,

quadratic convergenceif q= 2)3

1This chapter uses many valuable discussions with A. Auger, M.Schoenauer, N. Bredèche.
2We here assume minimization. Maximization is obviously quite similar.
3Please note that the conditionxn→ x∗ is necessary, as the first condition might occur wheneverxn 6→ x∗.

Also, this definition of convergence of orderq is misleading if there are episodically values ofn such that
xn is bad, whenever we have an overall very good convergence (for example, considerxn = x∗+1/2n which
quadratically converges tox∗; if xn = x∗+ 42 for n an exponent of 4, andxn = x∗+ 1/2n otherwise, then
intuitively we would like to consider that there is fast convergence anyway; other definitions can be proposed
for that.
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Theruntime for reaching precisionε with probability 1−δ in a familyF of fitness
functions is usuallyn minimal such that for all fitness inF , with probability at least
1−δ , ||xn−x∗|| ≤ ε.

The orderq of convergence, or the runtime, is not necessarily a good measure of
performance. For example, an algorithm might spend a huge computational power for
choosing eachxn; this has no impact on the order of convergence. The runtime and the
order of convergence are only an approximation of a real performance measure. This
approximation which is valid when the computation time of the fitness is large. Also,
take care of what isxn: if xn is thenth evaluated point for an algorithm, whereas it is
the (λn)th evaluated point for another algorithm (e.g. ifλ fitness values are used for
guiding the search or for evaluating the gradient), the comparison is unfair.

Let’s present now some classical algorithms, presented with more details in [34,
28].

12.1 Newton’s algorithm

x0 is arbitrary. For choosingxn+1, consider the following quadratic approximation of
f :

f̂ (x) = f (xn)+∇ f (xn)× (x−xn)+
1
2
(x−xn)

t ×H f (xn)× (x−xn) (12.1)

where

∇ f (z) is the gradient off atz,

H f (z) is the Hessian off atz (i.e. the second order derivative)

ut is the transpose of vectoru.

It is somehow natural to choosexn+1 minimizing the quadratic model of Eq. 12.1.
This leads to Newton’s algorithm:

xn+1 = xn−H f (xn)
−1∇ f (xn).

The inverse of the Hessian is not necessary for computingxn+1: it is sufficient to solve
the linear system

H f (xn)(xn+1−xn) =−∇ f (xn) (12.2)

Newton’s algorithm
Advantages Quadratic convergence.

Conceptually simple.
Able to tackle very high-dimensional problems.

Drawbacks Requires the Hessian and the gradient.
Might find local minima

(instead of global minima).
Might even find local maxima

instead of minima.
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The lack of robustness is very clear even on quasi-convex butnon smooth fitness

functions such asx 7→
√√
||x||. The bad results on multimodal functions are also a

clear weakness, possibly more or less solved by multiple restarts. We’ll see that evo-
lutionary algorithms are much more robust from this point ofview. There are various
improvements of this algorithm; however, as BFGS is much more widely used than
Newton’s algorithm, we will now switch to BFGS, after a fast introduction to gradient
descent.

12.2 Gradient descent and stochastic gradient descent

The Hessian is usually very difficult to compute. We’ll see that Quasi-Newton is based
on the idea of approximating the Hessian; in some sense, the gradient descent is an
extremal case consisting in considering a constant diagonal matrix as an approximation
of the Hessian. Consider, instead of Eq. 12.2, the followingequation:

xn+1 = xn−k∇ f (xn).

Optimizek (this is a one-dimensional optimization): this is gradientdescent. You can
even get rid of the optimization:

xn+1 = xn−
1
n

∇ f (xn). (12.3)

This algorithm is not extremely fast, but it is quite convenient in some cases, and in
particular the stochastic case. Consider that instead of having access tof and ∇ f ,
you have only access to random valuesfn and ∇ fn, with the property that thefi ’s
are independently and identically distributed, andE fi = f ,E∇ fi = ∇ f : this stochastic
optimization case4 is extremely frequent in machine learning. In this case, Eq.12.3
can be just replaced by Eq. 12.4:

xn+1 = xn−
1
n

∇ fn(xn). (12.4)

(1
n is often replaced by other series so that the sum is infinite, and the term goes to 0).

It has been shown in particular that this algorithm very often outperforms the so-
phisticated algorithms proposed for Support Vector Machines[35].

4We here use “stochastic optimization” in the sense that the fitness function is stochastic; the same words
are sometimes used when the optimization algorithm is stochastic.
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Gradient descent and
stochastic gradient descent

Advantages Able to tackle reasonably high-dimensional problems
Handles efficiently the stochastic case

Easy to implement
Drawbacks Slower (per iteration, not always

per second) than BFGS
Requires the gradient

Might find local minima
(but, interestingly, not so often

in the stochastic case...)

12.3 Quasi-Newton algorithms and BFGS

Computing the Hessian as in Eq. 12.1 for Newton’s algorithm is usually very expen-
sive; therefore, it is natural to try to estimate it instead of computing it exactly. This
is the principle of quasi-Newton algorithms. WithHn the approximation at stepn, we
might want to use the following equation:

Hn(xn+1−xn) =−∇ f (xn) (12.5)

Following the BFGS form of Quasi-Newton [43, 102, 115, 212] (named after the
authors of [43, 102, 115, 212]), let’s define:

Hn+1 is the approximation of the Hessian used instead of the Hessian in Eq. 12.5

∇n = ∇ f (xn) gradient of the fitness function

δn = xn+1−xn column vector of the step

δ ′n = ∇n+1−∇n column vector of the difference of gradient

un = δn/(δ t
nδ ′n)−Hnδ ′n/(δ ′nHnδn)

It is natural to consider the evolution of the gradient in order to estimate the Hessian.
This is done as follows:

Hn+1 = Hn+
δnδ t

n

δ t
nδ ′n
− (Hnδ ′n)(δ ′n

tHn)

δ ′n
tHnδ ′n

+(δ t
nHnδn)unut

n.

H0 is usually initialized at the identity matrix. We can also get rid of the indexn for
clarity:

Hn+1 = H +
δδ t

δ tδ ′
− (Hδ ′)(δ ′tH)

δ ′tHδ ′
+(δ tHδ )uut .

The convergence to local maxima (instead of local minima) can be avoided thanks
to e.g. Armijo’s rule (or variants [218]), or by line minimization; instead of Eq. 12.5,
use Eq. 12.6:

Hn(xn+1−xn) =−kn∇ f (xn) (12.6)

wherekn is optimized so thatxn+1 is a local minimum; this is an optimization in di-
mension 1. Usually, it is not necessary in BFGS to have a very good optimizer for
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this one-dimensional optimization; a few steps of quadratic approximations should be
enough (e.g. BFGS itself, in dimension 1), or some dichotomy-based research; see
Brent’s algorithm [40] for more.

The Hessian is not necessary in BFGS, but the gradient is. There are variants of this
algorithm, the most important one being probably the limited memory BFGS[251, 49].
We will summarize the advantages and drawbacks of BFGS as follows: :

BFGS algorithm

Advantages Quadratic convergence
(often limited due to machine precision -

yet, usually the fastest in high dimension).

Drawbacks Requires the gradient
(unless the gradient is computed

by finite differences)

Might find local minima
(instead of global minima)

Might be very slow in
(highly) ill-conditioned cases
or non-differentiable cases

We will now switch to other algorithms, which are both simpler and more robust - but
slower, in particular in high dimension.

12.4 The(1+1) evolution strategy with one-fifth rule

The general principle of anevolutionary algorithm is presented in Alg. 6. The parent
population sizeµ and the offspring sizeλ are parameters of the algorithm.

Generate a set ofλ individuals, termed the population.
while Time left> 0 do

Evaluate each individual in the population, i.e. compute its fitness
value.
Define the set of parents as theµ best individuals.
Generateλ individuals by cross-over and/or mutations of the par-
ents→ this is the new population.

end while

Algorithm 6 : A high-level view of an evolutionary algorithm.
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In some cases, we can distinguish the genotype and the phenotype. This is shown
in Alg. 7.

Generate a set ofλ individuals, termed the population.
while Time left> 0 do

Evaluate each individualx in the population, i.e. build its pheno-
type p(x) and compute its fitness valuef (p(x)).
Define the set of parents as theµ best individuals.
Generateλ individuals by cross-over and/or mutations of the par-
ents.

end while

Algorithm 7 : A high-level view of an evolutionary algorithm, with distinct pheno-
type and genotype. The important point is thatp(x) involves a significant transfor-
mation fromx.

A cross-over is any mapping which proposes a new individual as a (usually
stochastic) function of a given finite set of individuals (atleast 2). An example is
given in Alg. 8. Amutation is any mapping which proposes a new individual as a

Cross-over betweenx∈ {0,1}d and y∈ {0,1}d.
for i ∈ [[1,d]] do

if random< 1
2 then

zi ← yi

else
zi ← xi

end if
Return z.

end for

Algorithm 8 : A simple cross-over between individualx and individualy.

(usually stochastic) function of a given individual. A simple mutation operator in the
case of a search space{0,1}d is proposed in Alg. 9.

In the continuous case[0,1]d, a usual choice isz← x+σN whereN is a standard
Gaussian vector in dimensiond andσ is the step-size, to be adapted as discussed later
(e.g. one-fifth rule).

Considerx0 arbitrary, as well as someσ0 > 0. Then, define

x′n = xn+σnNwhereN is an independent Gaussian

xn+1 = x′n if f (x′n)< f (xn), and thenσn+1 = 2σn

= xn otherwise, and thenσn+1 = 2−
1
4 σn
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Mutation of an individual x∈ {0,1}d.
for i ∈ [[1,d]] do

if random< 1
2 then

zi ← xi

else
zi ← 1−xi

end if
Return z.

end for

Algorithm 9 : A simple example of mutation operator.

This very simple algorithm has linear convergence on many fitness functions, and will
avoid some easily avoidable local minima.σ0 should be chosen greater than the dis-
tance to the global optimum. The convergence rate is 1−Θ(1/d), whered is the
dimension of the search space. In spite of its simplicity, it’s not so easy to outperform
this algorithm, and many practitioners like it.

(1+1)-ES with one-fifth rule
Advantages Linear convergence

Easy to adapt to a new problem

Drawbacks Not as fast as BFGS
Not able to handle high dimensionality*

The fact that adapting the algorithm to a new problem is easy is not negligible as an
advantage. For example, in many cases, the fitness function is computed much faster
when only 1 or few coordinates are removed: this is easy to modify in a (1+1)-ES,
and not in many algorithms.

(*) Handling high-dimensionality with the(1+1)-ES is possible when many vari-
ables have a negligible impact[31]. Importantly, many algorithms do not have this
ability.

12.5 Including covariances

The main drawback of the(1+ 1)-ES is that it cannot handle highly ill-conditioned
quadratic functions (see Fig. 12.1); as a consequence, someevolutionary algorithms
have been defined for this case. We will here focus on algorithms using the self-
adaptation principle, a beautiful and widely applicable principle that one can sum-
marize roughly as follows:

Self adaptation
Choose your offspring by random mutations,

and then reinforce the efficient forms of mutations.
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Figure 12.1: Left: level-sets of a well-conditioned function. Right: level-sets of a
ill-conditioned function.

For example, if offspring are chosen by randomly drawing Gaussian mutations,
then the efficient mutations (which provided successes in the past) should have a higher
probability of being generated in the future. The Covariance Matrix Self-Adaptation
Revisited (CMSA [32]) algorithm provides a solution for this. The algorithm, presented
in Alg. 10, is based on the following ideas:

• The current search distribution (i.e. the probability distribution used for sampling
new iterates) is a Gaussian random variable centered aty, with covarianceσavg×
C whereσavg is a real number andC a covariance matrix.

• When new points are sampled, each of them has a modified step-size (randomly
chosen aroundσavg - the offspring will have different mutation strengths).

• The search distribution is modified as follows:

– y is moved to the mass center of theµ best points;

– σavg is moved to the average (possibly log-average) value of the step-sizes
of selected offspring (therefore, best step-sizes should be reinforced in the
future);

– the covariance matrixC is “averaged” with the covariance of selected
points, therefore better directions will be reinforced in the future.

An important modification of CMSA (Alg. 10) isµ = min(dimension,λ/4); for
λ large, this provides a big improvement. This also shows the strength of a rigorous
mathematical analysis as this modification was derived by complexity analysis (see
Fig. 14.2 for more on this).

We summarize the advantages and drawbacks of this algorithmas follows:
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Initialize σavg∈ R, y∈ R
N, C. Usuallyµ = λ/4.

while Halting criterion not fulfilleddo
for i = 1..λ do

σi = σavgeτNi(0,1) // random modification of the step-size
si =
√

CσiNi(0, Id) //
zi = σisi

yi = y+zi

fi = f (yi)
end for
Sort the individuals by increasing fitness;f(1) < f(2) < · · ·< f(λ ).
zavg= 1

µ ∑µ
i=1z(i)

savg= 1
µ ∑µ

i=1s(i)
σavg= 1

µ ∑µ
i=1 σ(i)

y= y+zavg

C= (1− 1
τC
)C+ 1

τC
sst

end while

Algorithm 10 : Covariance Matrix self-adaptation.τ is equal to 1/
√

N. The initial
covariance matrixC is the identity matrix. The time constantτC is equal to 1+
N(N+1)

λ
2

.
√

C denotes the square root of a matrix in the Choleski sense.

The CMSA optimization algorithm

Advantages Easily readable
More parallel than CSA[32]

No gradient required

Drawbacks Slow in large dimension (like most
algorithms for ill-conditioned problems)

12.6 Discrete optimization algorithms

A main strength of evolutionary algorithms is their abilityto handle discrete optimiza-
tion. We will here focus on optimization in{0,1}N, but tools are often the same (except
in the particular case of genetic programming) for other discrete search spaces. An ex-
ample is given in Alg. 11. The complexity bounds provided in chapter 14 also hold
in the discrete case; the automatic parallelization (by speculative parallelization) pro-
posed in section 15.2 also works in the discrete case.
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Randomly drawλ individualsx1, . . . ,xλ in the search space{0,1}N.
while Time left> 0 do

Let x′1, . . . ,x
′
µ be theµ best individuals among theseλ points.

for i = 1,2, . . . ,λ ′ do
Let j = (i moduloµ)+1
xi = randomMutation(x′j)

end for
for i = λ ′+1,λ ′+2, . . . ,λ do

j,k are randomly drawn in{1, . . . ,µ}
xi = crossOver(x j ,xk)

end for
end while

Algorithm 11 : A possibly discrete evolutionary algorithms (which can beused also
in the continuous case).j andk are sometimes uniformly drawn in{1, . . . ,µ}, and
sometimesj = i with probability decreasing asi increases (variants are roulette wheel
selection, truncation selection, fitness proportional selection; we do not develop this
here).c= crossOver(a,b) can be defined in many manners; a simple solution isce=
ae or ce = be with equal probability and independently for eache∈ {1, . . . ,N}; other
variants are one-point crossover or two-points crossover.The mutation is usually
c = randomMutation(a) with ce = 1− ae (with probability 1/N) andce = ae with
probability 1−1/N, independently for eache∈ {1, . . . ,d}.



Chapter 13

The ultimate limits of
optimization of expensive fitness
functions: optimal algorithms1

The No Free Lunch (NFL) theorem is usually interpreted as “onaverage, all algorithms
perform equally well”, with the corollary “there’s no optimal algorithms”. Nonethe-
less, this is only for a finite domain and a finite codomain (andnot in continuous do-
mains, see [15]), and only for uniform averaging or some other very strange distribu-
tion [243, 92]; as a consequence, it makes sense to look for good algorithms, and even
for optimal algorithms, in some sense mathematically specified below (section 13.1).
We’ll consider practical algorithms, based on tuning optimizers, in section 13.2, be-
fore switching to formally optimal (but not very practical)algorithms in section 13.3,
including their more practical approximations like EGO andIAGO.

There’s quite a big quantity of purely experimental works, or purely applied works,
in evolutionary algorithms. We are therefore proud that some algorithms discussed
here are theoretical, are justified by mathematical analysis only, and are not tested on
real world problems. Various tools and notions discussed inthis chapter (surrogate
models, compromise between exploration and exploitation)are nonetheless important
and useful, for philosophical reasons[88], and also for understanding what we do, and
even for designing optimization algorithms.

13.1 Optimal optimization algorithms

What is an optimal algorithm ? The efficiency of an algorithm depends on the fitness
function: therefore, we must specify which fitness functionis considered for defining
the optimality. If there’s only one fitness function, then the optimal algorithm is triv-
ial: it is the algorithm which does not compute anything and outputs immediately the
optimum value. Obviously, this optimal algorithm is perfect for one fitness function,

1This chapter is based on joint works with A. Auger, P. Rolet, M. Sebag, F. Teytaud, E. Vasquez.
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and makes no sense for traditional optimization. We see thatwe must consider a fam-
ily of fitness functions. Then, we must also consider a criterion: for example, we can
consider, on average on fitness functions (this implies thatwe have a distribution on
our family of fitness functions), and on average on the internal random parts of the
algorithm, and after 10 minutes, the expected fitness value of the best visited point.
This becomes a well defined quantity, for a given hardware andtechnical conditions of
the run. As this measure is a bit unstable (depends on the hardware, software, on the
load of the machine...), it is usually preferred to considera more abstract and idealized
criterion: the expected fitness value ot the best visited point after a fixed number of
function evaluations. This provides a first drawback of manytestbeds: only the num-
ber of evaluations is considered, whereas in many cases thiswill completely change
the ranking of the various algorithms. This is particularlyimportant as in many cases
algorithms getting the first ranks cannot be used above dimension 30 due to their huge
internal computational cost. The approximation of neglecting the internal cost of the
optimization algorithm however makes sense when considering expensiveoptimiza-
tion problems,i.e. problems in which most of the cost is in the evaluation of the fitness
function.

The log-effect. Another modification is often applied: instead of considering the
expected fitness value, people consider the expected logarithm of the fitness value, or
the expected logarithm of the distance to the optimum - something with a log. What
is the consequence of this choice ? It implies that when an algorithm misses the op-
timum with probability 95 %, but has a very good precision with probability 5%, it
will have a much better score for such criteria than an algorithm which is slower but
finds the optimum with very high probability . This is certainly not satisfactory for
robust optimization, and essentially justified by the fact that it provides nicer graphs:
as many algorithms are linear in log-scale, comparisons aremore visible with this log-
representation.

Using testbeds for optimization of algorithms
Advantages Easy to use.

Can include real world fitness functions
(but usually does not).

Can use fitness functions related
to the target problem.

Drawbacks Usually based on artificial fitness functions.
Computationally expensive.

Misleading criteria (see the log-effect).
Internal cost of the algorithm often

not taken into account.
Dimensionality chosen so that

experimentations are easy.
Overfitting: when benchmarks are public,
optimizers are carefully tuned specifically

for them.
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We have defined a criterion of optimality (but we emphasize that many variants of
this criterion can be defined), now among which family of optimization algorithms are
we going to look for an optimal algorithm ?

A first approach consists in considering a parametric familyof optimization algo-
rithms, and then to tune them for a given distribution of fitness functions. This will
be discussed in section 13.2. A second approach consists in mathematically deriv-
ing an optimal optimization algorithm; we’ll see that this is mathematically feasible,
but computationally extremely hard; nonetheless, for expensive optimization it might
make sense (section 13.3); we’ll see that approximate versions (third approach) of this
mathematical target can be derived and applied industrially.

Figure 13.1 (from [234]) briefly presents these three approaches for approaching
optimal optimization algorithms.

13.2 Tuning optimization algorithm

Consider the fitness functionx 7→ f (x). An criterion of quality for an optimization
algorithm applied tof might beEr f (xf

500), where

• xf
500 is the 500th iterate of your optimization algorithm (or the best of the 500

first iterates) when the optimization algorithm is applied on f ,

• Er is the expectation operator on the random part of the optimization algorithm.

When f is a parametric family of fitness functions, e.g.x 7→ f (θ ,x) for some parameter
θ , and if you have a distribution onθ , then you might consider

EθEr f (θ ,xf (θ ,.),r
500 ));

and if you prefer, or if you need beautiful graphs for your next publication to be ac-
cepted,

EθEr log f (θ ,xf (θ ,.),r
500 )) assuming that inff (θ , .) = 0.

For many ES, this provides nice linear curves. When you have a function f and don’t
know how to extend it to a distribution of fitness functions, usual solutions are:

• random translations off :
f (θ ,x) = f (x−θ)

with θ of the same dimension asx;

• random rotations off :
f (θ ,x) = f (θ .x)

whereθ is a rotation matrix on the search space;

• random noise onf :

f (θ ,x) = f (x)+∑
i

sin(xi−θi)
2.
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Short term criterion
(expected improvement,
stepwise uncertainty...)

Optimizer of
optimizer Tuned optimizer

Optimizer

Testbed (= prior) (tuning algorithm;
e.g. Revac)

ALGORITHMS OPTIMAL FOR A SHORT TERM CRITERION

FORMALLY OPTIMAL OPTIMIZERS FOR A GIVEN PRIOR

TUNING OPTIMIZERS

Automatic optimizer
builder

Testbed (= prior)

Optimizer with
computational cost L
(optimal for L large)

Limit L on
computational power

EGO or IAGO
or other

Prior (usually Gaussian)

Optimizer optimal for
the short term criterion

Figure 13.1: Three approaches for optimization given a prior. The first approach
[96, 173, 215] consists in optimizing the parameters of an OA(this assumes that the
OA has parameters); this approach is limited to a given structure of OA. It is easy to
use, well understood, immediately operational and efficient in practice. The second
approach [111, 196, 15] consists in considering the problemspecified by Eqs. 7.1-7.3
and solve it as a Markov decision process; this approach is mathematically appealing
as it provides a provably optimal algorithm; unfortunately, the approach is computa-
tionally very expensive and might be difficult to use in practice. The third approach
considers an approximate criterion, e.g. Eqs. 13.8-13.10,and a prior, e.g. it assumes
that the fitness function is drawn according to a Gaussian process, and proposes an
algorithm which is optimal (within the limit of the computational cost) for this crite-
rion. This third approach is optimal for a “local” criteriononly, and can therefore not
be proved optimal for the complete optimization run, but it is by far simpler than the
second approach.

If your optimization algorithm has a parameterp, then your criterion becomes a func-
tion of p, i.e.:

p 7→ ErEθ f (θ ,xf (θ .),r,p
500 )).

Then you can optimizep. If the set of functions is finite and ifr lies in a finite
space, then this function can be computed exactly for a givenvaluep; usually, this is not
possible, and you can only have a noisy measurement of the function above. Therefore,
tuning an optimization algorithm is usually a noisy optimization problem. You can use
for it your favorite optimization algorithm, or use one of published algorithms for it
[173, 215, 96], and possibly get a very strong optimizer for agiven testbed; the question
is now to which extent an optimization algorithm extensively tuned for a given family
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of problems will be good for another. Either you precisely know the family of problems
from which your target problem will be drawn (but, except in competitions, this is
usually not the case), or you might be disappointed. This issue is termed overfitting.

13.3 Mathematically optimal algorithms and their ap-
proximations

The solution emphasized above, essentially parameter tuning, is clear and efficient;
nonetheless, it might be disappointing: you obviously cannot reach optimality with
such an approach as the structure of the algorithm is fixed. Isthere something more
that we could do ? In particular, given a prior and a criterion, can we derive an opti-
mal optimization algorithm ? This is indeed possible at least for some criteria. This is
developed in section 7.1. However, this is not very practical: it provides an algorithm
which is optimal in the sense that for a given distribution offitness functions, the algo-
rithm will be optimal for a given prior (e.g. the squared distance between the proposed
approximation of the optimum and the real location of the optimum) after a given num-
ber of time steps. However, this criterion might be a bad criterion: finding a very good
solutions in 20 iterations is a good thing. . . except if you need so much time for gen-
erating each iterate that a simple (1+1)-ES algorithm is indeed faster (even if it needs
20000 iterations for the same precision. . . ). The reader interested in the mathematical
effort of optimal optimizers is referred to section 7.1; we will here consider some more
practical approximations. Nonetheless, the computational cost of the techniques, even
in these “more practical” sections, is huge; therefore, they should be considered only
for very expensive problems, for which spending a very long time on each iterate is
worth the candle. Some such examples are proposed in section7.1.

13.3.1 Surrogate models

Consider a distribution of probability on the fitness function f , and consider that you
have already observed

f (x1) = y1

f (x2) = y2

· · ·= . . .

f (xn) = yn

How to choosexn+1 ? A simple intuitive solution consists in the following:

f̂ = argmax
f

P( f (x1) = y1, f (x2) = y2, . . . , f (xn) = yn| f ); (13.1)

xn+1 = argmin
x

f̂ (x). (13.2)

Eq. 13.1 mean that we search for the maximum likelihood off conditionally to ob-
servations; thiŝf , termed surrogate model, is an approximation of the unknownfitness
function. Then, in Eq. 13.2, we pick up the minimum of the surrogate model. Eq. 13.1
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can be replaced by other tools than maximum likelihood; for example, empirical risk
minimization, possibly with regularization (see section 16). This is obviously centered
on exploitation of already known good parts of the domain; itmight suffer from con-
vergence to a local minimum or premature convergence; a simple solution consists in
adding some random exploration (e.g. randomly sample the domain one iterate over
10 and switch to this point if it’s better than your current iterate. . . ). Some more subtle
techniques will be emphasized below.

13.3.2 Taking uncertainty into account

Maximum likelihood as in Eq. 13.1 reduces all the information to an approximation
of the fitness function. Indeed, what is known from theoretical analysis (as discussed
in section 7.1) is that for optimality, the information we need is the distribution of the
fitness function, conditionally to observations. How can wetake this into account ?

Let’s consider something more complicated than Eq. 13.1 andEq. 13.2:

f̂ = L ( f | f (x1) = y1, f (x2) = y2, . . . , f (xn) = yn); (13.3)

xn+1 = argmin
x

E f̂ (x)− t
√
E( f̂ (x)−E f̂ (x))2. (13.4)

for some constantt. f̂ is now a conditional distribution; it is the probability distribution
of f , after conditioning to observations. This is obviously a complicated notion, that is
not easy to plug into an optimization algorithm. Nonetheless, for specific distributions,
it is possible to do this analytically (e.g. Gaussian processes[140, 240]).

If you don’t want to model your problem with a Gaussian process, or if you don’t
want to study the maths for computing Eq. 13.3 for a Gaussian process, a natural tool
for sampling f̂ consists in usingbootstrap replicates.

Bootstrap replicates for conditional distributions: imagine that you have a sam-
ple of n pointsx1, . . . ,xn, with their (possibly noisy) labelsy1, . . . ,yn. You might just
pick up the maximum likelihood

f̂ = argmax
f

n

∏
i=1

P(yi = f (xi)),

that we will sum up as

f̂ = maxiLikelihood(x1, . . . ,xn,y1, . . . ,yn). (13.5)

But you might prefer to sample severalf̂ conditionally to∏i P(yi = f (xi)) or even
conditionally toP( f )∏i P(yi = f (xi)). This is certainly useful for Bayesian statistics
(and, in our particular case, for computingL ( f | . . .) in Eq. 13.3). If you sample several
such f̂ (let’s call themf̂1, . . . , f̂k), then an approximate distribution forL ( f | . . .) is just
the uniform distribution on thêfi . Each f̂i can be sampled as follows:

• For eachj ∈ [[1,N]], draw, with replacement, a sample(xzj ,yzj ) from the sample
of the(xk,yk)k∈[[1,N]]; this is just drawingzj uniformly in [[1,N]].

• Then, f̂i is maxiLikelihood(xz1, . . . ,xzn,yz1, . . . ,yzn).
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It is known (see e.g. [95, 237]) that in many cases (but not all) this provides a good
estimator off̂ conditionally to∏i P(yi = f (xi)) (a priorP0( f ) can be included as well,
by including it in Eq. 13.5).

Formally, the algorithm consists in approximatingf̂ by a uniform distribution on

f̂1, . . . , f̂k

where thefi ’s arek bootstrap replicates of the maximum likelihood estimator,(or of
the empirical risk minimizer or anything you want), i.e.∀i ∈ [[1,k]],

f̂i = argmax
f∈F

∏
j∈[[1,n]]

P( f (xzi, j ) = yzi, j ),

where for each(i, j) ∈ [[1,k]]× [[1,n]], zi, j is uniformly drawn in[[1,N]].
The f̂i are now simple functions, and not distributions on functions, and are there-

fore much easier to implement in a computer.

Expected improvement

What is the idea behind Eq. 13.4 ? Instead of considering the best value on average
(i.e. E f̂ (x)), we consider the best confidence bound for the estimate off (x). We
don’t consider what is expected, but what is expected in lucky cases; we increase
exploration. When a part of the domain is very precisely known, the variance term
E( f̂ (x)−E f̂ (x))2) becomes very small and other parts of the domain, with more un-
certainty, are preferred. Yet, there is an arbitrary constant t. Is there something more
natural that could be considered ? A natural solution has been proposed by [140], as
follows:

f̂ = L ( f | f (x1) = y1, f (x2) = y2, . . . , f (xn) = yn); (13.6)

xn+1 = argmax
x

Emax(0, inf
i

yi− f̂ (x)). (13.7)

Eq. 13.6 is the same as Eq. 13.3; but Eq. 13.7 is different fromEq. 13.4 and in
particular has no free parameter. Intuitively, it is the expectation of the improvement:
inf i yi− f̂ (x) is the improvement over the best already seen point. This solution is there-
fore termedexpected improvement. It is more expensive (in terms of computational
power per iterate) than just a surrogate model, but it is alsomuch faster (in terms of
performance for a given number of iterates) in many cases - itis a really operational
approach for expensive optimization, and it naturally handles global optimization - it
avoids for sure local minima.

Informational approach to global optimization

Eq. 13.7 is intuitively appealing, but it is not a candidate for exactly reaching mathe-
matical optimality. It is clearly optimal for a “one-step ahead” expected improvement:
this is greedy. Is there a solution beyond this ? Such a tool has been proposed in [240],
under the nameinformational approach to global optimization (IAGO). The idea is
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the following:

f̂ = L ( f | f (x1) = y1, f (x2) = y2, . . . , f (xn) = yn); (13.8)

xn+1 = argmin
x

Ey= f̂ (x)E f̂x,y
||argminf̂x,y−E f̂x,y

argminf̂x,y||2|y= f̂ (x); (13.9)

f̂x,y = L ( f | f (x1) = y1, . . . , f (xn) = yn, f (x) = y) (13.10)

Ouch! This is complicated. What means Eq. 13.10 ? It is the distribution of f ,
conditionally to past observations, but also conditionally to x andy.

Therefore,
E f̂x,y
||argminf̂x,y−E f̂x,y

argminf̂x,y||2

is the variance of the optimum off if we assume that we observef (x) = y. Then

Ey= f (x)||argminf̂x,y−E f̂x,y
argminf̂x,y||2

is the expected variance of the optimum off if we choosex. Therefore Eq. 13.9
consists in choosingx such that the expected variance of the optimum will be as small
as possibleafter the observation of y, on average on this observationy. Eq. 13.9 can
therefore be rewritten, for short:

xn+1 = argmin
x

Ey= f̂ (x)Var f̂x,y
argminf̂x,y.

Compared to Eq. 13.7, Eq. 13.9 is “one step ahead”: we consider the uncertainty
after one more step. This is clearly more appealing, more efficient in terms of perfor-
mance for a fixed number of iterations, but it is also much moreexpensive.

Can we do better and considerk steps ahead ? Or evenk equal to the horizon, so
that the algorithm is provably optimal ? The answer is positive and proposed in [15];
however, the computational cost becomes extremely big. Theinterested reader can see
more on this (and applications) in section 7.1.

13.4 Conclusion on optimal optimization

Surrogate models are a partial answer to the problem of expensive optimization; they
require a tuning of exploration parameters (for choosing towhich extent we trust the
surrogate model). In order to solve these issues, the research trend on parameter free
optimization algorithms which provide (provably) very good results for a fixed number
of fitness evaluations or a fixed number of population evaluations is an active field -
these algorithms require, however, some prior knowledge ofthe fitness function. Un-
fortunately, these algorithms are usually moderately practical, as they are very compli-
cated to implement, and involve a huge computation time internally to the algorithm.
IAGO might be a good compromise between tractability and efficiency for applications
in expensive optimization; MCTS-based approaches using the POMDP formulation of
optimization (see section 7.1 for more on this) are mathematically appealing as they
reach optimality (asymptotically in the computational power) but are for the moment a
pure research algorithm.



Chapter 14

Complexity of optimization and
complexity of parallel
optimization1

We here consider the complexity of optimization algorithms, and in particular
comparison-based optimization algorithms. Results in this chapter summarize [231],
[110], [104, 198, 197, 225, 224] and contains also some new ideas (novelty will be
discussed in part V).

The main originality of the work presented here is the use of the branching factor
and its finiteness. This approach provided realistic tight bounds for many algorithms,
recovering and extending existing results (including, unfortunately, bounds published
later).

14.1 Deterministic fitness functions

This chapter discusses the advantages (robustness) and drawbacks (slowness) of algo-
rithms searching the optimum by comparisons between fitnessvalues only. The results
are mathematical proofs, but practical implications in terms of speed-up for algorithms
applied on parallel machines are presented, as well as practical hints for tuning parallel
optimization algorithms and on the feasibility of some specific forms of optimization.
In all the chapter,[[a,b]] = {a,a+1, . . . ,b}.

14.1.1 Introduction: comparison-based algorithms and their ro-
bustness

There are several important families of optimization algorithms in the literature:
Newton-like algorithms, using the Hessian (i.e. the secondorder derivative); gradi-
ent descent, using the gradient (i.e. the first order derivative); and algorithms using

1This chapter is based on joint works with R. Coulom, H. Fournier, P. Rolet, N. Sokolovska, F. Teytaud.
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the objective function values (also termed the fitness values) only. There are particular
cases to be emphasized.

First, Quasi-Newton methods (in particular BFGS [43, 102, 115, 212]) are, for-
mally, in the family of algorithms using the gradient: they build, internally, an approx-
imation of the Hessian, but they never request the Hessian.

Second, some algorithms use less than the fitness values: these algorithms are
comparison-basedalgorithms. They include direct search methods [71], and most evo-
lutionary algorithms [189, 30]. This choice of using only a small part of the available
information is justified by the followings:

• sometimes it is just the only available information. For example, when opti-
mizing a strategy for two-player games; then, one has only access to a limited
information, i.e. the comparison between two strategies;

• whenever more information is available, the robustness is better with compar-
isons only; this was explained in [16, 244, 17] and was formally established
in [111]. Essentially, [111] shows that when considering the worst case among
compositions of a given family of fitness functions with increasing mappings (i.e.
when considering that the fitness functionf might be replaced byg◦ f for some
increasingg : R→ R), then optimality is necessarily reached by a comparison-
based algorithm.

Algorithms using comparisons are now widely established and this chapter is devoted
essentially to these algorithms (however, the tools used inthe proofs can be applied in
other cases). In particular, we will consider the followingfamilies of algorithms (more
formally presented in [230]):

• Selection-based non-elitist(µ ,λ ) evolution strategies (SB-(µ ,λ )-ES). These al-
gorithms, at each generation, generateλ points (also termed individuals) in the
search space, and the fitness function must inform the algorithm of whichµ of
theseλ points are theµ best individuals (we have to take care of ties here): these
µ points are termed theselected set.

• Selection-based elitist(µ +λ ) evolution strategies (SB-(µ +λ )-ES). These al-
gorithms, at each generation, generateλ points (also termed individuals) in the
domain of the optimization, and the fitness function must inform the algorithm
of which µ of the union of (i) theseλ points and (ii) theµ points selected at
the previous generation, are theµ best individuals (we have to take care of ties
here).

• Full ranking versions of the algorithms above, i.e. FR-(µ ,λ )-ES and FR-(µ +
λ )-ES; in these cases, the optimization is informed of whichµ points are the
best, and also of the complete ranking of theseµ points.

It is intuitively quite natural that comparison-based algorithms are slower, as they
have less information for guiding the search (in particular, it will be difficult for evo-
lution strategies to be as fast as surrogate models like NEWUOA[186]). This is the
price to pay for the increased robustness, shown in [111] andwell known and widely
asserted in evolutionary algorithms. In this chapter, we will:
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• introduce, in section 14.1.2, the important notion of branching factor [231]; this
notion is central in the understanding of comparison-basedalgorithms, in paral-
lelization, and it is also important beyond the scope of thischapter;

• show the complexity bounds derived from this notion (section 14.1.3);

• show the computational cost associated to some real-world algorithms (section
14.1.4), which is often significantly different from the theoretical optimum;

• give the implications of these complexity bounds (section 14.1.5).

14.1.2 The branching factor

We present below a simplified version of [230]; please refer to [230] for formal details
and detailed proofs. We consider a(µ ,λ )-ES (the same reasoning holds for(µ+λ )-ES
- see [230] for details and more generality).(µ ,λ )-ES are as in Alg. 12.

One iteration of a (µ ,λ )-ES, for internal state s and fitness func-
tion f
Compute individualsx1, . . . ,xλ as a function of the internal STATE.
Compute their fitness valuesy1, . . . ,yλ with yi = f (xi).
ConsiderSthe permutation of[[1,λ ]] uniquely determined by:yS(i) <
yS(i+1)

switch Sdo
caseS1

s= updateFormula1(s,x1, . . . ,xλ ).break;
end
caseS2

s= updateFormula2(s,x1, . . . ,xλ ).break;
end
caseS3

s= updateFormula3(s,x1, . . . ,xλ ).break;
end
. . . caseSK

s= updateFormulaK(s,x1, . . . ,xλ ).break;
end
otherwise

No other case should never be raised.
end

end

Algorithm 12 : One iteration of a(µ ,λ )-ES (simplified by the assumption that there’s
no tie). We here assume that all they j ’s are distinct. EachSi is a fixed permutation
of [[1,λ ]]; thereforeK = λ !.

Of course, Algorithm 12 does not mean that the algorithm mustabsolutely be writ-
ten under this form in order to be under the scope of the boundsin this chapter; it must
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only beequivalentto an algorithm written under this form. In particular, mostevo-
lutionary algorithms (at least(µ ,λ )-ES and(µ + λ )-ES) can be rewritten under this
form.

The constantK (i.e. the number of branches in theSWITCH) is the branching fac-
tor. More precisely, the minimum numberK such that the algorithm is still equivalent
to the initial version should be considered; therefore, we can consider a rewriting of
the algorithm as presented in Algorithm 13 - several cases are grouped into only one
update formula in order to reduce the branching factor. For example, in the case of

SB algorithms,K is at most
(

λ
µ

)
: there are onlyK =

(
λ
µ

)
different update formula,

one for each possible selected set. In the case of FR algorithm, there areK =
(

λ
µ

)
µ !

different update formulas at most.

One iteration of a SB-(µ ,λ )-ES, for internal state s and fitness
function f :
Compute individualsx1, . . . ,xλ as a function of the internal state.
Compute their fitness valuesy1, . . . ,yλ with yi = f (xi).
ConsiderS the permutation of[[1,λ ]] uniquely determined by:
yS(i) < yS(i+1)

switch Sdo
caseS1 ;
caseS2 ;
caseS3

s= updateFormula1(s,x1, . . . ,xλ ).break;
end
caseS4 ;
caseS5

s= updateFormula2(s,x1, . . . ,xλ ).break;
end
. . .
caseSL−2 ;
caseSL−1 ;
caseSL

s= updateFormulaK(s,x1, . . . ,xλ ).break;
end
otherwise

No other case should never be raised.
end

end

Algorithm 13 : A rewriting of Algorithm 12, by grouping cases leading to the same
update formula. Please note that the number of cases leadingto the same update
formula does not need to be the same for all update formulas; the important number
is only the total number of update formula.
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We have seen how to upper bound the branching factor, by rewriting the Algorithm
in order to group the cases of theSWITCH. This uses the fact that the formula is the
same for several cases, for example all rankings of theλ points which lead to the same
selected set.

However, a second tool can be used for removing some branches: removing cases
which are not possible because there’s no fitness function which leads to this permu-
tationS. At first view, all permutations are possible; however, somepermutations are
very unlikely; e.g. it is very unlikely that the crosses withcircles are selected in Fig.
14.1. The essential principle in [230], for improving bounds in [231] is to reduce the
branching factor accordingly, thanks to assumptions on theset of fitness functions.

Figure 14.1: Unlikely selected set. The individuals are thecrosses, with circles for the
selected individuals.

14.1.3 Complexity bounds

We express bounds in terms of the convergence ratio. The convergence ratio is defined
in [230] as

CRε =
logN(ε)

dnε
, (14.1)

where

• nε is the number of iterations necessary for ensuring that withprobability at least
1
2, the algorithm has an estimate of the location of the optimumwith precisionε
for the euclidean norm;

• d is the dimension of the search space;

• N(ε) is the minimum numberk such that there are at leastk points in the domain
with pairwise distance at least 2ε. Typically, N(ε) is equal to the cardinal of
the search space if it is finite and ifε is small enough, andN(ε) = Θ( 1

εd ) if the

search space is an open subset ofR
d.

The constant12 is arbitrary and very similar results are derived for a confidence 1− δ
(see [230] for more details).
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In the continuous case, this quantity is related to convergence rate through the for-
mula

− log(convergence rate) = lim
ε→0

CRε .

The advantage ofCRε is that it is inversely proportional to the computational cost for a
given precision, and parallel speed-ups can be expressed bydivisions between various
CRε .

Combining combinatorial arguments on the branching factorand geometrical tricks
(using VC-dimension), [231, 230] get bounds provided in Table 14.1 on the conver-
gence ratio.

14.1.4 The limited speed-up of many real-world algorithms

There are a lot of different methods for theupdateFormulafunction. The internal
state to be updated contains usually, at least, (i) the step-sizeσ and (ii) the mean of a
Gaussian distribution, to be used for generating new points. The most difficult issue is
usually the update ofσ ; σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution used
in Alg. 14.

σ = σ0

n= 0
while halting criterion not reacheddo

xn,1,xn,2, . . . ,xn,λ = Gaussian(xn,σn)
∀i ∈ [[1,λ ]], yn,i = f (xn,i)
(xn+1,σn+1)= updateFormula(xn,1,xn,2, . . . ,xn,λ ,yn,1,yn,2, . . . ,yn,λ )

end while

Algorithm 14 : A typical evolutionary algorithm in the continuous domain.

Three of the most widely known methods for updatingσ are the one-fifth rule
[189], the self-adaptation (SA) [189, 210] and the cumulative step-size adaptation
(CSA) [126]. We have seen in section 14.1 that the optimal speed-up, forλ suffi-
ciently large, isθ(log(λ )); we’ll see now that these methods do not reach the optimal
speed-up, at least under their usual specifications.

We will useη∗ = σn+1/σn. The important point is that the log-convergence rate
is lower bounded byE logη∗. Therefore, if we can build an absolute lower bound
E logη∗ = log(Ω(1)), this provides an absolute upper bound on the convergence ratio,
or if you prefer a lower bound on the convergence rate, whereas we know that the
convergence ratio should beΘ(log(λ )) for well designed algorithms - equivalently, the
convergence rate should be exp(−Θ(log(λ )).

We will now see, in sections below, that some well known algorithms have
E(logη∗|xn,σn) ≥ C for someC > −∞ and independent ofλ . As theO(logλ ) is
provably tight, this shows that improvements are possible here: the difference between
theΘ(logλ ) and andO(1) in algorithms below show that the algorithms cited below
(which cover most of evolutionary algorithms in the continuous domains) are not opti-
mal.
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The one-fifth rule

The one-fifth rule is a very common rule for the update ofσ . The idea is to increaseσ
if the probability of successp is greater than15, and to decrease it otherwise. The prob-
ability of success is the probability that an offspring is better than his parent (Formally,
in case of minimization, there is success for theith offspring if f (xn,i)< f (xn)).

An usual implementation is

• p≤ 1
5⇒ η∗ = K1 ∈]0,1[, corresponding to the decreasing case, we wantσn+1 <

σn.

• p> 1
5⇒η∗=K2 > 1, corresponding to the increasing case,σn+1 must be greater

thanσn.

In one line, this is

p̂≤ 1/5⇒ η∗ = K1 ∈]0,1[ and p̂> 1/5⇒ η∗ = K2 > 1 (14.2)

It’s easy to see that, in the first case,η∗ ≥ K1 > 0 and in the second caseη∗ > 1.
Therefore, there exists a constant C such thatE logη∗ >C.

The one-fifth rule can also be expressed as

η∗ = K(p̂−1/5)
3 for someK3 > 1. (14.3)

here also, it’s easy to see thatη∗ ≥ K
− 1

5
3 > 0, therefore the same conclusion, namely

E logη∗ ≥C>−∞ holds, for someC independent ofλ .

As a consequence, the one-fifth rule does not have the optimalspeed-up log(λ )
with its usual parametrization. IncreasingK3 (as a function ofλ ) might solve this; we
will not develop this here.

Self-adaptation

Self-adaptation is another well known algorithm for choosing the step-size (Algorithm
15).
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Initialize σavg∈ R, x0 ∈ R
d.

while We have timedo
for i = 1..λ do

σi = σavgeτNi(0,1)

zi = σiNi(0, Id)
xn,i = xn+zi

fi = f (xn,i)
end for
Sort the individuals by increasing fitness;f(1) < f(2) < · · ·< f(λ ).
zavg= 1

µ ∑µ
i=1z(i)

σavg= 1
µ ∑µ

i=1 σ(i)
xn+1 = xn+zavg

end while

Algorithm 15 : Self-adaptation algorithm.τ usually depends on the dimension only.
As well as for the one-fifth rule and cumulative step-size adaptation, the speed-up is
Θ(1) independently ofλ .

η∗ is an average between log-normal random variables. Unfortunately, if µ = ⌊λ/4⌋,
then even if theµ selected mutations correspond to the smaller values ofσ , log(σ)
is, on average, decreased by− log(τQ1

4
N ), whereQ1

4
N is the average of the first

quartile of the standard Gaussian variable. One can show, aswell as for the one-fifth
rule, thatE log(η∗) ≥ C > −∞. Therefore, SA does not have the optimal speed-up
log(λ ) with its usual parametrization. Increasingτ (as a function ofλ ) might solve
this.

Cumulative step-size adaptation

A third method for updating the step size is the cumulative step-size adaptation (CSA).
The idea of this method is to look at the path followed by the algorithm, and to compare
its length to the expected length under random selection, and to increaseσ if the first
path is greater than the second one, and decreaseσ in the other case.

We formalize an iteration of CSA in dimensiond as follows; we don’t have to
assume anything onχd andpc except assumptions 14.9 and 14.10:
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σn+1 = σnexp

(( ||pc||
χd
−1

)
· cσ
dσ

)
(14.4)

µ

∑
i=1

wi = 1 choose your weights, provided the sum is 1 (14.5)

µe f f =
1

∑µ
i=1(w

2
i )

(14.6)

dσ = 1+2max(0,

√
µe f f−1

d+1
−1) (14.7)

cσ =
µe f f +2

d+µe f f +3
(14.8)

χd > 0 (14.9)

||pc|| ≥ 0. (14.10)

(||.|| does not have to be a norm, we just need Eq. 14.10) These assumptions, to
the best of our knowledge, hold in all current implementations of CSA. They do not
completely specify the algorithm, but are sufficient for ourpurpose - all algorithms
matching these equations are covered by our result.

One can easily show that Eqs. 14.5-14.10 imply that∀λ ,E(logη∗|xn,σn) ≥ −1;
for this algorithm also, we see that∃C,∀λ ,E logη∗ ≥C>−∞. CSA does not have the
optimal speed-up log(λ ) with its usual parametrization. Increasingcσ/dσ might solve
this.

14.1.5 Implications

These results have several implications on practice.
Changing usual algorithms for λ large.
The first consequence, around parallelism, is implied by thecombination of section

14.1.3 (which shows complexity bounds) and section 14.1.4 (which shows the speed-
up of usual algorithms like cumulative step-size adaptation, the one-fifth rule, and self-
adaptation). The results show that these three rules, as usually parametrized, cannot
reach the logarithmic speed-upΘ(log(λ )) for λ large, and have even a bounded speed-
up Θ(1). However, this might be easy to modify by adapting constants; for example,
increasing the log-normal mutation strength as a function of λ , for the self-adaptation
of σ , might solve this issue. Also, modifyingcσ

dσ
as a function ofλ , for CSA, might

solve this issue for CSA. As an illustration, we show in Fig. 14.2 the great improvement
provided by the reduction ofµ (in order to avoid the weakness pointed out in section
14.1.4) on the most recent SA variant. This is certainly an example of theory which has
a direct impact on practice, with more than 100 % speed-up on our graph, increasing as
the number of processors increases, with only one line of code modified in SA. Other
such applications are discussed in [224] - the same modification has an impact on many
algorithms.
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Figure 14.2: Example of the limited speed-up of real-world algorithms. The Covari-
ance Matrix Self-Adapatation (CMSA) Evolution Strategy isan algorithm using the
Self-Adaptation rule combined with a full covariance matrix. This experiment is done
in dimension 3, and we look at the distance to the optimum normalized by the dimen-
sion, divided by the number of generations of the algorithm (the lower the result, the
better; this is a normalized convergence rate). With usual initialization, we have a se-
lection ratio µ

λ equals to1
4. As we can note, using a smaller selection ratio (here the

selection ratio is equal to min(d,⌊λ/4⌋)/λ is a much better choice. With this improve-
ment we can reach the theoretical logarithmic speed-up.

Choice of the algorithm, given a numberλ of processors. Let’s consider the
choice of an algorithm, as a function ofλ ; this is the case in whichλ is equal to the
number of computing units available. New machines have an increasing number of
cores, clusters or grids have thousands of cores, and as “jobs” submitted on grids must
sometimes be grouped the value ofλ can be huge, beyond tenths of thousands.

It is known [30] that the evolution strategies don’t all havethe same speed-up. Ifλ
is small in front of the dimension,(µ/µ ,λ )-ES can reach a linear speed-up, whereas
(1,λ )-ES have only logarithmic speed-up. Ifλ is small or of the same order as the
dimension, this suggests that(µ/µ ,λ ) is better than(1,λ ).

Forλ large, [230] (summarized in Table 14.1) has shown that the theoretical speed-
up is Θ(log(λ )) for both algorithms (namely(µ/µ ,λ ) and(1,λ )), at least for good
parametrizations of these families of algorithms. However, as shown in section 14.1.4,
most usual(µ/µ ,λ ) evolution strategies have limited speed-upΘ(1), and therefore
their speed-up is much worse than(1,λ )-ES which reachesΘ(log(λ ))! Should we
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deduce from this thatµ = 1 is better whenλ is large ? In fact, choosingµ linear as
a function ofλ (roughly one forth in many papers) is not a good idea for algorithms
based on recombination by averaging. Maybeµ = min(d,λ/4) could be a good idea;
but this will not be sufficient (except maybe for SA ?). Our results are independent of
µ in CSA, therefore changingµ in CSA is not sufficient for ensuring log(λ ) speed-up
in CSA, but preliminary investigations suggests that this formula forµ , combined with
the modifications suggested above oncσ

dσ
, might give good results.

This suggests that a lot of work remains around the case ofλ larger than the dimen-
sion. In particular [222] has shown that EMNA [150] is, forλ large, much faster than
most usual algorithms, and [220] has shown that some algorithms could be improved
by a factor 8 by combining tricks dedicated toλ large.

Implication for the structure of the set of solutions. An assumption of [231], and
in all bounds summarized in Table 14.1, is that there is one and only one optimum. The
results can be extended to finitely many optima, but not to thegeneral case of complex
sets of optima. If there are useless variables, the set of solutions is not a point but a
linear subspace. This strongly reduces the complexity; roughly, the dimension of the
search space in Table 14.1 is replaced by the codimension of the set of solutions,i.e.
the dimensionminusthe dimension of the set of optima. This implies that evolutionary
algorithms might be able to solve problems in very high dimension, provided that the
set of solutions has a large dimensionality also - this is in particular the case when
there are variables with no impact of the fitness function, a case which often occurs in
reality. Testing evolutionary algorithms in high dimension (> 10000), but with plenty
of useless variables, instead of low dimension as usually done in research papers, might
be interesting.

Implications for multi-objective algorithms. An original application of the
branching factor and of bounds derived with it is [226]. We have seen in Eq. 14.1
that the convergence ratio depends on the packing numbers (i.e. N(ε)); this means
that the number of fitness evaluations strongly depends on the packing number,i.e., for
a precisionε, the number of disjoint balls of radiusε that can be put in the domain.
Unfortunately in the multi-objective case, when the numberof conflicting objectives
is large, then the packing number is huge. Thanks to this principle, [226] shows that,
even if we restrict our attention to problems with Lipschitzian Pareto fronts, finding
the optimal Pareto front with precisionε and confidence 1−δ for the supremum norm
requires a number of fitness evaluationsΩ(1/εd−1)+ log2(1−δ )

• if the algorithm is based on Pareto-comparisons between individuals (i.e. we
only know which points dominate which points);

• and if the number of objectives2 is d.

This is close to the efficiency of the random search in the fitness space3 (The runtime
of random search in fitness space isO(1/εd), neglecting logarithmic factors and de-
pendencies ind); this means that all comparison-based algorithms require, if they want
to be significantly faster than random search, either:

2Importantly, the result is based on the fact that those objectives can all be conflicting[41].
3Random search in the fitness space consists in randomly drawing points uniformly in the fitness space,

and then discard and redraw those which are on the infeasibleside of the Pareto front.
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• some feedback from the human user;

• or some more information on the fitness (see e.g. informed operators [201]);

• or moderately many conflicting objectives (see in particular [42]).

14.1.6 Conclusions on the complexity of deterministic optimization
algorithms

Some published papers consider the speed-up between an algorithm with a huge popu-
lation size onk processors and the same population size onl >> k processors. Unfor-
tunately, a great improvement for a fixed population size is pointless if this population
size is useless, and if the same convergence rates can be recovered with a population
divided by 50.

We have summarized theoretical complexity bounds for classes of algorithms. We
have shown that many real-world algorithms are far from these complexity bounds,
whenλ is large. This suggests several modifications for real-world algorithms, easy to
implement and which both provably (see Section 14.1.4 compared to bounds in section
14.1.3) and experimentally (see Fig. 14.2) greatly improvethe results forλ large. Take
these elements into account if you have a large population size.

14.2 Stochastic fitness functions: adaptive noisy opti-
mization

This section, directly extracted from a joint work with R. Coulom, P. Rolet and N.
Sokolovska[76], exhibits lower and upper bounds on runtimes for expensive noisy op-
timization problems. Runtimes are expressed in terms of number of fitness evaluations.
Fitnesses considered are monotonic transformations of thespherefunction. The anal-
ysis focuses on the common case of fitness functions quadratic in the distance to the
optimum in the neighbourhood of this optimum—it is nonetheless also valid for any
monotonic polynomial of degreep > 2, and we recall other results. Upper bounds
are derived via a bandit-based estimation of distribution algorithm that relies onBern-
stein racescalled R-EDA. It is known that the algorithm is consistent even in non-
differentiable cases. Here we show that: (i) if the varianceof the noise decreases to
0 around the optimum, it can perform optimally for quadratictransformations of the
norm to the optimum, (ii) otherwise, it provides a slower convergence rate than the
one exhibited empirically by an algorithm called QuadraticLogistic Regression (QLR)
based on surrogate models—although QLR requires a probabilistic prior on the fitness
class.

14.2.1 Introduction

The following work deals with expensive noisy optimization. Noisy means that the
result of a fitness evaluation at a given point is a random variable, whose probability
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distribution depends only on the location of the point—this noise model will be de-
tailed in Section 14.2.2, as well as the class of fitnesses that we address in this chapter.
Expensive means that each fitness call is considered costly:for example, evaluating
the fitness of an individual might involve the building and testing of a prototype, or
hours of simulations on a computer or on a grid. Therefore, anexpensive optimization
algorithm’s performance is measured by the number of fitnesscalls required to find
the optimum with a given precision, rather than consideringthe computational time
required by the algorithm to function.

A practical example of such a framework is searching for the parameters of an
algorithm that minimize its probability of failure: a fitness call is then a Bernouilli
random variable, resulting for a given parameter vector in asuccess with probabilityp
and in a failure with probability 1− p. Each fitness call implies running the algorithm,
and as such is quite costly in time.

State of the art

Using evolutionary algorithms and Estimation of Distribution algorithms (EDAs) to
deal with noisy fitnesses is a topic that has been substantially discussed in the liter-
ature. Notably, many question the idea that repeatedly evaluating the same points in
order to average values and decrease noise variance is effective, as compared to, for
instance, simply increasing the population size [101, 30, 122, 6, 8]. A simple rule, for
evolutionary algorithms, consists in using statistical tests, and to repeat the evaluation
of each point in the population until theµ best points in the population are found with
confidence at least 95%; we’ll see variants of this idea in this chapter, and we’ll see
also that things are not so simple as knowing exactly whichµ points are the best might
be extremely expensive if theµ th point and theµ th point have very close fitness values.

A brief survey can be found in [197], where it has been shown that averaging can be
efficient when used in the framework ofmulti-armed bandits(following ideas of [128])
andraces. Specifically, it is proved that an EDA using Bernstein racesto choose the
number of evaluations of a given point reaches an optimal convergence rate for some
noise models.

When dealing with noisy optimization, it is important to distinguish cases in which
the variance of the noise decreases to zero near the optimum—which we will refer
to as thesmall noiseassumption hereafter—and cases where it does not—large noise
assumption (see section 14.2.2 for more details on noise settings). Small noise has
been tackled in [139] for a quite restricted noise model. [7]has then shown that in
case of large noise, all usual step-size adaptation rules diverge or stop converging: the
usual behavior of evolutionary algorithms for models with large noise is that they stop
converging as they get too close to the optimum, and then keepa residual error, with a
step-size which does not decrease to zero.

[197] and [198] tackle cases of large noise, but only for linear transformations of
the distance to the optimum—excluding the common case of quadratic (or higher-order
polynomial) fitness functions. Furthermore, classical algorithms for noise handling
such as Uncertainty Handling for Covariance Matrix Adaptation (UH-CMA), empir-
ically quite efficient for small noise, are unfortunately not yet stable enough to deal
with large noise cases: for the Scaled-Translated sphere (STS) model presented below,
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UH-CMA does not converge. Consistently with these results,[229] has shown that
fast convergence involves a number of evaluations running to infinity with the number
of iterations. This was further developed in [197, 198] withboth lower bounds and
algorithms reaching the bound in many cases. However, the natural case of fitnesses
that are quadratic in the distance to the optimum was not covered. In the following, we
show that:

• the Estimation of Distribution Algorithm defined in [198] and recalled in Algo-
rithm 18, based on a Race (termed R-EDA) has good theoreticalguarantees (e.g.
outperforming UH-CMA), for both small noise and large noisescenarios;

• for p= 2, R-EDA is empirically outperformed in case of large noise by surrogate
models such as Quadratic Logistic Regression (QLR), that fits a quadratic model
using a Bayesian prior;

• R-EDA also converges at a controlled rate for polynomial functions of the dis-
tance to the optimum.

Note that R-EDA has first been used in [198], and has not been modified for
this work: all positive properties of R-EDA are preserved, in particular the conver-
gence in many difficult cases, including optimality for fitnessesf such thatf (x) =
c+Θ(‖x− x∗‖), i.e. functions that behave similarly to a translated sphere function in
the neighborhood of the optimumx∗.

14.2.2 Framework

In this section, our framework for expensive noisy optimization is introduced.

Parameters:N, number of fitness evaluations;t, unknown element ofX.
θ : random state of the nature∈ [0,1]N; each coordinateθi for i ∈ {1,2, . . .} is
uniformly distributed in[0,1].
for n∈ [[0,N−1]] do

xt,θ
n+1 = Opt(xt,θ

1 , . . . ,xt,θ
n ,yt,θ

1 , . . . ,yt,θ
n )

yt,θ
n+1 = ( f (xt,θ

n+1, t)< θn+1)?1 : 0 // Return noisy fitness∼B( f (xt,θ
n+1, t))

end for
Loss(t,θ ,Opt) = d(t,xt,θ

N )

Algorithm 16 : Noisy optimization framework.Opt is an optimization algorithm
taking as input a sequence of visited points and their binary, noisy fitness values. It
outputs a new point to be visited, looking for pointsx of the domain such thatf (x, t)
is as small as possible. The algorithmOpt is successful on targetf parametrized by
t and random noiseθ if Loss(t,θ ,Opt) is small.

The optimization framework is described in Algorithm 16. This is a black-box
optimization framework: the algorithm can request the fitness values at any chosen
point, and no other information on the fitness function is available. We consider a
fitness functionf parametrized by the (unknown) location of its optimum,t. The noise
is accounted for by a random variableθ ∈ [0,1]N; each coordinateθi for i ∈{1,2, . . .} is
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uniformly distributed in[0,1]. The goal is to find the optimumt of f (., t), by observing
noisy measurement off at xi . Measurements are random variablesFt(xi) with law L

in [0,1]. They satisfyE[Ft(xi)] = f (xi , t). For the proof of the lower bound, the law
of random variableFt(xi) is Bernouilli, with parameterf (xi , t) as shown in Algorithm
16. This fits applications based on highly noisy optimization, such as games: letx be a
parameter of a game strategy, that we wish to set at its best value; a noisy observation
is a game against a baseline, resulting either in a win or in a loss; the aim is to find the
value ofx maximizing the probability of winning. Usual viability problems or binary
control problems tackled by direct policy search also involve this kind of optimization.

We are interested in the number of requests needed for an optimization algorithm
to find optimumt with precisionε and confidence 1−δ ; ε = ‖xn− t‖ is the Euclidian
distance betweent and the outputxn of the algorithm aftern fitness calls. This chap-
ter focuses on fitnesses of the form(x, t) 7→ c+λ ||x− t||p, referred to as the Scaled-
Translated sphere (STS) model. It is more general than the STS model of [198] which
addresses onlyp = 1. In the following,t is not handled stochastically, i.e. the lower
bounds are not computed in expectation w.r.t. all the possible fitness functions yielded
by different values oft. Rather, we will consider the worst case ont. Therefore the only
random variable in this framework isθ , accounting for noise in fitness measurements,
and all probability / expectation operators are w.r.t.θ . For simplicity, we considered
only deterministic optimization algorithms; the extension to stochastic algorithms is
straightforward by including a random seed of the algorithmin θ .

In the following,Õ means that logarithmic factors inε are neglected.

Races

The algorithm used to prove upper bounds on convergence rates is based on Bern-
stein confidence bounds. It is a variation of the well-known Hoeffding bounds [131]
(aimed at quantifying the discrepancy between an empiricalmean and an expectation
for bounded random variables), which takes variances into account [65, 23, 24]. It is
therefore tighter in some settings. A detailed survey of Hoeffding, Chernoff and Bern-
stein bounds is beyond the scope of this chapter; we will onlypresent the Bernstein
bound, within its application toraces. A racebetween two or more random variables
aims at distinguishing with high confidence random variables with better expectation
from those with worse expectation. Algorithm 17 is aBernstein raceapplied to dis-
tinct pointsxi of a domainX—the 3 random variables areFt(xi), the goal is to find a
good point and a bad point such that we are confident that the good one is closer to the
optimum than the bad one.

It is crucial in this situation to ensure that there existi, j such thatf (xi , t) 6= f (x j , t),
otherwise the race will last very long, and the output will bemeaningless. At the end
of the race, 3T evaluations have been performed, thereforeT is called the halting time.
Intuitively, the closer the pointsxi are in terms of fitness value, the largerT will be.
This is formalized below.

The reason whyδ ′ is used in Algorithm 17 as the confidence parameter instead of
δ will appear later on (the notationδ is needed elsewhere).

Let us define∆ = sup{EFt(x1),EFt(x2),EFt(x3)}− inf{EFt(x1),EFt(x2),EFt(x3)}.
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Bernstein(x1,x2,x3,δ ′)
T = 0
repeat

T← T +1
Evaluate the fitness of pointsx1,x2,x3 once,i.e. evaluate the noisy fitness at each
of these points.
Evaluate the precision:

ε(T) = 3log

(
3π2T2

6δ ′

)
/T +max

i
σ̂i

√
2log

(
3π2T2

6δ ′

)
/T. (14.11)

until Two points (good,bad) satisfy f̂ (bad)− f̂ (good)≥ 2ε — return (good,bad)
Algorithm 17 : Bernstein race between 3 points. Eq. 14.11 is Bernstein’s inequality
to compute the precision for empirical estimates (see e.g. [87, p124]);σ̂i is the empir-
ical estimate of the standard deviation of pointxi ’s associated random variableFt(xi)
(it is 0 in the first iteration, which does not alter the algorithm’s correctness);̂f (x) is
the average of the fitness measurements atx. B(a) denotes a Bernoulli random law
with parametera.

It is known [169] that if∆ > 0 and if we consider a fixed number of arms4,

• with probability 1−δ ′, the Bernstein race is consistent:EFt(good)< EFt(bad);

• the Bernstein race halts almost surely, and with probability at least 1− δ ′, the
halting timeT verifies

T ≤ K log

(
1

δ ′∆

)
/∆2, (14.12)

whereK is a universal constant;

• if, in addition,

∆≥Csup{EFt(x1),EFt(x2),EFt(x3)}, (14.13)

then the Bernstein race halts almost surely, and with probability at least 1− δ ′,
the halting timeT verifies

T ≤ K′ log

(
1

δ ′∆

)
/∆, (14.14)

whereK′ depends onC only.

The interested reader is referred to [169] and other references for more information.

4We here consider 3 arms only, but more general cases can be handled with a logarithmic dependency
(see e.g. [169]).
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14.2.3 Lower bound

This section describes a general lower bound derived in [197], and concludes with the
application of this bound to the STS model.

Let us consider a domainX, a function f : X×X→ R, and define

d(t, t ′) = sup
x∈X
| f (x, t)− f (x, t ′)|

for t andt ′ in X. In all the chapter,B(n, p) is a binomial random variable (sum ofn
independent Bernoulli variables of parameterp).

Theorem 1 For any optimization algorithm Opt, let N∈ N
∗ (a number of points vis-

ited),ε0 > 0, 0< ε < ε0, D∈ N
∗, δ ∈]0,1[. We assume:

• H(ε0,D): ∀ε1 < ε0 ∃(t1, . . . , tD) ∈ XD,∀(i, j) ∈ [[1,D]]2, i 6= j ⇒ d(ti , t j) = ε1

(generalized dimension)

• HPAC(ε ,N,δ ): ∀t,P(d(xt,θ
N , t)< ε/2)≥ 1−δ .

Then, ifδ < 1/2D,

P(B(N,ε)≥ ⌈log2(D)⌉)≥ 1−Dδ . (14.15)

The lower bound is related to a topological property of spaceX: a numberD is taken
such that for any distanceε < ε0, D equidistant points ofX can be found (assump-
tion H(ε0,D)). This is closely related to the dimension ofX: for instance, inRd, the
maximum number of such equidistant points isd+1.

The theorem states that if an optimization algorithm is ableto find the optimum
at precisionε with probability 1− δ in N fitness calls (i.e. the algorithm satisfies
assumptionHPAC(ε ,N,δ )), thenN is necessarily large; the theorem explicitly gives a
lower bound onN. Indeed, Eq. 14.15 implies a clearer expression of the lowerbound
(using Chebyshev inequality):

N = Ω(log2(D)/ε) (14.16)

for fixed D, whereN is the number of iterations required to reach precisionε with
confidence 1−δ for δ < 1/2D. The theorem holds for any monotonic transformation
of the sphere function. However, the distanced is not the same for different classes
of fitnesses. As mentioned earlier, we are interested in the Scaled-Translated sphere
model ((x, t) 7→ c+λ‖x− t‖p with optimumt).

Corollary 2 Under the conditions of Theorem 1, for any optimization algorithm learn-
ing a fitness of the STS model, ifεN is the quantile1− δ of the Euclidean distance to
the optimum after N fitness calls and if p≥ 1, thenεN = Ω(log(D)/N).

As stated in [197], the lower bound forp= 1 is straightforward, since in this case it is
clear thatd(t, t ′) = ‖t− t ′‖. Moreover, in the general STS model, we can show that for
anyp≥ 2, d(t, t ′) = Θ(||t− t ′||), which validates the above corollary. The lower bound
of the corollary is tight forp= 1 (see [197]). We will see that it is also tight ifp= 2
for c= 0—in this case, both QLR and R-EDA reach this dependency.
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14.2.4 Upper bounds

Upper bounds on the convergence rate for the STS model will now be presented, using
Algorithm 18 along with a Bernstein race. In the model restricted to p = 1, upper
bounds for small noise (i.e.c = 0) have been derived in [197], and upper bounds for
large noise (i.e.c> 0) have been derived in [198]. In both cases, the bounds matchthe
lower bound. This is why we focus onp≥ 2, which includes the casep= 2 that often
appears in practice. In this section, the optimum will be referred to asx∗, and f (x,x∗)
will be noted f (x) for short.

n← 0
while Truedo

c= argmaxi(x+n )i− (x−n )i // Pick the coordinate with highest uncertainty
δ max

n = (x+n )c− (x−n )c

for i ∈ [[1,3]] do
x′ in← 1

2(x
−
n +x+n ) // Consider the middle point

(x′ in)c← (x−n )c+
i−1
2 (x+n −x−n )c //Thecth coordinate may take 36= values

end for
(goodn,badn) = Bernstein(x′1n,x

′2
n,x
′3
n,

6δ
π2(n+1)2

).

// A good and a bad point
Let Hn be the halfspace
{x∈ R

D; ||x−goodn|| ≤ ||x−badn||}
Split the domain:[x−n+1,x

+
n+1] = Hn∩ [x−n ,x+n ]

n← n+1
end while

Algorithm 18 : R-EDA: algorithm for optimizing noisy fitness functions.Bernstein
denotes a Bernstein race, as defined in Algorithm 17. The initial domain is[x−0 ,x

+
0 ] ∈

R
D, δ is the confidence parameter.

Sketch of Algorithm 18. We will use Algorithm 18 for showing the upper bounds.
It proceeds by iteratively splitting the domain in two (not necessarily equal) halves, and
retaining the one that most probably contains the optimum. At iterationn, from thenth

domain[x−n ,x
+
n ], the(n+1)th domain[x−n+1,x

+
n+1] is obtained by:

• Finding the coordinatec such thatδ max
n = (x+n )c− (x−n )c is maximal;

• Selecting three regularly spaced points along this coordinate (see Figure 14.3);

• Repeatingly assessing those 3 points until we have confidence that the optimum

is closer to one pointx
′ i
n than to anotherx

′ j
n (by Bernstein race);

• Splitting the domain by the hyperplane in the middle of thesepoints and normal
to the line they define, and keeping only the side of the domaincontainingx

′ i
n.

It is important to notice that three points selected at each iteration are necessarily
distinct. A key element in proving upper bounds with this algorithm is that the fitness
monotonic in the distance to the optimum (‖a− x∗‖ > ‖b− x∗‖ ⇒ f (a) > f (b)), and
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it also has spherical symmetry (‖a−x∗‖= ‖b−x∗‖⇒ f (a) = f (b)). Consequently, it
is guaranteed that when choosing three points as in Algorithm 18, at least one of them
will have an expected fitness that is different from two others. That is why the race will
output a consistent result with high probability.

For simplicity, it is assumed that the initial domain is a hyperrectangle. Conse-
quently, at any iterationn, the halfspaceHn is a hyper-rectangle, whose largest axis’

length δ max
n (defined in Algorithm 18) satisfiesδ max

n ≤ 3
4
⌊n/D⌋

. The straightforward
proof of this fact is given in [197], where R-EDA first appears.

The following lemma will be used for the upper bound. A similar lemma was
published in [197], but it only applied top = 1. Notations are those introduced in
Algorithm 18.

Lemma 3 (The conditions of the Bernstein race are met)Assume that x∗ ∈ [x−n ,x
+
n ]

and p≥ 2. Then

max
(i, j)∈[[1,3]]2

f (x′ jn)− f (x′in)≥ 2

(
δ n

max

2

)p

. (14.17)

Theorem 4 (Upper bounds for the STS model)Consider the STS model, and a fixed
dimension D. The number of evaluations requested by R-EDA (Algorithm 18) to reach
precisionε with probability at least1−δ is Õ( log(1/δ )

ε2p ).

Proof of Theorem 4. First, note that at iterationn, ε is upper bounded by‖x−n −x+n ‖.
Eq. 14.17 (shown in Lemma 3) ensures that∆n = Ω(‖x+n −x−n ‖p) (∆n is defined by Eq.
14.2.4). Therefore, applying the concentration inequality, presented as Eq. 14.12, the
number of evaluations in thenth iteration is at most

Õ

(
log

(
6δ

π2(n+1)2

)
/‖x−n −x+n ‖2p

)
. (14.18)

Now, let us consider the numberN(ε) of iterations before a precisionε is reached. Eq.
14.2.4 shows that there is a constantk< 1 such thatε ≤ ‖x+n −x−n ‖ ≤CkN(ε). Injecting
this in Eq. 14.18 shows that the cost (the number of evaluations) in the last call to the
Bernstein race is

Boundlast(ε) = Õ

(
− log

(
6δ

π2(N(ε)+1)2

)
/ε2p

)
. (14.19)

SinceN(ε) = O(log(1/ε)), Boundlast = O(log(log(1/ε)/δ ))/ε2p. For a fixed dimen-
sion D, the cost of the(N(ε)− i)th iteration isO(⌈Boundlast/(k′)i⌉) because the al-
gorithm ensures that afterD iterations,‖x+n − x−n ‖ decreases by at least 3/4 (see Eq.
14.2.4). The sum of the costs forN(ε) iterations is the sum ofO(Boundlast/(k′)i) for
i ∈ [[0,N(ε)−1]], that isO(Boundlast/(1−k′)) = O(Boundlast) (plusO(N(ε)) for the
rounding associated to the⌈...⌉). The overall cost is thereforeO(Boundlast+ log(1/ε)),
yielding the expected result.

Proof of Lemma 3. Let x̄∗n be the projection ofx∗ on the line on whichx
′1
n ,x

′2
n ,x

′3
n

lie. The result will now be proved for(x̄∗n)c ∈ [(x
′1
n )c,(x

′2
n )c]. The proof for the case

(x̄∗n)c ∈ [(x
′2
n )c,(x

′3
n )c] is symmetric (see Figure 14.3).
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Figure 14.3: The large rectangle is the domain[x−n ,x
+
n ]. The three circles are arms

x′1n,x
′2
n,x
′3
n; the left arm is the “bad” arm, whereas the arm in the center isthe “good”

arm, i.e. the one which proved to be closer to the optimum than the left arm, with
confidence 1−6δ/(π2n2).

First of all, we have

∆n
.
= max

i, j∈[[1,3]]2
f (x

′ i
n)− f (x

′ j
n )≥ f (x

′3
n )− f (x

′2
n ).

By Pythagora’s theorem,∀i ∈ [[1,3]], ||x′i−x∗||2 = ||x′ in− x̄∗n||2+ ||x̄∗n−x∗||2. Thus,

∆n≥
(√
||x′3n − x̄∗n||2+ ||x̄∗n−x∗||2

)p

−
(√
||x′2n − x̄∗n||2+ ||x̄∗n−x∗||2

)p

.

Note that||x′3− x̄∗n||= ||x
′2
n − x̄∗n||+δ max

n /2 . Defined = ||x̄∗n−x∗||2 anda= ||x′3−
x̄∗n||. Then, observing thatδ max

n ≥ a≥ δ max
n /2, we have

∆n≥
(√

a2+d
)p
−
(√

(a−δ max
n /2)2+d

)p

≥ ap



(√

1+d/a2

)p

−



√(

1− δ max
n

2a

)2

+
d
a2




p


≥
(

δ max
n

2

)p
(
(
√

1+d/a2)p− (

√
1
4
+

d
a2 )

p

)
. (14.20)

By settingu= d/a2, it is clear that∆n is greater than the minimum ofu 7→ (
√

1+u)p−
(
√

1/4+u)p on the interval[0,D] (since
√

d= ||x̄∗n−x∗|| ≤
√

Dδ max
n /2). This function

is non-decreasing forp≥ 2, and therefore its minimum is its value in 0, which is, for
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all p≥ 2, at least12; injecting in Equation 14.20 yields∆n ≥ 2
(

δ max
n
2

)p
, as stated by

Eq. 14.17.
Theorem 4 can be modified to use the small noise assumption, i.e. the casec= 0.

We then get a Bernstein’s type rate, as follows:

Theorem 5 (Upper bounds for the STS model with small noise)Consider the STS
model, and a fixed dimension D. Assume additionally that c= 0, i.e. the scaled sphere
model. The number of evaluations requested by R-EDA (Algorithm 18) to reach preci-
sionε with probability at least1−δ is Õ( log(1/δ )

ε p ).

Proof of Theorem 5. The variance of a Bernoulli random variable is always up-
per bounded by its expectation. The casec = 0 implies that the expectation is upper
bounded by the square of the distance to the optimum. Therefore, Eq. 14.13 holds.
Thanks to Eq. 14.13, we can then use Eq. 14.14 instead of Eq. 14.12 in the proof of
Theorem 4. This yields the expected result.

Note that this analysis is not limited to fitnesses that are exactly described byf (x)=
c+ ||x− x∗||p, but apply to any monotonic transformation of the sphere function that
has a Taylor expansion of degreep around its optimum.

14.2.5 Experiments

In this section, we illustrate results of our experiments with an algorithm without surro-
gate models, UH-CMA, introduced in [125], and an algorithm with surrogate models,
QLR (based on Quadratic Logistic Regression).

Experimental results for UH-CMA—optimization without surro gate models

UH-CMA has been developed with intensive testing on the BBOBchallenge [14],
which includes mild models of noise. See [123] for the sourcecode used in these
experiments. The optimization domain isR2. LetB(q) denote a Bernoulli distribution
of parameterq, N (µ ,σ2) denote a Gaussian distribution centered onµ with variance
σ2, andU (I) denote a uniform distribution on intervalI . UH-CMA was tested on four
different noisy fitnesses: 1)‖x‖2(1+N (0,0.1)); 2) ‖x‖2+U ([0,1]); 3) B(‖x‖2); 4)
B(‖x‖2+0.5).

The initial values required by UH-CMA to start the search were sampled from
U ([0,1]2). The convergence (and divergence) of UH-CMA—illustrated onFigure
14.4—is known to be log-linear.

For ||x||2(1+N (0,0.1)), the algorithm converges efficiently: the precision de-
creases exponentially as the number of iterations increases. For ||x||2 +U ([0,1]),
the precision stops improving after a few hundred iterations. For B(‖x‖2) and
B(‖x‖2+0.5) we observed divergence.

Let us point out that by adding some specific rules for averaging multiple fitness
evaluations depending on the step-size, specifically for each fitness function, it is pos-
sible to obtain much better rates [124]. However, the rates remain worse than those
reached by QLR, as shown in the following section.
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Experiments with QLR—optimization with surrogate models
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Figure 14.4: Optimization with UH-CMA (as downloaded athttp://www.lri.
fr/ ˜ hansen/cmaesintro.html at the time of [76]), log10 is the logarithmic
function to the base 10. There’s a good behavior on||x||22× (1+N ) (with N the
standard Gaussian noise).

QLR is based on a Bayesian quadratic logistic regression. Itsamples regions of the
search space with maximum variance of the posterior probability, i.e. regions with high
variance conditionally to past observations. This is a key difference w.r.t. algorithms
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Figure 14.5: Convergence rate of QLR in various cases. On theX-axis: the number of
evaluations; on the Y-axis:E f (xn)−E f (x∗). Both are in log-scale to emphasize the
exponent. The noisy fitnesses tested are of the formB(||x||p+c) (top: p= 1, bottom:
p= 2, left: c= 0, right: c= 1/2). There’s convergence in all cases (with exponent1

2
(top) and 1 (bottom)); see more in the text.

without surrogate models, which tend to sample points closeto the optimum. QLR is
fully described by [99, 59, 142] (design of experiments for quadratic logistic model),
[206] (active learning for logistic regression). See [75] for the code we used here,
specifically tailored to binary noisy fitnesses.

QLR was tested on fitnesses of the formB(||x||p + c), for p in {1,2} and c in
{0,1/2}. The search space isR2. Figure 14.5 shows the experimental results:

Top left (p=1, c=0): QLR converges onx 7→B(||x−x∗||), but with a suboptimal ex-
ponent12 (the slope of the curve is−1

2 in log-scale), i.e.E f (xn)−E f (x∗)≃Θ(1/
√

n).
R-EDA reaches a better 1/n in this case;

Top right (p=1, c=1/2): QLR converges with optimal exponent 1/
√

n also reached
by R-EDA;

Bottom left (p=2, c=0): QLR reachesE f (xn)−E f (x∗) ≃ Θ(1/n) as well as R-
EDA;

Bottom right (p=2, c=1/2): QLR still reachesE f (xn)−E f (x∗)≃Θ(1/n) whereas
R-EDA only reaches 1/

√
n.
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14.2.6 Conclusion on the complexity of stochastic fitness functions

The convergence rates for R-EDA (see [198]) and QLR are as follows:

f ||xn−x∗|| Known ||xn−x∗|| for
for R-EDA lower-bound QLR (p= 2)

λ ||x−x∗|| Õ(1/n) Ω(1/n) ≃ 1/
√

n
λ ||x−x∗||+c Õ(1/

√
n) Ω(1/n) ≃ 1/

√
n

g(||x−x∗||) o(1) – –
λ ||x−x∗||p+c Õ(1/n1/2p) Ω(1/n) ≃ 1/

√
n

λ ||x−x∗||p Õ(1/n1/p) Ω(1/n) ≃ 1/
√

n
λ ||x−x∗||2 Õ(1/

√
n) Ω(1/n) ≃ 1/

√
n

Convergence rates are given for minimization; the fitness atpointx is the Bernoulli
random variableB( f (x)) with parameter min(1,max(0, f (x))), xn is the approxima-
tion of the optimum aftern fitness evaluations,x∗ is the optimum,c> 0, andg is some
increasing mapping.

For the rightmost column, it is important to point out that wetested QLRwithout
knowledge of the parameterp, so that the comparison with other algorithms is fair.
In particular, there is a single algorithm, R-EDA, which provably realizes the upper
bounds above; a better algorithm should be better for all cases simultaneously without
problem-specific parametrization.

The original results of this chapter are presented by three last rows and the right-
most column; in particular we have shown:

• The upper and lower bounds for an exponentp> 1;

• For p = 1 andc = 0, QLR is not optimal; R-EDA reaches (provably)Õ(1/n)
whereas QLR has convergence 1/

√
n. By construction, it is probably difficult

for QLR to do better than 1/
√

n;

• For p= 1 andc> 0, QLR and R-EDA perform equivalently (1/
√

n); the lower
bound does not match the upper bound. For R-EDA we have a mathematical
proof and for QLR empirical evidence.

• For p= 2 andc= 0, QLR and R-EDA perform equivalently (1/
√

n); the lower
bound does not match the upper bound. For R-EDA we have a mathematical
proof and for QLR empirical evidence.

• For p= 2 andc> 0, QLR (empirically) performs better than the proved upper
bound and worse than the proved lower bound.

There is therefore still room for improvements.
Results for QLR and for UH-CMA are empirical, based on current versions of the

algorithms. The available implementations of UH-CMA cope quite well with small
noise situations, but as soon as the variance does not go to zero sufficiently fast they do
not succeed.

R-EDA is efficient in many cases, yet its theoretical convergence rates are sub-
optimal in the caseB(c+ ||x− x∗||2), more relevant from a practical point of view.
However, R-EDA is not limited to Bernoulli-like fitness functions, whereas QLR is.
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This is why QLR is more efficient in the caseB(c+ ||x− x∗||2) for c > 0. UH-CMA
does not converge in such cases, what demonstrates that algorithms tailored for small
noise models do not easily extend to models with large noise.However, UH-CMA is
the only algorithm with log-linear precision as a function of the number of iterations in
the easy case||x−x∗||2(1+N ).

Given the convergence rate table above, one can see that lower bounds forp> 1 or
c > 0 are not tight. A relevant further work would be either to findout how to reach
these bounds, or to prove lower bounds achieving tightness—which seems more likely,
given that the current lower bounds are quite optimistic.

14.3 Summary on the complexity of optimization

Due to the lack of widely accepted model of multimodal optimization (see however
[45] in the noisy case and [208] in the deterministic case), we mainly have complexity
results about the optimization of monomodal functions. In the non-noisy case, it is
shown that algorithms based on fitness comparisons have at best a linear convergence
rate, with a rate scaling linearly as a function of the population size (i.e. linearly as
a function of the number of processors if the population is evaluated in parallel, one
individual per processor), and logarithmically beyond. Noisy optimization leads to
slower rates, and can benefit from much more processes.

The next chapter will be devoted to practical results aroundparallelization. BFGS-
like algorithms can reach superlinear convergence (at the price of the computation of
gradients), and Newton-methods can converge quadratically (at the price of the compu-
tation of a Hessian); these results are however only in the case of an infinite precision
on real numbers which in practice does not hold.
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Table 14.1: Optimization of deterministic fitness functions: upper bound on the con-
vergence ratio; also some lower bounds on the convergence ratio for λ = 2d for the
sphere function, in the last row - these lower bounds from [230] show that a linear
speed-up can be achieved w.r.t.λ constant forλ = 2d (by comparison with the first
row). The first row is the general case [231]; it might be better than other rows (forλ
small). The second row is when the level sets of fitness functions have VC-dimension
V in R

d [230]. The third row is just the application of the second rowto the case of con-
vex quadratic functions (V = Θ(d2)). The fourth row is the special case of the sphere
function [230]. The tightness of the log(λ ) dependency will be shown in section 15.2.



Chapter 15

And parallel optimization in
practice ? A case in which
runtime analysis works1

It is usually considered that evolutionary algorithms are highly parallel. In fact, the the-
oretical speed-ups for parallel optimization shown in [230] are far better than empirical
results; this suggests that evolutionary algorithms, for large numbers of processors, are
not so efficient, at least for the usual implementations (andparametrization) of many
evolution strategies. In this chapter, we show (i) that in many cases automatic paral-
lelization provably provides better results than the standard parallelization consisting
in simply increasing the population sizeλ (ii) that automatic parallelization of evolu-
tionary algorithms has optimal asymptotic speed-up (iii) asimple modification which
improves the speed-up of several evolution strategies and estimation of distribution
algorithms.

15.1 Introduction to parallel optimization

Chapter 14 has summarized the state of the art for complexitylower bounds in evo-
lutionary algorithms (EA) and parallel EA, derived in previous chapters. Section 15.2
shows how an optimal speed-up for parallel EA can be reached;this is an automatic
construction of a parallel algorithm with asymptotically optimal speed-up. Importantly,
we have shown in section 14.1.4 that this speed-up is not, by far, reached by existing
algorithms. Section 15.3 shows experimentally the efficiency of the automatic par-
allelization proposed in section 15.2, and also of some other modified (much more
convenient) parallelizations of EA. Section 15.4 concludes.

1This chapter is based on collaborations with F. Teytaud.
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15.2 Automatic parallelization

A solution (in some cases) for automatic parallelization ofan algorithm consists in
developing the tree of possible futures, to compute separately all branches, and then to
discard bad (non chosen) branches. This is speculative parallelization. We here show
that this simple approach can be applied to EA.

As already pointed out in [231], most EA (in particular, all algorithms based on
comparisons of fitness values) can be rewritten as follows:

(xO1,O2
nλ+1 , . . . ,x

O1,O2
(n+1)λ ) = O1(θ , In) (generation) (15.1)

∀i ∈ [[nλ +1,(n+1)λ ]],yi = f (xO1,O2
i ) (fitness) (15.2)

gO1,O2
n = g(ynλ+1, . . . ,y(n+1)λ ) (selection) (15.3)

In+1 = O2(In,θ ,gO1,O2
n ), (update) (15.4)

for some fixedO1,O2, I0, some random variableθ , andg with values in a set of cardinal
K, where:

• I0 is the initial state andIn is the internal state at iterationn;

• θ is the random seed;

• gO1,O2 is the information extracted from the fitness function, typically in our case
the indices of the selected points (and possibly their ranking in the FR case);

• xO1,O2
k is thekth visited point andyk is its fitness value (yk should, theoretically,

be indexed withO1,O2 as well);

• (O1,O2) is the optimization algorithm, with:

– O1 is the function generating the new population (as a functionof the ran-
dom seed and of the internal state);

– O2 is the function updating the internal state as a function of the random
seed and of the extracted informationg.

(note thatgO1,O2
n andxO1,O2

n both depend onθ and f ; we drop the indices for the sake of
clarity.) We will term such an optimization algorithm aλ -optimization algorithm; this
means thatλ fitness values are computed at each iteration. The optimization algorithm
is defined byO1,O2, I0,θ ; in cases of interest (below) we will use the sameθ and the
sameI0 for all algorithms and therefore only keep the dependency inO1 andO2 in
notations.

In EA, gn is a discrete information (typically the ranking of the individuals or
the indices of selected individuals), which is the only information that the algorithm
extracts from the fitness function. In the FR case andµ = λ , for examplegn is
(SIGN(ynλ+i −ynλ+ j)(i, j)∈[[1,λ ]]2) whereSIGN(t) = 1 for t ≥ 0 andSIGN(t) = −1 oth-
erwise. In the SB case for(µ ,λ )-ES, the formulation is a bit more tedious:

gn = {I = {i1, . . . , iµ} ⊂ [[1,λ ]]µ ;Card I = µ and
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k∈ I ∧k′ ∈ [[1,λ ]]\ I ⇒ ynλ+k ≤ ynλ+k′}.
An important property is that the set of possible values forgn has cardinalK with

usuallyK efficiently bounded. Important examples are:

• (µ ,λ )-ES (evolution strategies) with equal weights; thenK ≤ λ !/(µ !(λ −µ)!);

• (µ ,λ )-ES with weights depending on the rank; thenK ≤ λ !/(λ −µ)!;

• (1+λ )-ES; thenK ≤ λ +1;

• (1,λ )-ES; thenK ≤ λ .

The notion of branching factor, and bounds above on the branching factor, have been
used in [231, 230] for proving results shown in Table 14.1; wewill use it here for
proving lower bounds on the parallelization of EA; the lowerthe branching factor, the
better the speed-up.

We will say that aλ ′-optimization algorithmO′1,O
′
2 simulates aλ -optimization

algorithmO1,O2 with speed-upD if and only if

∀θ ,∀n≥ 0,∀i ∈ [[1,λ ]],xO′1,O
′
2

nλ ′+i = xO1,O2
nDλ+i . (15.5)

We now show how we can automatically buildO′, which is equivalent toO, but
with λ ′ > λ evaluations at the same time and a known speed-up.

Theorem. (Automatic parallelization of EA - simulation of EA by parallel EA.)
Consider aλ -optimization algorithm(O1,O2) as in Eqs 15.1-15.4 with branching fac-
tor K, and considerλ ′ such that for some D≥ 1:

λ
KD−1
K−1

= λ ′. (15.6)

Then, there is aλ ′-optimization algorithm which simulates(O1,O2) with speed-up D.

Remark: The speed-up is thereforeD =
log(1+ λ ′

λ (K−1))
log(K) .

Proof: We are going to describe aλ ′-optimization algorithmO′1,O
′
2, built from

O1,O2, and we will show Eq. 15.5 for alln≥ 0,θ , f . We do it by induction onn; we
assume that it is true forn−1 (unlessn= 0), and show it forn≥ 0.

Consider the set of possiblegO1,O2
nD+i for i ∈ [[0,D−1]], i.e.

{gO1,O2
nD ,gO1,O2

nD+1 ,g
O1,O2
nD+2 , . . .g

O1,O2
nD+D−1}

over all fitness functionsf and for a fixed value ofθ . It has cardinal bounded above by
KD.

Therefore, the set of points possibly visited during stepsnD, . . . ,nD+D− 1 is
bounded above byλ times the number of possiblegO1,O2

i for i ∈ [[nD,nD+D−1]]; it
is therefore bounded above byλ (1+K1+ · · ·+KD−1) = λ (KD−1)/(K−1).

So, if
λ (1+K1+ · · ·+KD−1) = λ (KD−1)/(K−1) = λ ′, (15.7)

the algorithmO′1,O
′
2 which:
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• computes all the possiblegO1,O2
(n−1)λ+i for i ∈ [[1,D]];

• evaluates the fitness functions at all corresponding pointsof the domain (this is
O′1);

• and simulates the behavior ofO1,O2 with these fitness values (this isO′2)

has the following properties:

• it is a λ ′-optimization algorithm;

• it simulatesO1,O2 with speed-upD.

The proof is complete.
Importantly, section 14.1.4 has shown that this speed-up isnot reached by usual

real world algorithms; we will propose simple modificationswith a big impact on this.

15.3 Experimental speed-up

In this section, we experimentally evaluate speed-ups.
The theory above proves that the automatic parallelizationreaches log(λ ), which

is asymptotically optimal within a constant factor, but there are algorithms for which
the automatic parallelization works only forλ very large, in particular when the full
ranking of selected individuals is used (because in this case the branching factorK
is much bigger). Therefore, we will provide other tricks forensuring the log(λ ) cor-
rection. In this section we propose hand-crafted “log(λ )” corrections, i.e. tricks for
having speed-up log(λ ). A simple solution is as follows in continuous domains.

If the speed-up is bounded, thenσ decreases at a constant rate on a multiplicative
scale,i.e. σ is divided by, at most, a fixed constant, independently ofλ . If we want to
reach the “log(λ )” speed-up, then we must substract log(λ ) to log(σ); i.e. divideσ by
an exponent ofλ . We will here applyσ ← σ/max(1,(ζ λ )1/N) for some value ofζ .

We consider EMNA, CMA-ES and SA-ES. CMA-ES is particularly interesting,
because it is a FR-(µ ,λ )-ES, and therefore has a big branching factorK = λ !/(λ−µ)!,
and therefore the automatic parallelization becomes efficient only for huge numbers of
processors. More precisely, the numerical application forthe automatic parallelization
is as follows:

• In the caseN = 2, λ = 6 (default suggested value in CMA3.24 forN = 2), the
speed-up isD = 2 only with λ ′ ≥ 4326 (whereas with equal weights, as for
EMNA, we getλ ′ = 126);

• In the caseN = 10, leading toλ = 10, we get a speed-up 2 withλ ′ = 302410
(whereas equal weights as in EMNA lead to a more reasonable 2530).

We see that for CMA the automatic parallelization provides alimited speed-up
unless the number of processors is huge (in spite of its asymptotic optimality with a
speed-upΘ(λ )), and even for EMNA we might hope better results. We will propose
below specific parallelizations, better than both (i) the standard parallelization with
λ = λ ′ and (ii) the automatic parallelization.
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Parallelization of EMNA

We present results of the isotropic EMNA (the step-size is a constant, used in all di-
rections), on the sphere function. The presented numbers are the mean progress of the
log of the distance to the optimum, multiplied by the dimension2, estimated with the
following experimental conditions:

• Column ”baseline”: the standard EMNA algorithm from [150],with µ = λ/4;

• Column ”+QR”: EMNA, plus the quasi-random (low discrepancy) mutations
as defined in [228] (quasi-random mutations with scrambled Halton sequence,
showing, by the way, that the effect of quasi-random on the convergence rate is
very strong whenλ is large;

• Column ”+log(λ )”: the same as ”+QR”, except that we add the log(λ ) correc-
tion, i.e. we modifyσ according to formulaσ ← σ/max(1,(0.15λ )1/N);

• Column ”+weighting”: the same as ”+log(λ ), except that we apply the reweight-
ing as in [223].

In all cases the initial step-size isσ = 1 and the initial point is randomly drawn on the
unit sphere with radius

√
N with N the dimension. The 3 following columns provide

the p-value of the comparison between a column and the previous column; the signif-
icance is very high. Then, the last column presents the normalized convergence rate
of the algorithm withQRand reweighting, but without the log(λ )-correction; with this
column, we can check that the improvement is due to the log(λ ) modification and not
to the combination QR+reweighting.

This is detailed in Algorithm 19. The results are then presented in Table 15.1.

2It is known that the log-distance to the optimum decreases linearly with the dimension; therefore we
multiply the results by the dimension in order to have homogeneous results for various dimensions. Fol-
lowing the theoretical analysis in [230], we expect an improvement as the dimension increases, which is
confirmed experimentally here.
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Initialize σ ∈ R, y∈ R
N.

while Halting criterion not fulfilleddo
for l = 1..λ do

zl = σNl (0, Id)
yl = y+zl

fl = f (yl )
end for
if ”Reweighting” versionthen

Let w(i) = 1/density(xi) // with densitythe density of the
// distribution used for generating the offspring.

else
Let w(i) = 1

end if
Sort the indices by increasing fitness;f(1) < f(2) < · · ·< f(λ ).

zavg= 1
∑µ

i w(i)

µ

∑
i=1

w(i)z(i)

σ =

√√√√√
µ

∑
i=1

w(i)||z(i)−zavg||2

∑µ
i=1 w(i)×N

if log(λ ) versionthen
σ = σ/max(1,(0.15λ )1/N).

end if
y= y+zavg

end while

Algorithm 19 : The EMNA algorithm with weighted averages.Nl is a Gaussian
random variable, or a Gaussian quasi-random variable as in [228] for “QR” versions.

Interestingly, the log(λ ) correction is not efficient if we do not apply the reweighting
trick from [223]. This is somehow natural, as the log(λ ) correction strongly increases
the risk of premature convergence, which is reduced by the reweighting.

Parallelization of CMA-ES

We here compare the performance of the standard CMA algorithm with λ equals to the
number of processors, and the same CMA but with the log(λ )-correction encoded as
follows:

σ = σ/max(1,(ζ λ )1/N). (15.8)

We considerf as the best fitness found by the algorithm after a fixed number of
evaluations. We report the mean ofN·log( f )

#evaluationsand the mean of log( f ) in table 15.2.
The number of function evaluations is 100N2. Following [32], we experiment two
sizes of population,λ = 8N andλ = 8N2. If the dimension is small (2) we almost
have a speed-up of 2 whatever the size of the population. However, if the dimension
becomes larger (10 or 30) we have a good speed-up only if the size of the population is
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large (λ = 8N2). All the parameters are those recommended in CMA 3.24. The initial
step-size sigma is 1, and the initial point is randomly chosen according to a standard
Gaussian distribution. We show a clear, yet moderate, improvement.

Parallelization of CMSA

The CMSA algorithm is presented in Alg. 10; a very simple and efficient modification
is just settingµ = min(⌈λ/4⌉,dimension) instead ofµ = ⌈λ/4⌉. Results have already
been presented in section 14.1.5 and show a very clear and convincing improvement -
with just a one-line modification of the code.

15.4 Conclusion on the practical parallelization of op-
timization

First, we have shown in section 15.2 that theoretical boundsin [230] (recalled in chapter
14.1) are tight for their dependencies inλ .

Second, we have shown in section 14.1.4 that many current algorithms do not match
this tight dependency.

The tightness is shown by an explicit construction of a parallel version of EA,
which can readily be applied also for direct search methods [71] as well; thanks to this
explicit construction, we provide an automatic parallelization with efficient results,
outperforming standard parallelization in several cases (see section 15.2); the speed-up
of the automatic parallelization, vs just increasingλ , can reach incredible high values
thanks to (i) the poor behavior of classical algorithms forλ large and (ii) the good
behavior of the automatic parallelization for these algorithms with limited branching
factor.

However, the automatic parallelization is far from optimal(for the constant) and
it is by far too complicated; therefore, we propose in section 15.3 other “log(λ )”
corrections, with good empirical results. The improvementfor EMNA can reach 280
% in dimension 2 (λ = 6000), 248% in dimension 3 (λ = 9000), 100% in dimension
20 (λ = 60000); for CMA in dimension 2, 10 and 30, the speed-up is moderate with
λ = 8N and around 100% forλ = 8N2. However, whereas the automatic parallelization
is a kind of “free lunch” parallelization (it’s faster than the sequential algorithm with
exactly the same result, as shown by the simulation theorem), we feel that with this
rule we might have more premature convergence with CMA withλ = 8N2.

A first further work is the design of rules for EA which would besimpler than the
automatic parallelization, and as efficient, without risk of premature convergence.

A second further work consists in finding a modification of theautomatic paral-
lelization for taking into account the fact that some branches are more likely than oth-
ers; this is quite straightforward thanks to results in [230]. However, the automatic
parallelization proposes very complicated algorithms, and therefore it makes no sense
to develop this idea before having found a simplification.
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15.5 And parallel optimization for noisy fitness func-
tions ?

The case of noisy fitness functions is quite different. The optimization algorithms pro-
posed in section 14.2 and which reach theε ≃ 1/

√
n convergence rate (ε is the distance

to the optimum,n is the number of fitness evaluations) have a number of fitness evalu-
ations per iteration running to infinity. This means that whatever may be your number
of processors, the simple parallelization consisting in evaluating the population in par-
allel has a linear speed-up if the target precision is sufficiently small (we here neglect
communication costs, a very reasonable assumption here as for ε sufficiently small
the computational power spent on each computation unit willgrow to infinity and the
communication will remain constant. This leads to the non-surprising conclusion that
noisy optimization (which is much slower than deterministic optimization) is extremely
parallel.

15.6 Summarizing parallel optimization in practice

Following our tradition of writing succinct summaries, we conclude as follows:

• Optimization can be parallelized:

– at the level of one fitness evaluation (i.e.
the fitness or its gradient is parallelized),

– at the level of evaluations (for population-
based algorithms: one individual per pro-
cessor),

– by speculative parallelization (for algo-
rithms with branches).

• Evolutionary algorithms are naturally parallel
by distributing the fitness evaluations (second
case above), but monomodal algorithms are
usually not tuned for the case of large pop-
ulations, which is the natural framework for
many processors; we proposed above simple
rules for strongly improving this case (includ-
ing reweighting, forcing the decrease ofσ , lim-
iting the selection ratio).

• Noisy optimization and multimodal optimiza-
tion are easily highly parallel by parallelization
of the fitness evaluations.
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Dimension, Baseline +QR +log(λ ) +weight P-value for QR+weight
lambda +QR + log(λ ) +weight but no log(λ )

2,20 -1.61 -1.91 -0.66 -2.43 0.00 1 0 -2.02
2,60 -2.04 -2.13 -0.27 -3.95 0.00 1 0 -2.17
2,200 -2.17 -2.27 -0.17 -5.31 6e-16 1 0 -2.16
2,600 -2.22 -2.27 -0.14 -6.44 4e-15 1 0 -2.27
2,2000 -2.22 -2.38 -0.13 -7.68 0 1 0 -2.32
2,6000 -2.33 -2.51 -0.13 -8.85 0 1 0 -2.38
3,30 -2.09 -2.49 -0.69 -1.67 0.00 1 0
3,90 -2.43 -2.52 -0.28 -4.58 2e-05 1 0
3,300 -2.53 -2.59 -0.21 -6.02 0.00 1 0
3,900 -2.57 -2.71 -0.17 -7.20 5e-09 1 0
3,3000 -2.65 -2.87 -0.16 -8.52 0 1 0
3,9000 -2.77 -2.94 -0.15 -9.63 3e-16 1 0
5,50 -2.72 -2.96 -0.54 -3.28 1e-12 1 0 -2.72
5,150 -3.02 -3.09 -0.42 -5.60 0.00 1 0 -2.85
5,500 -3.08 -3.26 -0.31 -6.97 2e-14 1 0 -3.00
5,1500 -3.22 -3.41 -0.26 -8.19 1e-12 1 0 -3.17
5,5000 -3.35 -3.63 -0.22 -9.56 0 1 0 -3.32
5,15000 -3.53 -3.74 -0.20 -10.84 1e-15 1 0 -3.53
20,200 -5.56 -5.89 -2.52 -2.24 1e-09 1 0.74 -3.30
20,600 -6.05 -6.55 -1.86 -7.57 0 1 0 -4.83
20,2000 -6.81 -7.17 -1.44 -11.27 1e-13 1 0 -6.29
20,6000 -7.25 -7.73 -1.17 -12.98 0 1 0 -6.75
20,20000 -7.71 -8.03 -0.99 -14.62 0 1 0 -7.36
20,60000 -7.93 -8.09 -0.87 -16.17 1e-08 1 0 -7.96
40,400 -8.36 -8.83 -5.35 -1.31 3e-09 1 1
40,1200 -9.27 -9.54 -4.33 -2.94 8e-05 1 0.97
40,4000 -10.00 -10.15 -3.47 -8.25 3e-05 1 0
40,12000 -10.38 -10.48 -2.88 -16.30 0.01 1 0

Table 15.1: Table of convergence rates for EMNA. We see that (i) QR works very
well (ii) reweighting does not always improve the results (it has been published as a
tool against premature convergence and not as a tool for fastening EMNA) (iii) the
log(λ ) correction greatly improves the results, but only if reweighting is applied; this
is somewhat natural, as, without reweighting, the log(λ ) correction increases the risk
of premature convergence.
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λ CMA CMA with log(λ )-correction
Dimension 2

8×N -0.100±0.001 -0.177±0.001
8×N2 -0.0741±0.0009 -0.134±0.001

Dimension 10
8×N -0.0338±6e-05 -0.0389±0.0001
8×N2 -0.00971±6e-05 -0.0174±0.0001

Dimension 30
8×N -0.0107±1e-05 -0.0118±2e-05
8×N2 -0.00188±1e-05 -0.00370±1.e-05

Table 15.2: Comparison between CMA and CMA with log(λ )-correction in various
dimensions. The maximum number of function evaluations is 400 (in dimension 2), 10
000 (in dimension 10) and 90 000 (in dimension 30), and the constantζ involved in the
λ correction (Eq. 15.8) 0.41/2 in dimension 2, 1 in dimension 10, 1.31/30 in dimension
30. In all cases theλ -correction provides an improvement. Whereas in the case of
EMNA we could use the same constant in all cases and the results were very stable as
a function of the constant, with CMA we had to modify the constantζ as a function of
the dimension in order to get good results. Also, we have heremoderately good results,
whereas the improvement was better for EMNA and very important for CMSA.
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Chapter 16

Introduction to Machine
Learning tools 1

Machine Learning is the field of computer science devoted to the analysis of programs
or robots which learn from examples.

In 1955, Alex Lewyt predicted that “Nuclear powered vacuum cleaners will proba-
bly be a reality within 10 years.” Early predictions in artificial intelligence were nearly
that wrong.Artificial intelligence is the design of programs or machines which have
some forms of intelligence. TheTuring test is a test consisting in discussing with a
human: if it is not possible, for a human, to guess whether he is discussing with a com-
puter or with a human, then the machine has passed the Turing test. For the moment,
if machines had some success when compared to humans for somehighly specialized
forms of intelligence (for example, playing chess, or playing 9x9 Go, or piloting), they
are far from success in the Turing test, or even just for a few minutes standing up in
front of journalists (Fig. 16.1). For example, autopilots are better than humans in most
situations (in particular, they use less fuel than humans for piloting a plane), they are
nonetheless less flexible than humans for difficult and new situations (as in the exam-
ple of planes in icy environments, in which autopilots are subject to fatal errors, as
illustrated by various crashes in aviation history). Also,missiles in modern military
aircrafts are extremely autonomous and able of making decisions on a set of possible
targets, but they don’t replace humans in the plane (Fig. 16.1).

Supervised learning is the automatic building of an application̂f , close to an
unknown functionf , thanks to examples(x1,y1), . . . ,(xn,yn) where it is assumed that

• either∀i ∈ [[1,n]], f (xi) = yi (supervised noise-free learning);

• or ∀i ∈ [[1,n]], f (xi) = Eyi |xi (supervised noisy learning with no bias);

1This part, benefiting from collaborations with S. Gelly, J. Mary, P. Rolet and M. Sebag, is devoted
to supervised machine learning. Supervised machine learningis useful in many applications, and it is in
particular used as a module for many other chapters of this document: surrogate models, approximation of
Bellman values, imitation learning. We will first present the terminology of machine learning (chapter 16)
and some main tools. The further chapters will be devoted to parallel active learning (chapter 17).
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Figure 16.1: Top: A french Mirage 2000-5. Autopilots in missiles are highly au-
tonomous; even the choice of priority among targets is automatically performed by the
plane in many modern planes. Bottom: the “HRP-4C” robot, which made mistakes in
her facial expressions during her first show in front of journalists in March 2009.

• or other formalizations such that∀i ∈ [[1,n]], f (xi)≃ yi .

f is sometimes referred to as theoracleor target function (wheny-values are inR) or
target concept(wheny-values are in some discrete set). When a supervised learning
algorithm proposes a function̂f (termed a classifier, or predictor) from a given family
H, then thisH is termedthe family of modelsor the model of the learning algorithm.
When a supervised learning algorithm proposes a functionf̂ which has the form of a
finite tree with simple functions at each node, as in Fig. 16.3, then this algorithm is
termed adecision tree.

Some algorithms for supervised learning (which are cited without much details
here) are based on the idea of using a given algorithm multiple times on modified
versions of the original, complete dataset:

• Bagging consists in averaging multiple predictors learnt on randomly drawn
subsets of the dataset[39]; these subsets are bootstrap replicates of the origi-
nal dataset; see section 13.3.2 for more on this. Roughly, a bootstrap replicate
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of a dataset ofN items is a family ofN individuals randomly drawn, with re-
placement, in this dataset; this means that (at least in mostcases) some items are
present more than once (and others are missing).

• Subaggingconsists in averaging multiple predictors learnt on randomly drawn
small subsets of the dataset[46]. It is similar to bagging, except that in subag-
ging bootstrap replicates are smaller than the complete dataset; for example, we
randomly drawM = N/20 items in a dataset ofN items.

• Boosting consists in averaging multiple predictors learnt on weighted samples
of the dataset[106]. Individuals which are poorly predicted have their weights
increased.

• Random subspaceconsists in averaging multiple predictors learnt on projec-
tions of the dataset on randomly chosen subspaces.[180]

These methods are quite convenient for parallelization.
Artificial intelligence for learning policies is a complicated field (see Part II); more-

over, in many cases, it is far weaker than humans. Therefore,it is appealing to use a
human as a policy, to log its observations and actions and then to learn a policy by su-
pervised learning. This replaces a control problem, or a gaming problem, by supervised
learning. This method is termedimitation learning [204].

Sigmoidal functions are non-constant and non-decreasing mappings fromR to R,
with a finite limit in−∞ and+∞; usual sigmoidal functionsf verify f (x) =− f (−x),
have a derivativef ′, and verify limx→∞ f ′(x) = 0. When a function can be written with
only +, ×, tanh (or other sigmoidal functions) and real parameters, then it is termed
a neural network (see Fig. 16.4). The first layer of a neural network is also termed
the input layer: there’s one neuron in the input layer per dimension. The second layer
is made of neurons such that there is an edge from the input layer to these neurons.
The third layer is defined similarly, and so on. The output layer is made of all neurons
whose output is the output of the neural network: there mightbe output neurons in the
first layer even if there are 20 layers. The notion of layer is less useful when there are
cycles in the graph of the neural network.

In some cases, Gaussian functions are allowed in a neural network; then, we can
use exp(−||.− .||2/K) in the mathematical writing of the function; in many cases, the
Gaussian functions are only allowed in the first layer of hidden nodes. More generally,
neurons withg(−||.− .||2) for some functiong decreasing to 0 (i.e. limx→∞ g(x) = 0
andx> y⇒ g(x)< g(y)) are sometimes allowed and these nets are then termed “radial
basis function”(RBF) networks. There are neurons not so farfrom being radial basis
neurons in animals and humans.

The parameters are termed theweightsof the neural net. If the underlying graph
is acyclic then the neural network is termedfeedforward. When all the weights are
chosen randomly by the algorithm, independently of thexi ’s andyi ’s, except those in
the output layer, and if the neural net is sparse, then the algorithm is termedreservoir
computing.

When thexi ’s in supervised learning are chosen randomly and independently in
their domain, then the learning is termedpassive. When the learning algorithm is al-
lowed to choosexi as a function ofx1, . . . ,xi−1,y1, . . . ,yi−1, then the learning is termed
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active. It has been shown a long time ago that active learning was extremely efficient
when learning is performed in a small family of models; in other cases, active learning
is not so strong and might not be worth the candle[227].

16.1 Supervised learning and loss functions

Supervised learning is the following task:

• Inputs: (x1,y1), . . . ,(xn,yn) (usually assumed to be sampled according to some
probability distribution(x,y)). Each(xi ,yi) is termed anexample. yi is often
termed alabel.

• Outputs: f

• Goal:
Ln = E|| f (x)−y||2 as small as possibly (16.1)

Ln is termed thegeneralization error. We here consider||.||2, but many other norms
or dissimilarity measures can be considered; this is termedthe loss function. In an
unsupervised setting, there’s noyi ’s, only thexi ’s are available, and we look for a
function f so that thef (xi) keep some structure of thexi ’s. Some examples are as
follows:

• we minimize∑i, j(|| f (xi)− f (x j)|| − ||xi − x j ||)2 (we aim at preserving the dis-
tances), forf constrained to be in a set of functions which reduce the dimension;

• we minimize∑i( f (xi)−xi)
2 with f constrained to have values in a finite set (e.g.

in K-means algorithms f has values in a set of cardinalK).

Let’s come back to supervised learning. Many results can be proved for various
families of functions, but for clarity we will consider onlythe quadratic loss function
(Eq. 16.1). The problem is ill posed in the sense that withoutassumption on the
distribution, we cannot reach the minimum of Eq. 16.1. Nonetheless, many things are
possible. In this short overview, we will not give a lot of details and refer to [87, 238]
for more. A classical and simple algorithm for this isk nearest neighbours:

f (x) =
1
k

k

∑
i=1

y(x,i)

where(x, i) is the index of theith closest tox point among thexi (break ties randomly).
It is possible (see [87] and references therein) to ensure that

• Ln→ 0 almost surely, independently of the distribution of(x,y) provided thaty is
a deterministic function ofx (with k nearest neighbours withk fixed or going to
∞ sufficiently slowly as a function ofn, but also for structural risk minimization
and some other approaches);

• Ln→ inf f E|| f (x)−y||2 almost surely (for example fork(n)-nearest neighbours,
with k(n)→ ∞ sufficiently slowly.
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Empirical risk minimization in a familyF of functions consists in selectinĝf ∈ F
minimizing theempirical risk , i.e.

f̂ = argmin
f

1
n

n

∑
i=1
|| f (xi)−yi ||2. (16.2)

If f ∗ minimizingE|| f (x)−y||2 lies in a given setF with finite VC-dimension, then it is
known thatempirical risk minimization has the same good properties as above, plus
convergence rates which do not depend on the distribution. In many cases, it is more
efficient to minimize a regularized term:

f̂ = argmin
f

1
n

n

∑
i=1
|| f (xi)−yi ||2+C( f ,n) (16.3)

whereC( f ,n) is some complexity measure, typically the sum of the squaredparameters
when f is parametric (∀ f ∈ F,∃θ , f = fθ ; θ is the parameter off ), multiplied by some
parameter depending onn:

C( fθ ,n) = k(n)
|θ |
∑
i=1

θ 2
i .

Minimizing the regularized empirical risk is often termedregularized empirical risk
minimization or sometimesstructural risk minimization . k(n) is usually chosen by
hold out or cross-validation instead of a fixed value depending onn:

• in hold-out, a random subset of the available examples (termed thetest set2) is
not used in the regularized empirical risk minimization. One regularized risk
minimization is performed for each value ofk(n) in a finite set. The general-
ization error is then evaluated on the examples which have not been used in the
empirical minimization (the bestk(n) is kept for minimizing Eq. 16.3 on the
whole set);

• in cross-validation, the hold-out is performed for severalpartitions of the data set
into a test set and a learning set, and the results are averaged (over those random
partitions);

(there are other forms of cross-validation, e.g.k-fold cross validation, or bootstrap,
which are not discussed here).

Usual families of functions for empirical risk minimization are neural networks or
decision trees (see above). However, choosing the structure of a neural network (the
underlying graph) and the parameters of the neurons is not aneasy task. For a single
neuron, we know which output should be associated with whichinput: therefore, a
simple linear regression can be performed; or techniques like Hebbian rules can be
applied (not discussed further here - Hebbian rules consistin reinforcing weights which
are often activated simultaneously). For the general case we have a credit assignment
problem: how to know which connections are good (and therefore should be reinforced
by increasing their weights), and which connections are bad(and therefore should have

2The other examples are termed thelearning set.
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their weights decreased, or even should be removed) ? This isthe so-calledcredit
assignment problem.

We have presented supervised learning. We have discussed empirical risk mini-
mization as a reasonable tool for choosing the parameters ofa function in supervised
learning. Now, we’ll see how to actually perform risk minimization (or its variants) -
which is basically an optimization problem.

16.2 The credit assignment problem and back-
propagation

Consider a neural network as in Fig. 16.5. Then the question is: how to minimize the
regularized empirical risk ? We now present algorithms for this setting, but we’ll see
that the same technique can be used for other things than empirical risk minimization,
and in particular for direct policy search when the policy isa neural network.

[202] proposed the backpropagation for computing the gradient of a neural net-
work. More precisely, consider that you want to minimize some criterion. Typically,
the empirical risk

1
n

n

∑
i=1
|| f (xi)−yi ||2.

Usually it is not difficult to know the gradient of the criterion with respect to the outputs
of your neural networks (however, this might be uneasy for control applications, like
direct policy search - except by unfolding over a given number of iterations). For
empirical risk as above, this is

δout put=−2
1
n ∑

i
( f (xi)−yi).

This formula is obtained by deriving the empirical risk above (Eq. 16.2). This is
intuitively an “error signal”; in gradient descent we wouldlike to “push” the neural
network in this direction. For this, we have to propagate theerror signals until all the
weights. How can we propagate the signal, backwards througha neuron ? The output
of the neuron iso= g(∑k

i=1wixi +w0). How to computeδw j for somej, and alsoδxm

so that we propagate the error signal to previous layers ? This is a simple calculus of
derivative:

∂o
∂xm

= g′(∑wixi +w0)×wm;

∂o
∂wm

= g′(∑wixi +w0)×xm.

Or, in more concise notations:

∂o
∂xm

= g′×wm;

∂o
∂wm

= g′×xm.
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Therefore, the error signals can be computed as follows:

δxm = g′×wm×δo (this propagates the error signals to other neurons)

andδwm = g′×xm×δo (this propagates the error signals to weights).

We can therefore summarize the propagation of error signalsin a feedforward neu-
ral network as follows:

• the error signal for an output neuron is

δo =−2
1
n ∑

i
( f (xi)−yi).

As this is usually applied for one example at a time only (the error signal is then
propagated for each example in turn), this leads to

δo =−2( f (xi)−yi).

• the error signal for other neurons is

δo= ∑
o′;o→o′

g′×wo,o′ ×δo′

(whereo′ loops on neurons which haveo in their inputs, andwo,o′ is the weight
of the connection betweeno ando′)

• when the error signal reaches a neuron, then the error signalcan be sent to the
weights:

δw = g′×x×δo

whereg′ is the derivative of the output,o is the output of the neuron,x is the
value connected to the neuron with weightw (x can be an input or the output of
another weight, this does not matter).

These equations are the backpropagation and can be used directly for feedforward neu-
ral network. The weights can then be adapted by stochastic gradient descent, i.e.

w← w+
1
n

δw
n

(or other functions ofn than 1
n can be considered, e.g. 1/

√
n, 1/(n0 + n)...) where

δw
n is the error signal for thenth example (ornth time step in a control application).

When a recurrent neural network is used, then the neural network can be unfolded in
order to account for several time steps; and backpropagation can be used as well. This
is termedback-propagation through time (BPTT). Nonetheless, it must be pointed
out that backpropagation for many layers is not comfortable, unstable, slow, and in
particular when time is involved in the problem; time implies, after unfolding of the
neural controller, very big networks. Also, for a control application, this implies the
derivation of the plant to be controlled. Direct policy search with an optimization
algorithm with no gradient might be more convenient, and notreally less efficient.
Using genetic algorithms can be interesting as well, as it might allow to evolve the
structure of the controller, and not only the weights[119, 118].

As a summary around backpropagation:
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• Backpropagation is the application of gradient
descent to minimize loss functions in neural
networks.

• Backpropagation has the advantage of scaling
well with the number of examples, much more
than SVM (but not with the number of layers or
the dimension).

• Backpropagation is slow and unstable when
there are many layers or when the network is
unfolded for a discrete time control problem.

• Recent techniques (section 16.5) for credit as-
signment problems consist in learning each
layer, one at a time, by unsupervised learning,
and then to learn the output layer by super-
vised learning and then optimize the complete
network by backpropagation (see deep net-
works in section 16.5). Other specialized tech-
niques, with very impressive results in some vi-
sual recognition tasks, are convolutional neural
networks[151, 250].

• Other recent techniques consist in having one
big hidden layer only (possibly with cycles, in
control problems), and to learn only the output
weights (see reservoir computing and random
kitchen sinks in section 16.4).

• For control problems, direct policy search by
gradient-free techniques is often simpler and
more efficient than backpropagation.

Neural networks for direct policy search

Essentially the approach above provides a tool for computing the gradient of a neural
network with respect to its output, its inputs, its weights.This can directly be used in a
stochastic gradient descent, in a quasi-Newton, in BFGS (see index), and so on. How-
ever, gradients are often difficult to evaluate, and in many cases direct policy search
will be performed by gradient free algorithms.
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When using direct policy search with a neural
network as a controller:

• Unrolling the neural network and the plant on
many levels and computing the derivative of all
this is possible, but tedious and unstable.

• Directly optimizing the coefficients by (i)
Monte-Carlo estimation of the loss, (ii) opti-
mization of this estimated loss without deriva-
tive or by finite-differences, is a simple and sta-
ble idea (see section 14.2 for more on the opti-
mization of stochastic fitness functions).

• Using reservoir computing strongly reduces the
dimensionality of neural net based direct policy
search.

16.3 Avoiding local minima: support vector machines

Generalized linear regression is a tool for supervised learning; it consists in learning
parametersw1, . . . ,wk such that

f (x) =
k

∑
i=1

wiKi(x)+b.

In the case of support vector machines,k is equal to the numbern of examples; if the
examples are(x1,y1), . . . ,(xn,yn), Ki(x) = K(xi ,x). The usual regularized loss function
is then

1
n

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣

(
n

∑
j=1

w jK(x j ,xi)+b

)
−y j

∣∣∣∣∣
ε︸ ︷︷ ︸

empirical loss

+C∑
i, j

wiw jK(xi ,x j)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
regularization

where|.|ε is theε-insensitive loss function|x|ε = max(0, |x|− ε).
In the case of binary classification i.e.yi ∈ {−1,1}, the loss function above is

usually replaced by

1
n

n

∑
i=1

max(yi

(
n

∑
j=1

w jK(x j ,xi)+b

)
−1,0)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
empirical loss

+C∑
i, j

wiw jK(xi ,x j)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
regularization

.
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Support vector machines:

• are the most classical tool for supervised learn-
ing;

• have no local minima;

• can use (highly ill-conditioned) quadratic pro-
gramming;

• are very (very) slow for big numbers of exam-
ples;

• are more compliant with high-dimension than
back-propagation neural networks;

• are less effective than convolution networks for
building complex internal representations[151,
250].

16.4 Simple efficient algorithms: random kitchen sinks

Random kitchen Sinks (RKS) are a now classical learning algorithm; it’s a form of
reservoir computing. It is so simple that we can present it just by copy pasting a few
lines from [188]; see Alg. 20. The main result in [188] shows that, for any distribution

Algorithm 20 : Random kitchen sinks. The constraint (last line) is usually removed,
and usuallyc(a,b) = ||a−b||2 in regression (or any other classical loss function). A
simple example isφ(a,b) = cos(b0+b1.a1+b2.a2+ · · ·+bd.ad).

p, the generalization error of RKS is upper bounded by

• the minimum reachable error for functions that can be written as∫
α(w)φ(.,w)dwwith α(w) = O(p(w)),
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• plus
√

log(δ )×O(1/
√

n+1/
√

K),

with probability 1−δ .
As a summary:

• RKS are a very comfortable and user-friendly
algorithm.

• RKS are often as efficient as other more com-
plicated algorithms.

• RKS have a memory-consuming representation
(scaling linearly with the product of the dimen-
sion and of the numberK of kitchen sinks).

16.5 Deep networks

It is known that many functions are much more properly represented by neural net-
works with several hidden layers, instead of only one or two layers; this is a weakness
for random kitchen sinks, support vector machines, and alsofor backpropagation neu-
ral networks as backpropagation becomes very slow for more than two hidden layers.

As a consequence, people have tried to design multilayered neural networks, with
a learning algorithm different from backpropagation (see asurvey in [20, 9]). A par-
ticularly important recent family of algorithms consists in learning each layer in an
unsupervised manner, and then to finalize the learning by some classical supervised
learning algorithm (e.g. backpropagation).

Deep networks:

• are a much more compact representation than
one-layered neural networks in many cases;

• are often trained by unsupervised learning first,
one layer at a time, and (possibly) afterwards by
classical supervised learning (supervised learn-
ing is mandatory for the output layer);

• can have loops in particular when used as con-
trollers.

16.6 Big datasets and parallel machine learning

What about machine learning for big datasets ?
There has been a lot of work on supervised learning for big datasets. A long time

ago, it was classical to claim that the best algorithm for SVMwas using the quadratic
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nature of the problem. Now, we often see more stochastic gradient descent, a generalist
algorithm[69] (whereas 10 years ago it was a blaspheme to propose something like
that). There are also papers recalling that for big datasets, other algorithms are much
better than SVM[156].

Some simple facts for supervised learning of big
datasets:

• Decision trees are very fast;

• Quadratic programming does not always out-
perform stochastic gradient descent;

• Linear SVM are much faster than Gaussian
SVM for big numbers of examples.

• Parallelization matters, with little programma-
tion work (see below).

On the parallel side, many algorithms have been designed specifically; parallel
mixture of SVMs[70], Cascade SVM[117], with moderately good results. It was then
pointed out that the main tools for parallel machine learning might be the most sim-
ple ones:[55] suggests in particular that parallelizing the cross validation for choosing
the parameters is extremely easy, simple, and efficient; andmight make other paral-
lelizations less worth the candle. Other aspects than cross-validation that can be easily
parallelized are discussed below:

Some machine learning tools which are easy to paral-
lelize:

• Cross-validation for choosing parameters (easy
and efficient parallelization).

• Bagging and a fortiori subagging.

• Random subspaces.

Also stochastic gradient descent can be parallelized
by averaging the computation of the gradient on mul-
tiple examples.[84]
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Figure 16.2: Various cyborgs, from top to bottom and left to right: a cyborg by Plas-
ticPals, named Simon, based on imitation learning; the two following robots, based on
human (remote) pilots, are maybe less elegant but more efficient: a cyborg setting up a
small bomb for destroying a dangerous packet; a medical robot for surgery. The next
robot is here for helping disabled people; the last robot picks up irradiated bodies (4
last images from botson.com).
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Figure 16.3: An example of decision tree, from the ”Monk” website
(http://gautam.lis.illinois.edu/monkmiddleware/publi c/
analytics/decisiontree.html ).
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Figure 16.4: An example of neural network, from the EmeraldInsight (http://
emeraldinsight.com ) website. The output isW′ × tanh(W×X), whereX in
the input vector and wheretanh(v1, . . . ,vk) = (tanh(v1), tanh(v2), . . . , tanh(vk)). The
coefficients in the matrixW and the matrixW′ are termed the weights (output weights
for W′). The neural network can be based on a non-acyclic graph, andcan be sparse.

Input 1
Input 2
Input 3
Input 4
Input 5

Output 1
Output 2
Output 3
Output 4

x

x

x

g(w x + w x + w x + w )
1   1      2   2       3   3       0

1

2

3

sigmoidal function
            +
linear combination

Figure 16.5: Top: a neural network. Bottom: a neuron. A neural network is a graph,
with each node equipped with one biasw0 plus one weightwi for each of its input
edge. This neural network is feedforward (no cycle), but this is not necessary; also, the
output of a neuron can be the input of several other neurons without trouble.
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Chapter 17

Parallel Active Supervised
Learning 1

Active learning [4] is a branch of statistical Machine Learning in which the learning
algorithm is allowed to choose the examples. It is particularly suited to settings where
labeling instances is costly. This chapter analyzes the speed-up of batch (parallel) ac-
tive learning compared to sequential active learning (where instances are chosen 1 by
1). The contributions reside in proving lower and upper bounds on the possible gain,
and illustrating them by experimenting on usual active learning algorithms. Roughly
speaking, the speed-up is asymptotically logarithmic in the batch sizeλ (i.e. when
λ → ∞). However, for some classes of functions with finite VC-dimensionV, a linear
speed-up can be achieved until a batch size ofV—practically speaking, this means that
parallelizing computations on an expensive-to-learn problem, suited to active learning,
is very beneficial untilV processors, and less interesting (yet still bringing improve-
ment) afterwards.

The main limitation of this chapter is that all results are based on the assumption of
exact model.

17.1 Introduction

Active learning [4] is a Machine Learning setting in which the learning algorithm is
allowed to choose the examples. Batch active learning [132,217, 133] is the particular
case of active learning in which the algorithm must chooseλ examples at each iteration.
Active learning is particularly efficient if the oracle labelling the examples is expensive;
batch active learning comes into play when it can be called oneach computation unit of
a parallel machine. This chapter provides rigorous bounds on the number of iterations
before a given precision is reached for batch active learning in binary classification,
in particular as a function ofλ . This model of complexity, based on the number of
iterations only, is relevant to cases in which almost all thecost is in the calls to the

1This chapter is based on a collaboration with M. Sebag and P. Rolet.

193
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Figure 17.1: Active Learning, far from computer science, asexplained on the EduTech-
norama website: we keep in memory what we actively do much more than what we
passively see. In machine learning, the active part is in thechoice of examples.

oracle function (expensiveoracle), and that at leastλ computation units are available.
The internal cost of the learning algorithm is not taken intoaccount. Obviously, under
this assumption, passive learning has a linear speed-up, inthe sense that for passive
learning all the points can be generated simultaneously since it does not make any
difference with the case in which points are generated sequentially. We here investigate
to which extent such a good speed-up can be recovered for active learning. The chapter
is organized as follows:

• Section 17.2 presents the framework and notations, so that complexity bounds
can be properly formalized.

• Section 17.3 shows bounds for batch active learning using covering and packing
numbers. Results include lower and upper bounds on the speed-up of batch
learning, seen as a parallel algorithm.

• Section 17.4 presents some experiments; these experimentsare aimed at com-
paring predicted speed-ups (for optimal algorithms) to thespeed-ups of simple
or usual algorithms.

• Section 17.5 concludes.

State of the art

The query learning models introduced by [4] can be viewed as the first attempts of
the learning algorithm to directly interact with the oracle. Another early work ([146])
establishes a lower bound for the instance size in any AL classification setting, loga-
rithmic in theε-packing number of the hypothesis spaceF—the number ofε-radius
balls needed to coverF (see section 17.2 below).
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Classification

[67] devised a heuristic for error-free learning (i.e., in the realizable setting) of a binary
classifier, considering a large pool of unlabeled examples and selecting the best exam-
ple to be labeled in each time step (pool-based adaptive sampling). Considering the set
of hypotheses compatible with the available examples (theversion space(VS) defined
in [168]), the selected examples were meant to prune the version space.

[105] analyzed another algorithm based on a Bayesian prior on the hypothesis space
calledQuery-by-committee(QBC) from [211]; it directly reduces the VS volume. A
related research direction focuses onerror reduction, meant as the expected general-
ization error improvement brought by an instance. Many criteria reflecting various
measures of the expected error reduction have been proposed([68, 138, 200, 154, 80]),
with sometimes encouraging results in, for instance, pharmaceutical industry ([242]).
Specific algorithms and methods have been developed active learning in linear and
kernel spaces, either heuristically ([209]) or theoretically grounded ([56, 80, 18]).

On the theoretical side, [105] related the efficiency of QBC to a statistical criterion
calledInformation Gain, measuring how efficiently the VS can be divided. [78] shown
that with a Bayesian prior, greedily choosing examples thatmost evenly divide the VS
is an almost optimal AL strategy.

Dasgupta also studied the non-Bayesian setting ([79]), deriving upper and lower
complexity bounds based on a criterion calledsplitting index.

Batchactive learning has received less attention. [132] assesses the information
brought by batches of examples via a criterion based on Fisher information matrix re-
duction. [120] seeks sets of examples with low uncertainty;they phrase this as an
optimization problem (NP-hard), and devise a method to find an acceptable approxi-
mation of the solution. Both works provide empirical evidence of the soundness of their
strategies. However, they do not provide any formal proof guaranteeing their behav-
ior. Further, we are not aware of any theoretical study of thespeed-up of batch Active
Learning over sequential Active Learning , in terms of sample complexity bounds.

17.2 Framework

In all the chapter, log refers to the logarithm with basis 2. If x∈ [0,∞[d, then we note
[0,x] = {a ∈ R

d;∀i,0 ≤ ai ≤ xi}. The speedupof a parallel algorithmAλ over its
sequential counterpart A is the ratio of A’s complexity onAλ ’s complexity.

Only deterministic algorithms are considered here; the lower bounds can be ex-
tended, nonetheless, to stochastic cases within logarithmic dependencies on the riskδ
2 and simulation results (Theorem 7) can also be extended to the stochastic case. The
framework of batch active learning is presented in Algo. 21.A batch active learn-
ing algorithmAλ is thus defined by the triplet(learnλ ,generateλ ,updateλ ). Let D
be a domain with measure 1, andf : D→ {0,1} be the unknown oracle, supposed to
be deterministic and to belong to some setF ⊂ {0,1}D. We assume that considered

2Precisely, the sample complexity is multiplied by log(1− δ ) if we request that the algorithm finds the
solution with probability 1−δ .
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concept classF has a finite VC-dimensionV. It is common to consider finite VC-
dimension in active learning settings since the improvement over passive learning is
potentially much bigger in this case (sample complexityN = Θ(V log(1/ε)), see for
instance [79, 105]).

I0 = initial state
n← 0
while truedo

fn← learnλ (In)
(xnλ+1, . . . ,xnλ+λ ) = generateλ (In)
for i ∈ [[1,λ ]] do

ynλ+i = f (xnλ+i)
end for
In+1← updateλ (In,x1, . . . ,xnλ ,y1,ynλ )
n← n+1

end while

Algorithm 21 : Batch active learning algorithm.λ is the number of visited points per
iteration.

For a givenλ and a given algorithm A, it is said that the algorithm requires NA

λ ()

iterations3if
Nλ (ε) = sup

f∈F
min{n; || fn− f || ≤ ε}

with ||.|| the L1 norm. In the sequel, for some of our results, the following equation
will be assumed:

packF (ε)≥ (M/ε)(C×V) (17.1)

for constantsC andM. It states that we have log-packing numbers at least−CV log(ε).
packF (ε)4 is the maximum number of points inF with pairwise distance at least
2ε for the L1 norm. The productC×V in Eq. 17.1 stems from many results em-
phasizing some constantC, and the VC-dimensionV [79], such as, for example, the
well-known case of homogeneous linear separators (linear separators with the origin at
the boundary) of the sphere with homogeneous distribution[105, 80, 18] (V is equal to
the dimension of the domain in this case).

17.3 Covering numbers and batch active learning

Eq. 17.1 has the following consequence (see [147, 239]):

N1(ε)≥ ⌈CV log(M/ε)⌉. (17.2)

3notedNλ () unless the context requires an explicit A.
4hereafter notedpack(ε) for short
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Eq. 17.2 (lower bound on the sample complexity of AL) has the following consequence
(lower bound on the sample complexity of batch AL):

Nλ (ε)≥ ⌈CV log(M/ε)/λ⌉ (17.3)

Eq. 17.3 is the ultimate limit for batch active learning; it is the case of a linear
speed-up. The following explores the extent to which it can be approached, depending
on λ . In a parallel setting, in whichλ calls to the oracle are performed in parallel, Eq.
17.3 refers to a linear speed-up for the parallel (i.e. batch) form of active learning. It
will be convenient to note

Lλ (ε) = inf
all algorithms

Nλ (ε)

the infimum ofNλ (ε).
The first contribution of this work is the following extension of the classical bound

17.2:

Theorem 6 (Lower bound for batch AL) If F has packing number

pack(ε)≥ (M/ε)C·V , (17.4)

then the following holds:

Lλ (ε)≥CV log(M/ε)/ log(K) (17.5)

where K= λV if V ≥ 3 (K = λV +1 if V ≤ 2), i.e.

Lλ (ε)≥C log(M/ε)/(log(λ )). (17.6)

Remark. K is an upper bound on the number of possible classifications ofλ points,
given a class of function with VC-dimensionV. K = λV stems from Sauer’s lemma
(see [203]).

Proof: Consider an algorithm realizingLλ (ε).
There is one possible valuex1, . . . ,xλ for this algorithm, independently off :

(x1, . . . ,xλ ) = generate(I0).

Thanks to the finiteness of the VC-dimension and to Sauer’s lemma, there are at most
K possible values fory1, . . . ,yλ ; therefore there are at mostK possible values forI1
(since the algorithm is assumed to be deterministic).

Similarly, for each possible value ofI1, there are at mostK possible values forI2;
therefore the total number of possible values forI2 is at mostK2.

By induction, there are at mostK i possible values forIi . After Lλ (ε) iterations,
each possible stateILλ (ε) corresponds to a function learned withλLλ (ε) examples.
Since the algorithm realizes the boundLλ (ε), for any 2 oracle functions distant ofε or
more, the algorithm must have 2 different states. Thus, the final number of states is at
least as big as the packing number:KLλ (ε) ≥ pack(ε). As a consequence,

Lλ (ε)≥ log(pack(ε))/ log(K). (17.7)

Eqs. 17.7 and 17.4 yield the expected result.
The following result shows that this bound is tight, at leastasymptotically (λ →∞).
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Theorem 7 (Upper bound for batch AL) Consider the batch AL framework (Algo.
21). If F has VC-dimension V, then the following holds for all D≥ 1:

Lλ ′(ε)≤ ⌈Lλ (ε)/D⌉ (17.8)

where

λ ′ = λ
KD−1
K−1

(17.9)

and K= λV +1.

Remark. Eq. 17.8 leads to

Lλ ′(ε)≤ ⌈Lλ (ε)/Ω(log(λ ))⌉ (17.10)

for fixedV andλ ; this is a logarithmic speed-up.
Proof: The proof exhibits an algorithm realizing Eq. 17.8. Consider an algorithm

Aλ = (learnλ ,generateλ ,updateλ ) realizingLλ (ε) and consider someD≥ 1. Define

λ ′ = λ KD−1
K−1 . Consider, then, another algorithmAλ ′ = (learnλ ′ ,generateλ ′ ,updateλ ′)

which generatesλ ′ points by simulating AonD steps; if theAλ has internal stateIn,
thenAλ ′ hasnth internal stateI ′n = IDn. At each iteration:

• generateλ ′ simulates theKD possible internal paths

IDn, IDn+1, . . . , IDn+D. (17.11)

and generates for each iteration all theλ ′ possible visited points (note thatλ ′ as
in Eq. 17.9 is enough) for internal states in Eq. 17.11;

• the targetf is computed at theseλ ′ points in order to see which path (among the
KD possible paths) is the good one;

• updateλ ′ is the result ofupdateλ for the path selected ingenerateλ ′ .

• the output oflearnλ ′ is the output oflearnλ on all points visited in the selected
path.5

Eqs. 17.6 and 17.8 show that log(λ ) is the optimal speed-up when no assumption
on λ are made: theorem 7 shows that in all cases, a logarithmic speed-up is achievable
and theorem 6 shows that we cannot do much better forλ large.

The remaining question is what happens for moderate values of λ , and in particular
how many processors we need for removing the dependency inV. We now show that
λ = V leads to a nearly linear speed-up, for some familiesF ; and this removes the
dependency inV in runtimes - this means that we can break the curse of dimension-
ality, with V processors, whereas using more processors (thanV) will only provide a
logarithmic speed-up.

5Please note that a big part of the points for which the target value has been computed is discarded. This
is necessary for the formal proof of the simulation result. Forreal-world applications, we guess that applying
the learning algorithms on all points might be much better, within constant factors however.
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Theorem 8 (Linear speed-up untilλ =V) ConsiderFV = {[0,x],x∈ [0,1]V}; VC−
dim(F ) =V. Then, for some M> 0,M′ > 0,

∃C> 0,∀V,∃ε0,∀ε < ε0,L
FV
1 (ε)≥CV log(M/ε) (17.12)

and
∃C′;∀V,∃ε0,∀ε < ε0,L

FV
V (ε)≤C′ log(M′/ε). (17.13)

Eqs. 17.12 and 17.13 state the linear speed-up for batch active learning withλ =V for
this family of fitness functions (within the constantsC andC′).

Proof: We first show that Eq. 17.14 holds:

∃C> 0,∀V,∃ε0,∀ε < ε0, packVF (ε)≥M/ε(C×V). (17.14)

Eq. 17.14 is a version of Eq. 17.1 modified for considering only ε small; it is weaker
than Eq. 17.1 and sufficient for our purpose.

Eq. 17.14 is proved as follows:

• For x andy in [1
2,1]

V , theL1 distance between[0,x] and[0,y] is lower bounded
by Θ(||x−y||).

• Therefore, the packing number of the{[0,x];x∈ [0,1]d} is Θ(1/εV) and is there-
fore f (1/εV/2).

• This shows Eq. 17.14 forC= 1
2.

Then, Eq. 17.14 classically leads to Eq. 17.15 (this is analogous to the proof of Eq.
17.2 from Eq. 17.1, see section 17.2):

∃C> 0,∀V,∃ε0,∀ε < ε0,N1(ε)≥ ⌈CV log(1/ε)⌉. (17.15)

Eq. 17.15 is the first part of the theorem (Eq. 17.12). Let us now show Eq. 17.13, by
considering the following algorithm ( described at iterationn):

• generateλ sets thej th coordinate ofxnλ+i , for j 6= i and(i, j) ∈ [[1,λ ]]2 to 0, and
chooses theith coordinate ofxnλ+i for i ∈ [[1,λ ]] as follows6:

(xnλ+i)i =
1
2

(
min
n′≤n
{(x′n′λ+i)i |y′n′λ+i = 0}

+ max
n′≤n
{(x′n′λ+i)i |y′n′λ+i = 1}

)
. (17.16)

• learnλ selects any functionfn ∈FV which is consistent withx1, . . . ,xnλ .

At a given iterationn each pointxn,i of the batch of sizeλ makes sure that the domain
will be halved along theith coordinate. Thus, afterN iterations, it is known that the
target oracle/classifier is in a square of edge size 2−N. As a consequence, precisionε
is reached in at mostΘ(log(1/ε)) iterations, which shows Eq. 17.13.

This theorem shows that, at least forF as above, we can have a linear speed-up
until λ =V; this is the tightness of Eq. 17.3 forλ ≤V—similarly to the tightness of
Eq. 17.6 (i.e. logarithmic speed-up) shown by Eq. 17.10 forλ large.

6In Eq. 17.16, if no pointx′n′λ+i has been labeled as 0, the minimum is set to 0; equivalently, if nopoint
has been labeled as 1, the maximum is set to 1.
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17.4 Experiments

We have formally proved both lower and upper bounds on batch AL. The following
illustrates whether some simple or usual algorithms match these bounds.

17.4.1 Experiments with naive AL

We here experiment a simple batch AL algorithm forF = {[0,x];x ∈ [0,1]V} (VC-
dimensionV). The new sample(s)xnλ+1, . . . ,x(n+1)λ areλ points randomly drawn inv
where

v= {x∈ [[0,1]V ;∀ j ∈ [[1,nλ ]]y j = 0⇒¬(x j ≤ x)}

∩{x∈ [[0,1]V ;∀ j ∈ [[1,nλ ]]y j = 1⇒ x j ≤ x}.

This means that we randomly sample the version space.
We plot the inverse of the number of iterations for reaching precision 0.003D2,

depending onλ ; this means that the ordinate is the rate. Results are presented in Fig.
17.2. Runtimes are averaged over 33 runs.
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Figure 17.2: Speed-up of batch AL for a simple AL algorithm (see text). We see that
the speed-up is consistent with theory; in particular, the larger the dimension and the
better the parallelization. Nonetheless this algorithm might be easier to parallelize than
a good AL algorithm as max-uncertainty (see section 17.4.2).

17.4.2 Experiments with max-uncertainty

This part of the experiments is concerned with a straightforward adaptation of a good,
classical active learning heuristic that we callMaximum Uncertaintyto the batch set-
ting. The idea behindMaximum Uncertaintyis to select the examples that split the
version space, the space of all possible functions consistent with examples observed
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so far, the most evenly. It has been studied empirically and theoretically algorithms
enforcing this criterion have been proposed[211, 78].

Experiments learn homogeneous linear separators ofR
d, where examples lie on the

hypersphereSd−1 for dimensionsd = 2,4,6,8. This setting has been widely studied
for sequential active learning[18, 80, 105] and thus fitted to a speed-up analysis for the
batch setting.

In such a setting, ford > 2, an infinite number of points of the hypersphere max-
imize uncertainty given previously witnessed instances—whereas ifd = 2, the max-
imum is unique. Thus, a possibly good batch strategy may consist in selectingλ of
those points maximizing uncertainty, at each iteration.

Batch sizes areλ = 1,2,4,6,8,12,16,20,24,32,40,48,64. Precision is set to
0.0001∗ (d/2)4. For each(d,λ ), the number of iteration is averaged over 160 ex-
periments.
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Figure 17.3: Speed-up of batch maximum uncertainty, without diversity preservation.
We see that the parallelization works better in high dimension: the speed-up is nearly
linear until a larger number of processors.

17.5 Summary and discussion

This chapter shows that batch active learning exhibits:

• a linear speed-up untilλ =V for some families
of target functions;

• a speed-up at least logarithmic in all cases;

• and a logarithmic speed-up at most forλ large.
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Please note that the logarithmic speed-up is a simulation result. The point is not
to analyze the convergence rate of active learning in general, but to emphasize that
anyactive learning algorithm can be transformed into a batch active learning algorithm
(with λ computation units) which simulates it with speedupD, with D logarithmic as
a function ofλ .

All proofs have been made for deterministic algorithms. Their extensions to
stochastic cases, however, is straightforward.

Experiments have been performed only in moderate dimensionand for easy fam-
ilies of functions; the extension of the experiments to bigger dimensions and to other
families of functions, is a possible further work.
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This document covers several fields of artificial intelligence, including discrete time
control (a somehow extremely general form of decision making), optimization (an es-
sential part of many algorithms) and supervised learning. We will here try to extract
the main lessons of the last years, in these fields, from a high-level point of view.

Monte-Carlo Tree Search is incredibly efficient in some casesin which all other
techniques fail. It’s not better than dynamic programming (or than retrograde analysis,
in games) in small dimension, but it’s much more able to handle high dimension. It’s
extremely easy to code (unless you try to have a very fast and optimized version for
competitions). Very importantly, it is able to tackle problems with little or no structure.
In some sense, it is ina general direction of AI, namely working on more accurate
models, with techniques which do not rely on a strongly simplified model of the
world ; this direction is made possible by the increased computational power. It is often
said that MCTS would make no sense with computers as in the 80’s. Some weaknesses
are however very clear; the algorithm has no extrapolation from one branch to another,
i.e. no (or almost no) extrapolation from one analyzed stateto newly visited ones7.
The fact that the algorithm performs much better than other approaches in spite of such
weaknesses is interesting. The application to Go is impressive, but we must point out
some facts:

• contrarily to what is often said, the use of the UCB formula inMCTS is not
important for Go. Indeed, it’s not the best formula, and if you use it you must
modify the formula deeply by reducing the exploration constant to almost zero
(as discussed by many people in [175]);

• it was necessary to strongly adapt the Monte-Carlo part, in avery complicated
way (not yet clearly understood).

A main trouble is that MCTS relies on the capacity to simulate; we need a model. There
are some works for performing Monte-Carlo simulations without models[103]. Also,
the partially observable case, which leads to much higher complexity classes, remains
moderately explored, in particular with the point of view ofconsistency; see however
[195, 15].

Essentially, tree search methods (alpha-beta and dynamic programming, or MCTS)
provide great results in observable cases; in some randomized cases, the evaluation
function becomes more crucial than the tree search; a tree search with depth 1 is often
enough (as in backgammon). In partially observable cases, Monte-Carlo simulations,
conditionally to observations, provides a good set of features for developing heuristics
by policy search (possibly optimized by evolutionary or coevolutionary algorithms).

Machine Learning is an old field in which you can find plenty of useful algo-
rithms, most of them able to outperform all the others if you carefully choose your
testbeds. There are problems for which none of them works, whereas they are easy for
humans, as shown by the many failed attempts for learning life and death problems in
Go, even very simple ones. A basic conclusion is that supervised learning can help in

7“To generalize is to be an idiot”, according to William Blake; but he was answering Reynolds: “disposi-
tion to abstractions, to generalising and classification, is the great glory of the human mind”, which is about
art. For making decisions, we have to generalize
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some cases but extrapolation techniques are still far belowhuman capabilities in many
cases in which we would need it. Nonetheless, there are many interesting algorithms,
their variety showing that things are not over, by far; SVM are a standard choice for
supervised machine learning, and are strong for high-dimensional cases, but they often
fail for large databases; decision trees have plenty of advantages of readability, but are
very suboptimal for law dimensional sets with separations involving all variables; clas-
sical neural networks with backpropagation are strongly improved in some cases by the
use of random weights or unsupervised layers (deep networks, reservoir computing).
But more than algorithms, machine learning provides concepts: supervised learning,
unsupervised learning, reinforcement learning, policy search, belief states.

Evolutionary algorithms. I’ve often been said that evolutionary algorithms are
only for people who are not able to code serious algorithms like BFGS. This opinion
is unfortunately often dominant. Nonetheless, the generalidea above, that AI should
tackle unstructured problems, can be applied here: evolutionary algorithms require nei-
ther convexity nor differentiability. Evolutionary algorithms are great tools and people
who don’t like them nonetheless often use them in desperate situations, e.g. for prob-
lems involving both continuous and discrete variables, or for discrete problems with
complicated structures that can be encoded only in a crossover or randomized mutation
operator.

Classical evolutionary algorithms in continuous domains were to the best of my
knowledge all weak when the population size is large, compared to the new algo-
rithms proposed here. The difference, however, is all in a log for the monomodal
case; the linear speed-up until a number of processors roughly linear as a function of
the dimension was already reached - we improve the speed-up from Θ(min(d,λ )) to
Θ(min(d log(λ ),λ )). The case of multimodal fitness functions is probably much more
parallel.

At the intersection of evolutionary optimization, discrete time decision making in
uncertain environments, supervised machine learning, themain point in this work re-
mains the idea of working on tools which do not rely on strong assumptions on the
problems to tackle.

What is new in this work

As it is often said currently in France that researchers are somehow useless, it might be
worth mentioning the main new results obtained recently in France around the topics
analyzed in this document. This part will also survey our contributions. I consider as
new (at least at the time of their first presentation) the following elements:

• Parallel versions of the MCTS algorithms. The algorithm canbe used far from
Go. I point out that the version provided by Tristan Cazenave, also in France,
is simpler than our algorithm, and as efficient for many (but not all) cases. In-
cidentally, most of the research around MCTS, which is a scientific revolution,
appeared in Paris, Orsay, Lille - French towns.

• The clear understanding of the semeai weakness. This is not asmall boring issue:
semeais are only Go positions, but a general solution to the weakness of MCTS
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shown by semeais would be interesting far from Go. This open problem (how
to play Go correctly, including semeai situations) is a crucial AI open problem.
It also shows simple things which are beyond computers’ abilities (see section
5.3.5).

• The bounds on optimization and parallel optimization are tighter and more gen-
eral than previously existing bounds. We could deduce from these bounds al-
gorithms which are much better than existing algorithms when the number of
computation units is large. This bridges a gap, in my humble opinion, between
theory and practice: it provides new bounds, which are tight, and leads to modi-
fications in real-world algorithms which lead to better convergence rates[224].

• The bounds on noisy optimization are better than published bounds. The version
of UH-CMA taking into account the requirement of cancellingthe residual er-
ror by increasing the number of evaluations per stage to infinity is the first one
with good asymptotic behavior in terms of the dependency of the precision as a
function of the number of evaluations - a main further work isthe analysis of the
dependency in the dimension. Another crucial point is the weakness of evolu-
tionary algorithms, when they don’t use surrogate models, for noisy optimization
problems with strong models of noise; this does not appear inthe results of the
BBOB challenge, as the BBOB challenge is restricted so that it contains only fit-
ness functions which are reasonably well solved by classical evolution strategies,
but we have clearly seen that on other noise models there’s really a trouble in e.g.
UH-CMA. The quadratic logistic regression by R. Coulom performs much bet-
ter for binary fitness values: evolutionary algorithm, under their current form,
are not able to sample the most informative points instead offocusing on the
currently best points: there’s a subtle issue here which is not only the explo-
ration/exploitation dilemma. A natural solution for things like that are tools like
IAGO (but at the price of a huge computational cost) or surrogate models. QLR
has its own weaknesses, and noisy optimization is a very openfield for further
research.

• The bounds and algorithms proposed in this document for active learning are
tighter than existing bounds. The parallel active learninganalysis is new.

• This is not in the main topics of this document (but see Table 15.1 with very
clear positive results for quasi-random numbers) We proposed the use of Quasi-
Monte-Carlo methods in active learning[233], for mutations in evolutionary
algorithms[232], for restarts[208]. A main conclusion is that, at least with good
Quasi-Random sequences, we are rarely disappointed when replacing random
by Quasi-Random.

• Some other main parts of my research are not cited here, including global opti-
mization. Essentially, these results show the significant improvement that we can
have by using quasi-random restarts instead of random restarts, and also show
that some sophisticated algorithms are in fact not better than restarts. A deep
problem around multimodal optimization is that we have little understanding of
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what is a good model of multimodal optimization problem, leading to contradic-
tory published results; also, some simple baselines have not been used in some
published tests, whereas they seemingly perform as well as more sophisticated
techniques in many cases.

Further research

In my humble opinion, the main directions for future research around topics discussed
in this document are:

• including the use of value function into MCTS algorithms (asdone in [160] for
Amazons);

• sharing information between nodes in MCTS algorithms, morethan in Rave;
some preliminary and interesting works around that are [91,191, 190, 134, 90].
As pointed out by M. M̈uller in [175], introducing some “divide-and-conquer”
ideas into MCTS might be a key for strong future improvements. Factorized
states/actions might be a key for further research; taking inspiration from the
works in reinforcement learning might be useful[145, 214].

• evaluating the dependency in the dimension in noisy (evolutionary) optimization.

• the speed-up of parallel optimization algorithms improvedso much in the re-
cent years that I guess many improvements are still possible- each publication
provides huge improvements, and therefore this is probablya good direction of
research. There are ultimate limits which are not so far away(see the log speed-
up in chapter 14) but only in the monomodal case.

• globalization of optimization algorithms is, in my humble opinion, necessary,
and not yet fully analyzed in the evolutionary community. Weneed good models
of multimodal problems for setting the basis for further work on this, and we
have to keep quasi-random restarts in the comparison.



Appendix A

Sociological and biological
elements

What is inspired by, or related to, biology or sociology in algorithms above, and can
we compare humans, animals and computers ?

Computers are often compared to nature. This provides nice pictures, as in Fig.
A.1. Games are a nice tool for visualizing the differences between humans and com-
puters, as discussed in section A.2; some cases show the clear superiority of humans
(are there cases of animal superiority over computers in mind sports ?). Neural net-
works are obviously related to biology (section A.3). Nature is the biggest evolutionary
algorithm experimentation (section A.4).

A.1 Games, humans and economy

Obviously, the title of this section is by far too ambitious for the few paragraphs below.
We will just outline a few things about games and their interpretation for humans, in
the special case in which no limit on the computational powerof humans is involved -
this means that we consider games in which the mathematical solving is possible and
easy, but are nonetheless interesting for what they say about who we are.

Games have been widely used as a model for the economic world.A widely used
model is that humans have rational actions, maximizing their own reward; this is in
particular used in works emphasizing the market economy as the solution for every-
thing (this is often attributed to Adam Smith in [216]; yet, Adam Smith himself had
discussed a lot the limitations of this approach and therefore the weakness of this model
should not be considered as a mistake by Adam Smith, who was indeed strongly in fa-
vor of public services, in spite of the fact that he is usuallycited by people who want
the destruction of public services). Nonetheless:

• there are plenty of examples of games for which the “rational” solution, in the
sense of the solution which arises if everyone is egocentricand maximizes only
his own reward, is a disaster, whereas a simple collaboration makes the solution

209
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Figure A.1: Computers and animals on the same graph. X-axis:megabytes of memory.
Y-axis: millions of instructions per second. Source: H. Moravec (1998). The main
weakness of this graph is that networks are not taken into account; the networks of the
human or animal brains are very impressive.

much better. A very nice example isRosenthal’s centipede game[199]: there
are 100 rounds (0,1,2,. . . ,99). The pot is made ofpt euros at roundt. At the
beginning, there’s no money in the pot (p0 = 0); the player (whose turn it is to
play) chooses between:

– Stealinghalf of the pot, plus one; i.e. his reward ispt/2+ 1; the other
player takes the other half minus 1, i.e.pt/2−1. The game is over.

– Cooperating: in that case (and except at the last round) the pot is increased
by 2: pt+1 = pt +2. The other player becomes to play.

After the 100 rounds, if no player has stolen the pot, then both players earn half
of the pot. Informally, the game is therefore as follows:

– Alice plays first; the pot contains 0 euro. She can “steal” 1 euro (and Bob
earns nothing), and then the game stops.
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– If Alice does not steal, the pot contains 2 euros; Bob can steal 2 euros (and
Alice earns nothing), and then the game stops.

– If Bob does not steal, the pot contains 4 euros; Alice can steal 3 euros (and
Bob earns 1 euro), and then the game stops.

– If Alice does not steal, the pot contains 6 euros; Bob can steal 4 euros (and
Alice earns 2 euros), and then the game stops.

– . . .

– If Alice (resp. Bob) does not steal, the pot contains 2k euros; Bob (resp.
Alice) can stealk+1 euros (and Alice (resp. Bob) earnsk−1 euros), and
then the game stops.

– . . .

– If Alice does not steal, the pot contains 198 euros; Alice cansteal 100 euros
(and Bob earns 98 euros), and then the game stops.

– Otherwise, both players earn 99 euros.

One can immediately check that at the last round, Bob earns more money if he
steals (he then earns 100 euros instead of 99). Therefore Bobshould steal, and
Alice will earn nothing. Knowing this, Alice should steal ifthe game reaches the
98th round... Knowing this, Bob should steal if the game reaches the 97th round,
and so on. By induction, we see that the “best” (the “rational”) choice is always
to steal. The consequence is that Alice earns 1 euro, Bob earns nothing, whereas
the trivial solution with complete cooperation gives 99 euros to both. Humans
are usually somewhere between this (dirty) “rationality” and full cooperation;
as the number of rounds increases, humans become closer to “rationality”. Ex-
periments show that humans tend to steal if the amounts are big, and not if the
amounts are small; humans are seemingly more gentle, less egocentric, for small
things than for big things... Nonetheless, for the ultimatum game (discussed be-
low), [178] shows that very high stakes lead to equilibrateddecisions in which
players have an equal income; things are therefore not so simple.

• There are many other cases in which humans choose a non-optimal solution
(non-optimal from a “rational” point of view), because theyhave a sense of
dignity, politeness, which leads to much better overall solutions than “rational
solutions”. Counter-examples to rational behaviors in an egocentric world arise
immediately for parents taking care of their children, or taking care of their old
parents; but a more surprising example is the so-calledultimatum game. In the
ultimate game, a playerA is given 100 $.A must propose a deal to the player
B: he should propose some amountx, andb should either accept or reject. If
B accepts,B earnsx euros, andA earns 100− x; if B rejects, they don’t earn
anything. In the “rational agents” theory,A should propose 1 euro toB, B should
accept and win 1 euro, andA would win 99 euros - in reality,B usually accepts
only if he gets at least 20 euros (and often at least 40 euros).This happens even
if the game is anonymous and if players will never meet again.This is true for
most cultures, but there are cultures in which people propose less, and cultures
in which people propose more than in our occidental civilizations[179].
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These results are mathematically simple, but they show that“rationality” (as dis-
cussed above, this term “rational” might be irrelevant due to its usual non-mathematical
meaning...) is clearly not a good solution, and does not takeinto account the possibility
of cooperation. As a summary,

Humans usually cooperate much more than what is
predicted in the so-called “rational” (which means
selfish) model.

Cooperative biases which deviate from the rational
model lead to better overall rewards.

They cooperate less for important things than for
small ones.

A.2 Games and interaction in the animal and human
world

Why are games important for research in computer science ?
Humans, computer & games.Games are fun for humans, and they are also fun

for animals. This is usually used as an argument for justifying research in games: if
games are important for animals, they are probably also important for computers. I
prefer to emphasize that pointing out games in the animal world is fun and philosophi-
cally/ethologically/psychologically interesting. Nonetheless, there are serious reasons
for considering that games are really important for computers, as well as for humans
or animals:

• We use games for comparing artificial intelligence systems.I find that funny that
without our work on Go, we would never have had the opportunity of testing
Monte-Carlo Tree Search on industrial applications. Afterall, this is not so far
from choosing a sexual partner from the result of a fight between mooses.

• We use games for understanding weaknesses of computers (as in the example
from Fig. 5.14). An important weakness of Monte-Carlo Tree Search is shown
in section 5.3.5: this weakness is termed Semeai, and thanksto this weakness in
Go we could understand a general limitation of the MCTS approach.

Animals and games.Some examples of animals who like games are known:

• many animals (e.g. cats) play during childhood, mimicking hunting and battles.

• macaques can play with snowballs, and learn that game by social interaction[94].

• games can cross species; eared seals sometimes play with ocean sunfishes.

Collaboration between animals. Some examples of collaborative activities be-
tween animals (see [166] for more details):
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• Dictyostelium Discoideum (amoeba) are able of suicide for building fruiting
bodies (the stalk in Fig. 11.2, right, is made of dead cells)[93].

• in groups of muskoxen, the strongest will be in the frontlinein an attack.

• great tits can take care of orphans.

• penguins form groups when there is a cold wind, and the group rotates so that
the penguins who suffer from the wind are regularly changed.

• many species can get grouped for protection against predators; also, predators
can establish bands for attacking more efficiently some preys by a sophisticated
methodology (pack-hunting strategies). Pack hunting strategies are quite elabo-
rate, require sophisticated planning abilities (see the complexity of decentralized
POMDP[127]), and it’s conjectured that dinosaurs were already able of pack-
hunting[181].

Games and wars.The fact that games can be used in order to train, or for replacing
war, is also true for humans. For the case of the game of Go, there are legends according
to which some wars have been replaced by Go games. Also, ritualized fights (which
are a kind of game, more or less dangerous depending on animals) exist among animals
for avoiding real fights. This exists both among humans and among animals, and can
be used for biasing the choice of sexual partners[157, 153, 83]1.

A.3 Neural networks

One might find inspiration in biology forneural networks; for example, sparsity as in
reservoir computing, the importance of unsupervised learning in recent deep networks,
the use of recurrent neural networks. Mathematics and empirism might be considered
as a more comfortable framework for inspiring neural networks: neural networks are
essentially a parametric family of functions in which derivatives are easy to compute
and which empirically don’t need too many parameters for approximating complex
landscapes. See Fig. A.1 for a (user-friendly) comparison between natural neural
networks and computers.

A recent improvement in robotics which was directly inspired by biology iscentral
pattern generators; this is briefly sketched in section 11.2 and shows that even from
lampreys we have many things to learn. Also,anticipatory behaviors (with architec-
tures dedicated to anticipation) [184] have their roots in biology; the idea is to separate
prediction and decision; and to use predictions in decisionrules.

Backpropagation, or time-consuming iterations of learning algorithms, have
sometimes berelated to dreams; it is believed that all mammals and birds have
dreams[247] (do dinosaurs dream ?), with a decomposition instates related to the struc-
ture of human dreams. The very effectiveconvolutional neural networks [151, 250]
are sometimes related to biological networks and their DNA succinct representation.

Radial basis functionsare also quite related to biological input layers.

1“Involvement in wrestling had a significant positive effect on mens number of offspring and a marginally
significant effect on polygyny, controlling for age, body condition and socioeconomic status.” [157]
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A.4 Evolutionary optimization, Nash equilibria and
real life

In this section we’ll see (very briefly) three classical topics in the analysis of natural
evolution, and their counterparts in artificial evolution.

A.4.1 Is the result of evolutionary optimization optimal ?

Coevolution as often simulated on computers is quite analogous to dynamic game the-
ory, and is a reasonable model for biological coevolution. Fictitious play[193] is a
formal algorithm that can be considered as dynamic game theory: each individual, in
turn, is optimized in front of the other individuals. It is known that fictitious play does
not necessarily optimize the reward (in particular when cooperation is involved) but
provides solutions close to nature. This has been used for explaining various subopti-
malities in the animal world:

• Suboptimality of the size of bands of female lions; often of size 3, whereas
the optimal size is 2 (depending on the preys) - roughly, 3 is evolutionary stable,
whereas 2 is best on average for the lions;

• Existence of cheating behaviors in various animal species(e.g. birds), who
don’t look for food and just wait for another bird to find something and then
try to steal something, whereas the optimal strategy consists in searching (all
together) and sharing the rewards; interestingly, in that case, mathematical game
theory can predict the proportion of cheaters in a population ([57] and references
therein).

• A less impressive but philosophically interesting exampleis the case ofcompe-
tition between males for females or of females for males- it is limited in some
(but not all) species, so that fights are “ritualized” so thatthey don’t lead to mur-
ders. Also,males often kill children of other males(e.g. white bears), what is
clearly suboptimal for the community, but efficient at the individual level (inci-
dentally, female lions protect their children, but if they can’t avoid the murder of
their children will try to have new children with the killer).

For more on this, the interested reader is referred to [58, 113, 107, 57]. As a summary,

Many animals have a collectively suboptimal behav-
ior.

Mathematical models of (co-)evolution predict this
behavior (sometimes quantitatively).
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A.4.2 Diversity in nature and diversity in computer evolution

The diversity mechanism (i) as a tool for robustness in frontof dynamic environments
(ii) as a necessity for optimal joint work (collaboration) is sometimes emphasized in
some really funny (yet serious, but not fully admitted) works [85]:

• Cases in which specificities which are dangerous at the individual level are effi-
cient at the cooperative (global) level: schizophrenia andanorexia are examples
of disease which might be (or have been) helpful for populations, whenever at
the individual level they are dangerous.

• Sickle-cell disease might be useful in some cases ; populations with such a dis-
ease are more robust in front of paludism. This is an example in which a disease
might be correlated with a good property; a disease might sometimes be here
due to its efficiency in some variants of the environments (i.e. due to a dynamic
environment).

• Homosexuality among male geese [47] has also been shown as a good tool for
protecting children in case of hostile environment (see [47] for understanding
how homosexuality among male geese can be useful for reproduction in hostile
environments).

A related point is that nature provides aging and a delay before reproducing ability,
what has sometimes been emphasized in artificial evolutionary algorithms as well[135,
48].

A.4.3 Sex is useful

The use of(µ ,λ )-strategies instead of(1,λ ) is directly related to the existence of sex
(defined as: a new individual is a combination/mutation of atleast two individuals):
it improves convergence rates. This was already shown in [29] and generalize to high
scale cases in [224]. Please note, however, that what is goodis not the fact that there
are two different sexes (what might be good for other reasons, like diversity), but the
fact that two different persons can share their DNA (this is also done in some parame-
cia, without having two different sexes). Also, this does not explain why, in most
sexual reproduction, there are two partners involved; a keypoint might be diversity. In
nature, “merging” DNA from two different species is (by definition of species) impos-
sible; this is consistent with cross-over operators, in evolutionary algorithms, limited
to individuals which are close to each other.[158].

Yet, some particular cases must be emphasized (these particular cases remind us
the use of migrations between artificial “islands” in artificial evolution); there are in
nature surprising examples of “merging” between differentspecies. Humans contain
mitochondria, which were seemingly incorporated from archeobacteria in eucaryotic
cells[97]. Therefore we contain DNA from proteobacteria. This is an example of
“merge” between different species, termed endosymbiosis.Chloroplasts are another
example of endosymbiosis (between plant cells and cyanobacteria).

There are many recent works aimed at explaining psychology or various aspects of
animals’ life by evolutionary aspects[249, 85].
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As a summary,

Sharing DNA is crucial, both in mathematical models
and in the real world[29]. This does not imply the
existence of two (or more) different sexes.

Most simple mathematical models encourage high-
scale DNA sharing with more than 2 partners (µ > 1),
but this result is independent of logistic constraints
and it assumes that efficient mutations frequently
occur - the discrepancy with the usual schema of 1 or
2 partners in nature might come from this.

The existence of different sexes (males and females)
might be good for population diversity and can be
seen as a more or less collaborative game between
males and females[159].

A crucial difference between computational coevo-
lution and biological coevolution is that in biology
there’s no mecanism for optimizing the overall
behavior (this implies suboptimal behavior), except
when several groups compete for resources (selection
at the level of groups). The importance of group
selection in the biological world is controversial.

Another difference (between artificial evolution tar-
geted to engineering and natural evolution) is that on a
non-parallel (or a limitedly parallel) computer a huge
population has an immediate negative consequence
on the overall efficiency (nature is an unlimited com-
puter for species which have nearly infinite room to
conquer around them).
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